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The Cover illustration:
CRABTREE WATCHING THE
TRANSIT OF VENUS A.D. 1639
The colour plate overleaf shows the celebrated
1881/2 mural by Ford Madox Brown (1821-1893) in
Manchester Town Hall. This is the fifth of a set of
twelve, which depict highlights from the history of
Manchester and its environs.
Madox Brown, an associate of the pre-Raphaelite
movement, had no contemporary portrait of William
Crabtree (c.1603-c.1644) to go on. Consequently, the
rather old man shown in the mural should not be
assumed to bear any resemblance to the astronomer in
his mid-thirties. In fact, it is a good likeness of the 58
year old Charles Bagot Cayley (1823-83), Dante
translator and Christina Rossetti's lover, who modelled for the painting.1 Madox Brown's daughter,
Lucy, and two of her children, posed as Mrs Crabtree
and hers.2
The Times, shortly after completion of the mural
(and the recent 1882 transit of Venus), commented
that ‘the only light in the picture proceeds from a
bright ray of the Sun let into the room through a
telescope and thrown on a flat surface, which
distinctly shows the sun's disc with the planet in the
shape of a dark spot on it. Thence the light is reflected
onto the face of the astronomer, who gazes on the
long-expected phenomenon with a rapture as intense
as it is pathetic’.3
A question posed in the Observatory magazine in
1903, about whether the spread of the light cone from
the telescope was realistic, elicited the following
response from the businessman and amateur astrono-
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mer, Edward Ball Knobel (1841-1930):
... the disposition of the telescope, the cone of
rays, and the screen were all adapted by Madox
Brown from a drawing in Scheiner's Rosa Ursina,
a copy of which I lent him for the purpose. Some
accessories in the fresco, as the astrolabe, and the
Davis quadrant hanging on the wall, were put in at
my suggestion and adapted from copies of my
own instruments.4
The position of the dark spot (the silhouette of
Venus) on the projected image of the Sun, is wrong.
Given the Galilean telescope design, it should be in
the upper left quadrant, not the upper right. The
mistake (also made by William Richard Lavender in
his 1903 painting of Horrocks observing the transit)
was occasioned because of a mistaken transcription of
Horrocks's Venus in Sole Visa, made by Johannes
Hevelius and the 1859 translation of this by Arundel
Blount Whatton.
1.

Rossetti, W., Some Reminiscences of William
Michael Rossetti (New York, 1906), 175
2.
Thirlwell, A., William and Lucy: the Other Rossettis
(Yale, 2003), 30
3
Times (25 Dec 1882) quoted in The Palatine NoteBook (Feb 1883), 52
4
The Observatory (Nov. 1903), 424
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Foreword
This copy of the of The Antiquarian Astronomer will the last under my editorship as the mantle is passing to Ian
Ridpath, someone who has a wealth of experience in publishing. It is with reluctance that I am stepping down,
but my current work and other commitments means that I cannot continue to find the time necessary to give the
journal my full attention to maintain high our standards.
The current issue of the society’s journal provides a diverse selection of papers that range from celestial
cartography to an encyclopaedic survey of Welsh astronomy. The articles also provide a biography of John
Capron, British amateur astronomer and pioneer of auroral observation in the Victorian period. In contrast, we
have a further biographical article dealing with the early career of the Scottish astronomer, Sir David Gill, prior
to his move to the Royal Observatory at the Cape in South Africa. The remaining two papers are a study of how
the date of Easter has been tackled and further analysis and debate over the discovery of Neptune. It is cheering
to note that society members wrote all bar one of the articles in the current issue.
If you are thinking of publishing your research, much useful advice can be found on the society’s website
www.shastro.org.uk, in particular, the web pages for the journal and the bulletin. Either way, I recommend you
contact the editor or other members of the society as we can give help and guidance as to the best way of getting
your research published. The research being undertaken by members will be lost unless it is in the public
domain. It is this sort of research that is becoming increasingly more important for the history of astronomy as
the major figures have been investigated exhaustively.
I would like also to thank all those who have helped in bringing the journal to fruition, both the editorial team
and all the external reviewers, their effort and expertise is greatly appreciated. Without such support the work of
the society would not be possible.

Objectives
The Society for the History of Astronomy was formed in June 2002 with three main aims:
• To provide a forum for those with an interest in the history of astronomy and related subjects;
• To promote the history of astronomy by academics, educators, amateur astronomers & local historians;
• To encourage research into the history of astronomy, especially research by amateurs, and to facilitate
its collation, interpretation, preservation, publication and dissemination.
To implement these aims, the Society organises regular meetings and publishes its twice yearly SHA Bulletin and
annual Journal, The Antiquarian Astronomer. This provides a medium to publish research by members and others
into any aspect of the history of astronomy and related subjects. It is recognised that because most members were
amateur astronomers and amateur historians, most of their research would be local history and was unlikely to be
within the scope of professionally journals. The journal therefore provides a means by which the results of that
research can be shared with other individuals and groups having interests similar to those of the Society. Papers
for journal need not be restricted to local history, but should contain original research, new interpretation,
insights of material in the public domain or bring to a wider audience material of limited availability or is
available only in dispersed locations. Papers offered to The Antiquarian Astronomer should not have been
previously published and are subject to external peer review.
Timely information, particularly about forthcoming events, both SHA and other, is now communicated to
members via the quarterly eNews, which most members will receive by email. The Society also publishes the
Bulletin (Editor Clive Davenhall; newsletter@shastro.org.uk), which usually appears twice per year. The scope
of the Bulletin includes, but is not necessarily limited to: news and developments in the history of astronomy,
meeting reports, articles, obituaries, book reviews and members’ letters.
Contributions for the Bulletin are welcome. Articles can be on any aspect of the history of astronomy and are
usually up to 2000 words in length. They normally do not contain significant new research (such research should
be published in The Antiquarian Astronomer) and are not peer reviewed. Contributions for the Observatory
Scrapbook series are particularly welcome. These items consist of a brief description (typically 500 words or
fewer) and an illustration of some historical observatory. It is prudent to discuss contributions for the Bulletin,
particularly book reviews, with the Editor in advance to avoid duplication.
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Some matters relating to the documentary evidence of the
discovery of Neptune. Disputes and controversies
Norma Foster BSc
normafoster16@hotmail.com
The discovery of the planet Neptune was regarded as one of the greatest
discoveries of the nineteenth century. Its existence was first detected, not by
eye or with telescope, but by the mathematical analysis of the orbit of the
planet Uranus. The perturbations of Uranus were under investigation by John
Couch Adams (1819-1892) in Cambridge, and Urban Le Verrier (1811-1877)
in Paris. Both these astronomers believed that the irregularities in the motion of
Uranus could only be attributed to the action of an unknown planet of the Solar
System. However, the circumstances of the discovery have once again become
a matter of dispute and contention by some recent historians. My aim is to
review the essential facts and the interpretation placed on them and to examine
the conspiracy theories that have arisen from an examination of the
documentary evidence. These conspiracy theories have detracted from Adams,
the true merit of his early researches and his place in the history of the
discovery. There has also been speculative allegations made of the character of
Adams based on selected documentary evidence, which I believe is not
necessarily a true representation of the facts. In presenting a fair portrayal of
Adams's researches, I have reconstructed his 1845 October solution in a way
that has not been done before.

A

dams was a young Cambridge mathematician
who had gained recognition for his mathematical talent by his great success in college
examinations. Le Verrier was an established astronomer who was renowned for his scientific analysis of
planetary motion. For all his natural talent, Adams was
in character modest and unassuming. He arrived at the
final results of his investigation of the theory of Uranus
in the Autumn of 1845, but he did not publish his
results immediately, but placed them in the hands of
the two leading astronomers of the country; James
Challis (1803-1882), director of the University Observatory, Cambridge and George Biddell Airy (18011892), Astronomer Royal and director of the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich. In doing this he hoped for a
British discovery.
This was in contrast to Le Verrier who published
his research in the pages of Comptes Rendus de
l'Académie des Sciences the proceedings of the Academy of Science in Paris, France. Le Verrier concluded
in his next memoir (Nov. 1845) that the perturbations
of Uranus could not be attributed to the action of the
known planets. On 1 June 1846, Le Verrier published
his second memoir in which he predicted the place of
the unknown planet at true longitude 325 degrees for

the epoch beginning of 1847 and that an error of 10
degrees was not probable. Following on at 31 August
1846, Le Verrier published his third memoir that
predicted the mass, elements of orbit, and position of
the unknown planet. These results reached British
observatories on 29 September 1846. Meanwhile, Le
Verrier sent his results to the Berlin Observatory
requesting a search for the planet. Here, the planet was
discovered on 23 September 1846 by astronomer
Johann Gottfried Galle (1812-1910) and his assistant
Heinrich Louis D’Arrest (1822-1875). Le Verrier was
immediately credited with the discovery of the new
planet. As Adams’s research was unknown to French
Astronomers, they disputed that English Astronomers
should be attributed with any part of the discovery. It
was not until Adams’s papers were published as a
supplement to the Nautical Almanac in December
1846 that any recognition was given to Adams. It is
well documented that Adams called in at Greenwich to
see Airy on his way down to Cornwall, but Airy was
away in France. Adams returned to the Greenwich
Observatory, a month later on 21 October 1846, but
Airy was not at home. Consequently Adams left his
paper of results and a message to say he would return
in an hour. On his return, he was informed that Airy
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was at dinner and was not to be disturbed. Adams was
left with no alternative but to return to Cambridge
without seeing the Astronomer Royal. It was a great
disappointment to him that the search for the planet
was not taken up by British astronomers at that time.
The controversy surrounding the discovery of the
new planet, the result of the two independent lines of
research, one published in a scientific journal and the
other not, meant there was an urgent need for Airy,
Challis, and Adams to give an account of the circumstances leading up to the discovery of the new planet.
Three papers were read at an important meeting of the
Royal Astronomical Society (RAS) on 13 November
1846.

Airy recorded in his report of the important paper
that he said was communicated to him by Adams in
October 1845. This paper contained the final results
and orbital elements of Adams’s early solution predicting the planet's place for 1 October 1845. Airy
recorded:
On one of the last days of October 1845, Mr
Adams called at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in my absence, and left the following
important paper:No 11 J C Adams, Esq. to G B Airy.
According to my calculations, the observed
irregularities in the motion of Uranus may be
accounted for by supposing the existence of an
exterior planet, the mass and elements of orbit are
as follows:Mean distance (assumed nearly in
accordance with Bode’s Law)
Mean Sidereal motion in 365.25 days
Mean longitude, 1st October 1845
Longitude of perihelion
Eccentricity
Mass (that of the Sun being unity)

38.4
1˚ 30' 9''
323˚ 34'
315˚ 55'
0.1610
0.0001656.1

Fig.1 John Couch Adams (engraved by G.J. Stodart
from a photograph by J.E. Mayall)
Nature (14 November ) 1886
Courtesy of Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge
Airy gave his account of the circumstances relating
to the discovery of the new planet in his report to the
RAS that was read in full at the society's meeting in
November 1846 and published in its Memoirs in 1847.
Airy believed he was in a good position to write his
report as ‘though partaking of the general movement of
the age he had not directly contributed either to the
theoretical or to the observing part of the discovery’.
Airy included in his report two important papers by
Adams; the first the paper of results that was left for
him by Adams at the Royal Observatory in October
1845, and the second, the letter he received from
Adams on 2 September 1846 describing the final
results of his two investigations based on his hypotheses of average distance.

Fig.2 George Biddell Airy, Astronomer Royal
By J. K. Maguire, by G. Ransome of Ipswich, 1852
Courtesy of the Science Museum, London
This solution by Adams predicted the planet's place at
mean longitude 323 degrees 34 minutes for the epoch
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1 October 1845. Airy recorded this was the solution
that Adams left for him at the observatory in October
1845.
Airy also expressed his delight on receiving Le
Verrier’s June memoir of 1846 that predicted the
planet's place at 325 degrees for the epoch January
1847:
I cannot sufficiently express the feeling of delight
and satisfaction which I received from it. The place
which it assigned to the disturbing planet was the
same, ‘to one degree’, as that given by Mr Adams’s
calculations, which I had perused seven months
earlier. To this time I had considered that there was
still room for doubt of the accuracy of Mr Adams’s
investigations; for I think that the results of
algebraic and numerical computations, so long and
so complicated as those of an inverse problem of
perturbations, are liable to many risks of error in
the details of the process. But now I felt no doubt
of the accuracy of both calculations as applied to
the perturbation of longitude.2
This assertion by Airy that the predictions made by
the two astronomers were ‘within one degree’ was later
to be disputed by historians on re-examining the documentary evidence. Since the prediction by Adams of
323 degrees 34 minutes was not within one degree of
the prediction of 325 degrees by Le Verrier. This
report by Airy was also the first claim of co-prediction
made by British astronomers after the discovery.
An abstract of the paper by Professor Challis was
also read by Sheepshanks, society secretary, at the
historic meeting on 13 November 1846. Challis recorded that he received from Adams in September 1845 a
solution of geocentric longitude of the new planet for
the epoch 30 September 1845.
Challis recorded:
In September (1845) Adams placed in my hands a
paper containing the numerical values of the mean
longitude at a given epoch, with the elements of
orbit, mass and geocentric longitude, September
30, of the supposed disturbing planet, which he
called in anticipation ‘The New Planet’, evidently
showing the conviction in his mind of the reality of
its existence. Towards the end of the next month, a
communication of results, slightly different, were
made to the Astronomer Royal, with the addition of
what was more important, viz. a list of the residual
errors of mean longitude for a period extending
from 1680-1840, after taking into account the
disturbing effect of the new planet.3
This solution by Adams predicted the mass, elements
of orbit, elements of orbit, geocentric longitude and
mean longitude of the disturbing planet for the epoch

Fig.3 James Challis Plumian Professor, c.1866
Photograph portrait by Maull & Co., London.
Courtesy of Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge
end of September 1845. The original paper by Adams
is recorded as item 32, in Challis Observatory file/D3.
The original document is headed in Challis handwriting:
Received in September 1845
My dear Sir
The Elements of the New Planet I make to be as
follows:Mean Dist. 38.4
Mean Long. at end of Sept.r 321˚30'
Long Per.n 321˚30'
Ecc.y = 0.1428
Mass =

0.000173

Sun’s mass = 1

Geoc. Long. at end of Sept.r = 320˚ 30'
d.m’s about 1' per day . (daily motions)
I remain, my dear Sir,
Yours very truly
J C Adams.4
This result by Adams predicted the geocentric
longitude of the New Planet at 320˚ 30' for the epoch
end of September 1845 and was based on Adams’s
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original hypothesis of average distance at twice that of
Uranus. Challis acknowledged that he received this
geocentric solution from Adams in September 1845
and that Adams communicated some different results
to Airy the following month. Unfortunately, Challis
does not say in what way these results differed from
his. Challis recorded that his solution was of
importance to the practical astronomer.
Adams presented his paper to the Royal
Astronomical Society in November 1846; an abstract
of which was read at the meeting of the society. His
paper was published in the memoirs of the Royal
Astronomical Society in May 1847. Adams confined
his report to his analysis of theory of the perturbations
of Uranus based on the supposition of an external
disturbing planet. His aim, was to determine the mass,
orbit and position of the disturbing body beyond
Uranus to account for the deviations in the planet's
path. Adams recorded in paragraph 4 of his memoir:
My attention was first directed to this subject
several years since by reading Mr Airy’s valuable
report on the recent progress of Astronomy (This
was Airy's report on the state of Astronomy to the
British Association in 1832).
I find among my papers the following memorandum dated July 3 1841: ‘Formed a design at the
beginning of this week, of investigating as soon as
possible after taking my degree, the irregularities in
the motion of Uranus, which are yet unaccounted
for; in order to find whether they may be attributed
to the action of an undiscovered planet beyond it,
and, if possible, thence to determine the elements
of its orbit, i.e. approximately, that would lead to
its discovery’.
Accordingly in 1843, I attempted a first solution of
the theory of Uranus assuming the orbit to be a
circle with a radius equal to twice the mean
distance of Uranus from the sun. The results
showed a good general agreement between theory
and observation and I applied to Airy, through
Challis, for the observations of some years in
which the agreement appeared less satisfactory.
The Astronomer Royal, in the kindest possible
manner, sent me in February 1844 the results of all
the Greenwich Observations of Uranus.
Adams then recorded:
After obtaining several solutions differing little
from each other, by gradually taking into account
more and more terms of the series expressing the
perturbations, I communicated to Professor Challis,
in September 1845, the final values which I
obtained for the mass, heliocentric longitude, and
elements of the orbit of the assumed planet. The

same results, ‘slightly corrected’, I communicated
in the following month to the Astronomer Royal.5
Adams continued his report with a detailed description
of the calculations and method of procedure he used in
obtaining his results. These calculations extended over
some twenty pages in his report. He then recorded in
paragraph 31 of his memoir:
Hence the values of the mass and elements of orbit
of the disturbing planet, resulting from the first
hypothesis as to the mean distance, are the
following:

Mean Long. Of the Planet,
October 6, 1846
Longitude of the Perihelion
Eccentricity of the Orbit
Mass (that of the Sun being 1)

a/a' = 0.5
325˚ 7'
315˚ 57'
0.16103

He added, ‘These are the results which I communicated to the Astronomer Royal in October,
1845’.6
This statement of results by Adams is the final
results of his original investigation based on his
assumption of average distance at twice the distance of
Uranus. This solution predicted the mean longitude of
the new planet 325˚ 7' for the epoch 6 October 1846.
Adams recorded that these were the final results that he
communicated to Airy in October 1845. There is no
uncertainty here.
However, this does not tally with Airy’s report that
the paper he received was Adams's solution predicting
the planet's place at mean longitude 323˚ 34' for the
epoch 1 October 1845. So there is a discrepancy in
these two official reports; Adams saying one thing and
Airy another, regarding the final results that Adams
communicated to Airy in October 1845. So how can
this discrepancy have occurred? Airy must have had
his reasons for writing his report as he did; having
obtained permission from both Challis and Adams to
publish any of the correspondence on the topic at his
own discretion.
According to Adams, he obtained two solutions of
mean longitude in the autumn of 1845, the first he
communicated to Challis in September 1845, and a
second, ‘slightly corrected’ solution to Airy in October
1845. The important task is then to determine from the
documentary evidence which two solutions was
Adams was referring to and what was the ‘slight correction’ he made to his former solution. Unfortunately,
Adams was not explicit as to the nature of the ‘slight
correction’ he made.
Until now, the steps taken by historians have been
to compare the geocentric solution Challis recorded
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that he received from Adams in September 1845, with
the solution of mean longitude recorded by Airy that
he claimed was communicated to him by Adams in
October 1845. However, on comparing the mass and
orbital elements of these two solutions, the values are
not the same. The values of the mass are 0.000173 and
0.0001656. The values of the longitude of perihelion
are 320˚ 30' and 315˚ 55'. The eccentricity of orbit is
0.1428 and 0.1610. So the two solutions are not the
same. The claim by Adams, that the solution that he
communicated to Airy in October was a ‘slightly
corrected’ version of the solution he delivered to
Challis in September 1845, does not appear to be
supported by the examination of the documentary
evidence. So what has gone wrong?
The reason is that the wrong two solutions have
been compared by historians. The two solutions that
should be compared are Adams’s solution of mean
longitude of 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1 October 1845
recorded by Airy, and the solution of mean longitude
325˚ 7' for epoch 6 October 1846 recorded by Adams.
When these solutions are compared their results are
similar. The value of the mass is 0.0001656 for both;
the longitude of perihelion is 315˚ 55' in the first and
315˚ 57' in the second solution; with the eccentricity
0.1610 and 0.16103 respectively. The only difference
in the solutions is that Adams’s prediction of mean
longitude 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1 October 1845 in the
solution recorded by Airy, has been ‘slightly corrected’
to the prediction of mean longitude 325˚ 7' for the
epoch 6 October 1846 in the solution recorded by
Adams. So it can be surmised that the second solution
is a ‘slightly corrected’ version of the former.
It would appear from an examination of these two
solutions that the ‘slight correction’ that Adams made
to his final results in the autumn of 1845 was the
update of his final results from the epoch 1 October
1845 to the epoch 6 October 1846. Presumably, Adams
updated his final results to the following epoch when
the planet would next be in a good position for
observation. This means, that the paper recorded by
Airy in his memoir to the Royal Astronomical Society,
is actually the former solution that Adams communicated to Challis in September 1845, and not the
solution that Adams left for him at the Observatory in
October 1845. Since, Adams categorically says the
final results he communicated to Airy in October 1845
was prediction of mean longitude 325˚ 7' for the epoch
6 October 1846.
I would therefore conclude that Airy made a
mistake in reporting Adams’s paper and this error has
been overlooked by historians until this present time of
writing. I believe the misreporting of Adams’s papers

by Airy has far reaching consequences on determining
the true facts of the discovery, and the importance of
Adams’s early researches. In most part, the reconstruction of Adams’s 1845 October solution has been
taken entirely from Airy’s report and Adams’s version
of events has been largely ignored or undervalued.
Taking Adams as authority, the final results that he
communicated to Airy in October 1845 was his solution that predicted the planet's place at 325˚ 7' for the
epoch 6 October 1846. This prediction is ‘within one
degree’ of the prediction of 325 degrees made by Le
Verrier in June 1846; a fact that has been strongly
disputed in recent accounts of the discovery.
Challis confirmed the heliocentric nature of the
solutions that Adams obtained in the autumn of 1845
in his letter to the Athenaeum on 17 October 1846 –
just three weeks after the discovery of the new planet:
‘Circumstances of the discovery of the New Planet’
In September, 1845, Mr Adams communicated to
me values which he had obtained for the heliocentric longitude, eccentricity of orbit, longitude of
perihelion, and mass of the assumed exterior
planet, – deduced entirely from un-accounted – for
perturbations of Uranus. The same results, somewhat corrected, he communicated in October, to the
Astronomer Royal. M Le Verrier, in an investigation which was published in June of 1846,
assigned very nearly the same heliocentric longitude for the probable position of the planet as Mr
Adams had arrived at, but gave no results respecting its mass and the form of its orbit.7
Here, Challis acknowledged that he received from
Adams a solution of mean longitude in the September
of 1845, and that a similar solution was communicated
to Airy in October. Unfortunately, Challis does not say
how the solution given to Airy differed from the solution he received. The subsequent literature on Neptune
may have been very different if he had. However,
Challis also concluded in his report to the Observatory
Syndicate and University Senate in December 1846:
‘The earliest evidence of the complete solution of the
inverse problem of perturbations is to be dated from
October 1845’.8 Presumably, this was the date at which
Adams arrived at the final results of his original
investigation that he communicated to the Astronomer
Royal in October.
It would seem from Challis’s report to the Royal
Astronomical Society in November 1846, that he
restricted his description of Adams’s researches to his
solutions relating to the search for the planet. As no
biography of Adams was written during his life time it
has been the role of the historians to interpret the
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its mass, and its position for 1 October 1845. The
position indicated by Adams was actually within 2˚
of the position of Neptune at that time. A careful
search in the vicinity of the position would have led
to the discovery of Neptune.11
True, Adams’s prediction of 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1
October 1845 was 1˚ 26' away from the prediction
made by Le Verrier of 325˚.
The American scientist and historian, M. Grosser,
in his publication The Discovery of Neptune (1962,
1979) also used as authority the reports by Challis and
Airy to the Royal Astronomical Society (Monthly
Notices of the RAS, 1847), to reconstruct the solutions
obtained by Adams in the autumn of 1845. Grosser
recorded:
Before starting for Greenwich, Adams wrote out a
summary of his results, which he left with Challis.
Included in the summary was a significant addition
to the elements of the hypothetical planet; its geocentric longitude on September 30 1845.12
However, from the original manuscripts by Adams
it is revealed that the solution of geocentric longitude recorded by Challis was obtained at an earlier
date in September, possibly 18 September 1845.
Challis recorded this solution was of great importance to the practical astronomer.
Grosser also surmised taking Airy as authority:
The paper that Adams left at the Royal Observatory
was a concise summary of his solution to the problem of Uranus. 13 Grosser noted that the solution
recorded by Airy was of mean longitude 323
degrees 34 minutes for the epoch 1 October 1845;
with the word ‘new missing in Airy’s version of the
paper – as by then the new planet had been discovered.
Grosser concluded, ‘This was the situation at the end
of 1845. In England, John Couch Adams had solved
the problem and submitted the result to George Airy,
who had pigeon-holed it at Greenwich and (intentionally or not) rebuffed its author.’14
However, I think it unlikely that Airy did pigeonhole Adams’s paper in the Observatory files as Grosser
described. Given Airy's passion for method and order,
he would not have filed a document that he believed of
doubtful value. It is more probable that Airy discarded
Adams’s paper, when he did not hear back from him
after asking the radius vector question. Airy would
have then been obliged to make use of the paper
communicated to Challis instead. Grosser also recorded, ‘On September 2 1846, unaware that Airy was in
Germany, Adams wrote to him at Greenwich, enclosing his sixth corrected solution to the problem of
Uranus’.15 Evidently, Grosser had consulted Samson's

importance of Adams’s early researches from the
existing documentary evidence on the subject.
W. M. Smart also gave his interpretation of Adams’s early researches in his biography of Adams at
the centenary of the Neptune discovery in 1946. Smart
recorded, ‘It was the results of this investigation – to
which we refer to as Hypothesis I that formed the short
statement which he left for Airy's information on his
abortive visit to the Royal Observatory on 1845
October 21’.9 Smart also recorded that the solution
given to Airy on October 1845 was an improvement on
that given to Challis a month earlier as a few more
terms in the disturbing function were included. In view
of my research, I believe Smart is only partially correct
in the interpretation of the documentary evidence. The
difference between the solution given to Challis and
the solution given to Airy was not the effect of adding
more terms to the disturbing function, but the update of
his final results of his original hypothesis from the
epoch 1 October 1845 to the epoch 6 October 1846. I
believe Smart further fudges the issue when he says:
The results of the two solutions are exhibited in
Table I (the first as given to Airy in 1845 October
with the exception that to exhibit the comparison
between the two hypotheses (I and II) the mean
longitude of the unknown planet is brought up to
1846 October 6, the date for which it was
calculated in Hypothesis II.
TABLE 1

Mean Log., 1846 Oct 6

Hypothesis I Hypothesis II
a' = 2a
a' = 1.942 a
325˚ 07'
323˚ 02' 10

Smart is correct in saying that the solution in
Hypothesis I is the solution that Adams communicated
to Airy in October 1845, but I believe he is not correct
in saying ‘with the exception that to exhibit the
comparison between the two hypotheses the mean
longitude of the unknown planet is brought up to
1846’. The solution given to Airy in October 1845
was his ‘slightly corrected’ solution that predicted the
planet's place at mean longitude 325˚ for the epoch 6
October 1846.
Sir H. S. Jones, in his publication, John Couch
Adams and the discovery of Neptune, neatly sidesteps
the issue by not distinguishing between the two
solutions obtained by Adams in the autumn of 1845 by
saying:
By September 1845, he (Adams) had completed the
solution of the problem, and gave to Challis a paper
with the elements of orbit of the planet, as well as
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Catalogue of Adams’s original manuscripts on the
Perturbation of Uranus that listed as his sixth solution
the final results of Adams’s second investigation based on his assumption of average distance at 1/30 part
less than before.
The historian Dennis Rawlins also made what I
believe to be, a wrong diagnosis of Adams’s papers in
his publication, ‘The Neptune Conspiracy: British
Astronomy's Post-Discovery Discovery’, The International Journal of Scientific History (DIO), 2 (1992)
and in his subsequent paper 'The British-Neptune
Disaster File Recovered…’, DIO, 9 (June 1999). In his
‘Speculative Reconstruction’ of Adams’s actual 1845
October solution, Rawlins compared the elements of
orbit of the geocentric solution recorded by Challis
with the elements of orbit of the solution of mean longitude recorded by Airy. Rawlins found what he called
‘a huge difference’ in the elements of orbit of these
two solutions. He recorded that the eccentricity of orbit
of 0.14 in the geocentric solution recorded by Challis
was very different from the eccentricity of orbit of 0.16
in the solution recorded by Airy. He then asserted, ‘It
is inexcusable that Adams called a shift from 0.14 to
0.16 merely ‘slight’ and falsely referred to the 0.14
solution as his ‘final’ solution (of a series of such
‘differing from each other’) as he plainly did.’16 Rawlins also asserted that no popular account had ever
mentioned this 14% shift in value. He then made the
allegation that it was because his results were flawed
that Adams tried to suppress them and that is why they
were not published. The author concluded in section
I8: ‘A Cohering Hypothesis’ (p 140), ‘I propose that
Adams’s timidity after his long-suppressed math blunder is the core of the Neptune scandal – a secret hidden
all these years by [1] Adams’s and Airy’s peculiar behaviour and excuses, and now [2] the disappearance of
so many original records’.17
Rawlins also made the allegation that the 1845
October paper was never actually submitted by Adams
to Airy until November 1846, only in time for the
Royal Astronomical Society reports. Apparently, the
author W. Sheehan wrote to Rawlins congratulating
him on his success on solving the Neptune scandal on
receiving the latest copy of his publication.18
This apparent breakthrough by Rawlins on the
merit of Adams’s papers may have made sensational
writing but lacks authenticity. There is no evidence to
show that the results obtained by Adams were flawed.
It was Rawlins that made the error by comparing the
wrong solutions. I have shown that the two solutions
that are similar are the two solutions of mean
longitude, the solution recorded by Airy and the
statement of results recorded by Adams. It can be

deduced that the latter solution is a ‘slightly corrected’
version of the former. The only difference in the
solutions is that the final prediction of 323˚34' for the
epoch 1 October 1845 has been updated to the
prediction of mean longitude 325˚ 7' to the epoch 6
October 1846 for the second solution. I believe that
Adams may have made this update to his prediction of
the planet's place while he was a month in Cornwall,
before his return visit to see Airy at Greenwich in
October 1845.
The Missing Neptune Papers
It is remarkable that the important Neptune papers
went missing from the Royal Greenwich Observatory
Archives, for a period of some forty years, from 195898. The missing Neptune files were found in Chile at
the flat of Olin Eggen, a former assistant astronomer at
Greenwich, after his death in 1998. The Neptune files
were returned to the RGO archives by Adam Perkins in
August 1999. It is interesting that the original paper by
Adams predicting the mean longitude of the new
planet at 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1 October 1845 was
inserted out of sequence at the front of the Neptune
file. The original paper by Adams is headed; ‘1845
October’ in another hand than Adams.19 I believe this
to be in Airy’s hand. On closer inspection the pages of
this solution have been folded into eighths.
The author, Tom Standage, in his work, The
Neptune File (2000) gave an interesting account of
Adams’s papers and the recovery of the missing Neptune file. Under the section, ‘The young detective’ he
says:
One day in late September 1845, he finally arrived
at a solution: – a set of numbers that represented
the corrections to the orbit of Uranus and the
orbital characteristics of the unseen planet. Adams
calculated the planet relative to the Sun on 1 October 1845 to be 326.5 degrees, placing it in the
constellation of Aquarius, near the border with the
neighbouring constellation of Capricornus.20
However, Standage does not say on what this evidence
this result was based. He also recalled Adams’s
historic visit to Greenwich in October 1845 to see
Airy:
Before setting out he wrote out a brief summary of
his results – According to my calculations, the
observed irregularities in the motion of Uranus may
be accounted for by supposing the existence of an
exterior planet, the mass, and orbit of which are as
follows, he then noted and appended the details of
the new planet.21
Standage remarked that this description of Adams’s
paper was taken in accordance with Airy’s report of
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representing the perturbations. Sampson recorded that
the close agreement of these solutions inspired in
Adams a great confidence in his results. The forth
solution obtained by Adams was his geocentric
solution dated for 18 September 1845. This solution
predicted the geocentric longitude of the planet at 320˚
30' for the epoch 30 September 1845. The fifth
solution was obtained by Adams in October 1845.
Sampson noted this solution predicted the mean
longitude of the planet at 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1
October 1845, as recorded by Airy. The sixth solution
was obtained by Adams in August/September 1846.
This solution was the final results of his second
investigation based on his hypothesis of average
distance at 1/30 part less than before. This solution
predicted the mean longitude of the planet at 323˚ 2'
for the epoch 6 October 1846 and was communicated
to Airy by Adams in his letter on 2 September 1846.
However, I would add that there is another solution
that should be added to Sampson's list; that would
occupy a position between solution five and solution 6
on Sampson's list. This is the solution by Adams that
he obtained in October 1845 that predicted the planet's
place at mean longitude 325˚ 7' minutes for the epoch
6 October 1846. This was the final results of his
original hypothesis that Adams communicated to Airy
in October 1845. Unfortunately, this solution by
Adams seems to be missing from Airy's Neptune file.
Adams’s original manuscripts contains all his
working of his solutions obtained during the period
from 1843-1846 and the steps in the procedure he used
to obtain his final results. Each of Adams’s solutions
were determined from the value of ϴ, the difference
between the mean longitude of Uranus and the
disturbing planet, as determined from the equations of
condition. Sampson noted in his description of
Adams’s various solutions, in his RAS memoir (1901)
section E, the value of ϴ corresponding to the final
results of his original hypothesis was ϴ = -51˚ 30'.5.
From this value Adams determined the mean longitude
of the disturbing planet for the epoch 3 May 1810. The
sidereal motion of the planet was then calculated from
the epoch 1810 to the epoch in question and the mean
longitude of the planet determined for that epoch.
Sampson recorded of Adams’s papers, ‘ϴ = -51˚ 30'.5
as in the Memoir paragraph 30, is found on page 5,
eccentricity and apse, (longitude of perihelion) on page
6, mass on page 7 as in his Memoir paragraph 31’.23
Sampson also noted on page 167 of his work, ‘These
are the results of the communication to Airy in October
1845, of which there is a facsimile in Vol. I, of
Adams’s Scientific Papers, following page liv’.24 Here,
Sampson assumed as all other scholars of Neptune

Adams’s paper to the Royal Astronomical Society
(1847), read to the Society in November 1846. The
author surmised on page 133:
With his passion for order, Airy bound all these
letters, along with Adams’s original note predicting
the new planet's position, a sheaf of newspaper
clippings, and all other documents relating to the
matter into a scrapbook. He labelled it: ‘Papers
relating to the Discovery, Observations, and
Elements of Neptune’ and filed it away in the
archives of the Royal Observatory.22
Evidently, Standage did not have any reason to doubt
Airy’s version of events, that the paper Adams communicated to Airy in October 1845, was his solution
that predicted the mean longitude of the planet at 323˚
34' for the epoch October 1 1845. However, my interpretation of the documentary evidence is that the paper
recorded by Airy in his memoir was actually the final
results that Adams communicated to Challis in October
1845, and not the paper that he communicated to Airy.
It is well known that Adams did not want to enter into
the controversy over the discovery of the new planet.
He was aware that his researches had not been
published and therefore he could make no claim for
priority of discovery. But I believe that it is Adams’s
own report to the Royal Astronomical Society that
holds the key to the Neptune affair. Adams
categorically says that the final results that he
communicated to Airy in October 1845, was his
prediction of 325˚ 7' for the epoch 6 October 1846.
A further analysis of Adams’s solutions was also
made by Professor Sampson in his memoir to the
Royal Astronomical Society, A Description of Adams’s
manuscripts on the Perturbation of Uranus in December 1901. The original manuscripts by Adams were
presented to Professor Sampson by his widow, Mrs
Eliza Adams, some nine years after Adams’s death.
From these original manuscripts he identified six
solutions obtained by Adams.
The first solution obtained by Adams was his trial
solution in September 1843. This solution was based
on the assumption that the orbit of the disturbing planet
was a circle with eccentricity zero. This solution predicted the mean longitude of the planet at 304˚ for the
epoch 24 September 1843.
The second solution by Adams in 1844 was
obtained by taking into account the eccentricity of orbit
of Uranus and the astronomical data supplied by Airy.
This solution determined the mean longitude of the
planet at 253˚ 28' for the epoch at the opposition of
Uranus 3 May 1810. The third set of solutions by
Adams was obtained in April and May 1845 by taking
into account more and more terms of the series
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have done, that the solution communicated to Airy was
the solution by Adams that predicted the planet’s place
at 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1 October 1845.
Similarly, Sampson identified the working of
Adams’s second investigation based on his second
hypothesis of average distance, from Adams’s manuscripts. The final results of this solution were
communicated to Airy by Adams on 2 September
1846. Sampson recorded, ‘We come to the solution of
the second hypothesis, which was communicated to
Airy on 1846, September 2’. Sampson noted on page
168 that, ‘the successive approximations to the
equations of condition for the second investigation are
found in section EVII page 13 and EVIII page 6, and
the final values on page 9 with ϴ = -46˚ 54' 50’.25 of
his original manuscripts. These values corresponded
with those given by Adams in his memoir in paragraphs 47 and 48.
Finally, Sampson noted that Adams tested the
outcome of his theory with comparison of differences
in mean longitude of Uranus as deduced from theory
and from observations of Uranus for the years 1843,
1844 and 1845. Sampson noted the small errors in the
results provided an indication of the exactness of his
theory.
Sampson described the progress he made in
cataloguing Adam's original manuscripts in his letter to
Mrs Adams on 14 January 1904. Sampson was a pupil
of Adams when he was an undergraduate at
Cambridge. Sampson was now professor of Physics at
Durham University and wrote:
With this I am sending you a copy of the RAS
memoir of my description of the Neptune Papers.
In the introductory remarks I tried my best to get to
the bottom of the conditions that determined the
success of the predictions – but I found this very
difficult to do. However, I did what I could. I have
not given many words to the eulogy that is so cheap
a careful study of the work is to me a more sincere
tribute. But the most interesting part is the
facsimile reproduction at the end. It is well done
don’t you think? On the bottom, p 10, you have the
finish of all the determination of Neptune for the
date September 1843.26
In his description of Adams’s original manuscripts,
Sampson paid particular attention to Adams’s early
1843 solution that was preserved in great measure in
his original papers. The W.16 Source volume that
formed the basis of Sampson's description of Adams’s
Manuscripts on the Perturbations of Uranus is held at
St John's College Special Collections Library, Cambridge. The source volume, ‘Manuscripts of the
Perturbations of Uranus – J. C. Adams’ was arranged

Fig.4 Volume W.16 (1901)
By permission of the Master and Fellows
of St John's College, Cambridge
and described by R. A. Sampson after receiving the
manuscripts from Adams’s widow, Mrs Eliza Adams
in 1901.27 The contents include the original memoranda by J. C. Adams on 3 July 1841 in which he
resolved to solve the perturbations of Uranus on the
hypothesis of an external planet of the Solar System.
The source manuscripts that are of particular importance are the original papers in sections E-IV5, E-IV6,
and E-IV7 and E-VIII6 of the volume. The first three
manuscripts record the working by Adams of the final
results of his original investigation carried out in the
Autumn of 1845, based on his value of ϴ = -51˚30'.5
corresponding to paragraph 30 of his memoir, that
predicted the mass, and elements of orbit of the planet.
The manuscript E-VIII6 shows the working of the final
results of Adams' second investigation based on the
reduction of average distance by 1/30 part of his
original hypothesis, with ϴ = -46˚ 54' 50, that relates to
paragraphs 47 and 48 of his memoir.28

The Working of Adams’s Final Results and the
Slight Correction he made to his final Results
Using the notation; ε as the mean longitude of Uranus,
έ as the mean longitude of the planet, and θ as the
difference between the mean longitude of Uranus and
the disturbing planet; the quantities are connected by

έ = ε – θ. As ε the mean longitude of
Uranus is known from observation, then knowing θ, έ,
the equation

the mean longitude of the planet can be determined.
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With θ = -51˚ 30' determined by Adams from the
equations of condition, and the mean longitude of
Uranus at the epoch 1810.328 (3 May 1810) = 217˚
55', then the mean longitude of the planet at the epoch
1810.328 (3 May 1810) = 269˚ 25'. Adams recorded
the sidereal motion of the planet in 36 synodic periods
of Uranus to be 55˚ 12' (I checked this using the
numbers 1.0121 x 1.515 x 36 = 55˚ 12') Precession =
30'. The mean longitude of the planet for the epoch
1846.762 (6 October 1846) works out to be 269˚ 25' +
55˚ 12' + 30' = 325˚ 7'. This is the important result that
Adams obtained in October 1845 and communicated to
airy

The same procedure as above can be used to
rework the previous solution of mean longitude 323˚
34' for the epoch 1 October 1845. Using θ = -51˚ 30'
as before, the mean longitude of the planet at the
epoch 3 May 1810 = 217˚ 55' + 51˚ 30' = 269˚ 25'.
Reworking the calculation for the epoch of 1 October
1845 requires calculating the sidereal motion of the
planet in the interval between the epoch 1810 and
1845 that is in 35 years. The synodic period of Uranus
is 1.0121 from astronomical tables and the sidereal
motion of the planet in one year = 1.515 (from
Adams’s result of 1˚ 30' 9" in 1 year). The sidereal
motion of the planet in 35 synodic periods of Uranus

Fig.5 Memoranda by J.C. Adams 3 July 1841
By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge
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Fig.6a Perturbations of Uranus, E-IV5 obtained in the Autumn of 1845.
By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge

Fig.6b Perturbations of Uranus, E-IV6 obtained in the Autumn of 1845.
By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge
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Fig.6c Perturbations of Uranus, E-IV7 obtained in the Autumn of 1845.
By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge

Fig.7 Perturbations of Uranus, E-VIII6 obtained in Aug./Sept. 1846.
By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge

make a Cambridge ‘snuggery’ affair of it, for Challis
and the Northumberland equatorial’.29 He also alleged
that the Cambridge astronomers strove to keep the
discovery their own.
Other allegations have been made from the
interpretation of the documentary evidence. The claim
of co-prediction by Adams was ‘an essential illusion’,
and not supported by documentary evidence. Historians have alleged that the British astronomers evoked
the concept of a ‘within one degree’ myth in order to
steal the discovery from the French. They also allege
from the examination of the documentary evidence that
there was a great deal of uncertainty in Adams’s
solutions, that he lacked confidence in his results, and
this was the reason for the non-publication of his work.
The author Dennis Rawlins, in his paper ‘The
Neptune Conspiracy, British Astronomy's Post-Discovery Discovery’, DIO (1992) strongly contended any
British claim in the discovery of the planet Neptune.
Rawlins asserted in his introductory page:
Detailed evidence is presented indicating, that
throughout 1846 Summer, Cambridge University
astronomers conspired to capture Neptune by
keeping Cantab Adams’s work unpublished while
they exploited the provocative secret that 2 men's
math had independently pointed to the same celestial position for Uranus’s unknown perturber. It is
concluded that Le Verrier ought to be recognized as
the planet's sole discoverer.30
Rawlins also asserted:
Adams is widely held to be the true predictor of
Neptune's position and is honoured for this
achievement by a memorial in Westminster Abbey
near Isaac Newton's tomb. However, Adams role in
the discovery was actually nil and his behaviour
has always been inexplicably murky.31
Rawlins also maintained, that even though Adams’s
1845 prediction was accurate enough to effect the
planet's discovery, there was not sufficient confidence
by British astronomers in the results. The key person
lacking the necessary confidence was Adams himself,
partly due to his own astronomical inexperience, and
partly due to the fact he had not yet in 1845 tested his
theoretical calculations. Rawlins also blamed the loss
of the British discovery on what he calls ‘Adams’s
waiting game'. Adams waited until November 13, 1846
to release his hypothetical elements to the public.32
Further allegations have been made of the conduct
of the British astronomers by Nicholas Kollerstrom in
his publication: ‘Neptune's Discovery and the British
Case for Co-Prediction’ (2001) based the reports by
Airy, and Challis. Kollerstrom asserts:

is then 1.0121 x 1.515 x 35 = 53˚, 66 = 53˚ 40'. Using
the sidereal motion as 53˚ 40' and the precession 30',
the mean longitude of the planet for the epoch 1
October 1845 is 269˚ 25' + 53˚ 40' + 30' = 323˚ 35'.
This value corresponds very closely with the prediction
of mean longitude 323˚ 34' for the epoch 1 October
1845, as determined by Adams and in the paper
recorded by Airy.
Thus I have shown mathematically, that the ‘slight
correction’ that Adams made to his former solution
was the update of his final results from the epoch 1
October 1845 to the epoch 6 October 1846. No other
scholar of Neptune has made this deduction from
Adams’s papers.
My reconstruction of the actual paper that Adams
communicated to Airy in October 1845, would be the
statement of results recorded by Adams in his memoir,
predicting the mass and elements of orbit and mean
longitude of the planet at 325˚ 7' for the epoch 6
October 1846; together with a list of the residual errors
in mean longitude of Uranus obtained from observation and theory for the years 1780-1840, after taking
into account the disturbing influence of the planet as in
his previous solution calculated for the epoch 1
October 1845. The paper then would include the
residual errors in longitude for the ancient observations
of Uranus for the years 1690-1771, and his reservation
of the residual error found from Flamsteed's observation of 1690 as in his previous solution.

The loss of the British discovery
The new planet was not detected by Challis until 1 Oct.
1846, after the discovery by Galle and D'Arrest at
Berlin, using the Bremiker Hora XXI star map, just
available at the Berlin Observatory, but not then on
general release. The loss of the discovery was keenly
felt by British astronomers who attributed the loss of
the discovery to Airy’s poor treatment of Adams and
the delay in the search for the planet. Other allegations
have also been made to account for the loss.
The historian Robert Smith, in his paper, ‘The
Cambridge Network in action: The Discovery of
Neptune’, ISIS, 80 (3), Sept. 1989, attributed the loss
of the British discovery to the ‘Cambridge Network’, a
body of men at Cambridge that strove to promote the
progress of science in Cambridge. He asserted, ‘The
place of the Cambridge Network in the British
scientific community was central to understanding the
events surrounding the discovery’. Smith also alleged,
‘The secrecy surrounding the discovery by Airy,
Challis and Adams appears to have been an attempt to
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Neptune. That credit belongs only to the person
who succeeded both in predicting the planet's place
and in convincing astronomers to search for it. This
achievement was Le Verrier's alone.36
The authors W. Sheehan, and S. Thurber also gave
an account of the circumstances of the discovery of
Neptune in their paper ‘John Couch Adams’s Asperger
Syndrome and the British non-discovery of Neptune’,
Notes and Records of the Royal Society, (July 2007).
These authors assert that although Airy and Challis
were blamed for the loss of the British discovery, the
blame should really go to Adams, for not publishing
his work and not communicating his researches
forcibly to the world. According to Sheehan and
Thurber, ‘With Challis and especially Airy traditionally cast in the role of villains’ in the story of the
discovery and ‘Adams has been portrayed as a
wronged innocent’, they argue that this is a gross simplification of the events’. They maintain:
Adams emerges as a rather complex and even paradoxical individual, whose intellectual astuteness
was offset by equal measures of social-skills
deficiencies, a tendency to procrastinate and tinker
even when the situation called for action and an
almost pathological difficulty in writing prose
narrative, a near fatal combination that made him
seem drift, indecisive and mute at the very
moments when conviction and clear indications of
what his investigations had uncovered were
needed.37
These authors suggest the most likely explanation is
that Adams probably had Asperger Syndrome, or
Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD), which they claim
to be a common condition among mathematicians and
physicists at the highest levels of achievement and
which severely hampered the ability to navigate the
social world of Victorian science. The authors list the
core symptoms as, ‘difficulties in social relationships
and communication skills, strong narrow interests, and
repetitive behaviours’. They add, ‘individuals at various levels on the autism dimension will evince these
core symptoms with varying degrees of severity’.38
However, much of what I have read of Adams
would not support this point of view and there is little
to suggest that he had Asperger syndrome. In
character, Adams was shy and modest, but that is not
to say that he was indecisive and unable to negotiate
the social complexities of the social and scientific
society in which he lived.
More recently, the historian Dr Roger Hutchins, in
his work British University Observatories 1772-1939
(2008), gave what he intended to be an historical
perspective of the discovery of Neptune. Hutchins also

Within two months of the discovery, Challis, Airy
and James Glaisher, three of Britain's top astronomers, had publicly committed themselves to the
radically unsound view that Adams’s and Le
Verrier’s predictions agreed ‘within one degree’.
Nothing has more skewed the debate than this
claim: they differ by about 4 degrees.33
Kollerstrom then made the following controversial
statement, ‘The “within one degree” concept was a
vital part of the myth built up by Adams’s prediction
and had the advantage that persons retelling the story
did not have to bother about the confusing
astronomical details’.34 I would dispute these allegations. The prediction made by Adams of mean
longitude 325˚ degrees 7' for the epoch 6 October
1846, is ‘within one degree’ of the prediction made by
Le Verrier of 325˚. There was no bogus claim by
British astronomers. There was no ‘essential illusion’.
There was no conspiracy by British astronomers in an
attempt to steal the discovery from the French. The
loss of the British discovery was simply an unfortunate
chain of events that delayed the publication of Adams
results and the search for the planet.
Kollerstrom also used the speculative result by
Adams of 315˚ 20' in his letter to Airy on 15 October
1846 and his prediction of 336˚ from the July
ephemeris based on the Wartmann Star as an indication
of further disparity in his results. Kollerstrom asserted,
‘That even though Adams later amended this result
(315˚) “Adams” preferred solutions swung over a
twenty degree range from July to September of 1846 –
no wonder Challis was unsure where to point his
telescope’.35
The American/British authors, W Sheehan, N.
Kollerstrom, and C. Waff, in their article, ‘The Case of
the Pilfered Planet?: Did the British steal Neptune’,
Scientific American, (November 22, 2004) also disparage Adams’s results on the basis of their deductions. They describe Adams’s solutions as simply a
‘sorcerer's trick’ conjured up from theory to match the
numbers. They maintain Adams had no more
confidence in his results than Airy did and was given
far more credit for the discovery than he deserved. The
authors say in their concluding paragraph, ‘The Brits
Stole Neptune’:
From our view of the original documents, we have
concluded that Adams’s British contemporaries
gave him more credit than was due to him, even
though he had performed some remarkable
calculations. Adams utterly failed to communicate
his results forcefully to his colleagues and to the
world. We can affirm that Adams does not deserve
equal credit with Le Verrier for the discovery of
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based his review extensively on Airy's report (1847).
Hutchins records that Le Verrier's mean position of
325˚ of longitude at the beginning of 1847 was very
similar to the position of mean longitude of 323˚ 34'
position for 1 October 1845 which Adams had communicated in a note to Airy, 7 months earlier.39 Here
Hutchins glosses over the apparent discrepancy in the
predictions by saying ‘very similar’. In fact that the
two predictions quoted above are not within one
degree. Hutchins then explains that Leverrier's and
Adams’s results and their sequence are well published
and it is possible to seek a historical perspective. In
September 1845, when Adams had completed his
fourth calculation (later known as Hypothesis I) Challis wrote to Airy on 22 September a letter to introduce
Adams. Then quoting Adams ‘I left a note for him,
containing a short statement of the results at which I
had arrived’.40
Hutchins concluded this solution was the orbital
elements and Adams’s prediction of mean longitude
323 degrees 34 minutes for 1 October 1845. Hutchins
does not distinguish between the solution communicated to Challis and the solution that Adams left for
Airy at the observatory a month later. So I would
conclude that this is not a true perspective of Adams’s
papers as the ‘slightly corrected’ solution obtained by
Adams predicting the planet's place at 325˚ 7' for the
epoch 6 October 1846 is not identified by Hutchins.
On the loss of the British discovery Hutchins
concluded, ‘There is no documentary evidence of a
conspiracy of any sort, no written hint of “if we do this
we might gain that”. Nor was there any document
speaking explicitly of an international race for
discovery’. Hutchins surmised, ‘Rather than a conspiracy their collegial interests fostered a muddle’.41
Hutchins attributed the muddle in the discovery to a
defect in Adams’s character claiming that Adams
could not adapt to the social and scientific society of
the nineteen century at Cambridge. Hutchins asserted:
He frequently lost things, failed to keep appointments, and clearly was unable to see the big picture
of the Neptune incident. He seems to have been
unable to discern what others might think, for
instance that his failure to reply to Airy's enquiry
would close the correspondence with a man whose
advice and support he would again need.42
Hutchins concluded that the loss of the British
discovery was the result of a human muddle in which
Adams’s unusual personality was a key factor. The
lack of the three astronomers, Airy, Challis and Adams
to decide a course of action might in part explain why
nobody notified the press of Adams’s work. He also
asserted that in hindsight his personality was such that

neither Airy nor anybody else could have mentored
him as critics later suggested should have happened.
Hutchins also expressed the view he shared with
William Sheehan, ‘…that Airy did Adams a considerable service by establishing his prior calculation and
crediting him simply to one-degree in the official
report, a narrative that Adams himself would never
have produced’.43 It was the view of these scholars,
there was no justification in a claim of discovery by
Adams. That honour should go to Le Verrier alone.
However, Adams recorded the close coincidence of Le
Verrier's results with his own in his memoir to the
Royal Astronomical Society. In June of the present
year he followed up in his investigation by a memoir in
which he attributed the residual differences to the
action of another planet and found a longitude for the
new planet agreeing very nearly with the result which I
had obtained on the same hypothesis.44
Conclusion
While I can see how the discrepancy in the official
reports has caused confusion on examining the history
of the discovery of Neptune, I do not see why it is
necessary to carry out a character assassination of
Adams as some recent historians have done to account
for the loss of the discovery. I believe there was no
conspiracy by the British Astronomers to cover the
loss, but an unfortunate chain of events that led to the
planet not being detected at Cambridge until after the
discovery by Galle and D'Arrest at Berlin. I would
conclude there is documentary evidence in the
Observatory files to show that Adams is, and always
was, the first theoretical discoverer of the planet's place

Fig.8 Abbey memorial plaque to Adams 1895
Copyright of Dean and chapter of Westminster
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important missing Neptune file, and Jacqueline Cox
for her help with the referencing of the Cambridge
Observatory archives. David Dewhirst, former librarian at the Institute of Astronomy Cambridge, for his
introduction to Adams' academic life and background
to his astronomical papers. Mark Hurn, the departmental librarian at the Cambridge Institute of
Astronomy, for his special interest in this topic. Mary
Chibnall and Jennifer Higham, at the Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, London, for their
help with accessing the scientific papers of Airy,
Challis and Adams held in the memoirs of the society.
Malcolm Wright, committee member of the Friends of
Lawrence House Museum, Launceston for access to
Adams' manuscripts held in the museum. The late
family of John Couch Adams, Dr Queenie Muriel
Adams and Ethel Roseveare, great nieces, for
providing insight into his family. My own family and
friends for their support and encouragement. Judith
Markland for her invaluable help in preparation for this
article. Kevin Johnson for his advice and expertise in
providing the format and help with images.

Fig.9 Print of Urban Jean Joseph Le Verrier
Turner, H. H., Astronomical Discovery
(London, 1904), Pl.3, p.60
Courtesy of the Royal Astronomical Society
though not so lucky as to claim the full merit of
priority of discovery. A view held by the eminent
astronomer W. Struve formerly of the Pulkovo
Observatory at St Petersburg, as inferred from a letter
from Challis to Struve on 10 March 1847.45
The verdict of history is that the merit of discovery
goes to both astronomers Le Verrier and Adams. There
was no question of rivalry between the two men.
Adams considered himself to be a friend of Le
Verrier's and not a rival. After Le Verrier's death in
1877, Adams was sent a photograph of Le Verrier's
statue outside the Paris observatory by his family to
‘Adams as a friend’. This is a fitting tribute to the
friendship of these two eminent men of science.
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The Life and Times of
John Rand Capron (1829-1888)
Paul Fuller
Solent Amateur Astronomers &
Society for the History of Astronomy
Although he was interested in a wide variety of natural atmospheric and
astronomical phenomena John Rand Capron was most well-known to the
general public for his auroral research and his promotion of ‘Rainband’
spectroscopy. He contributed more than 100 letters and articles to the science
books and journals of the 1870s and 1880s, was a Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society from 1877-1888, becoming a Council Member in 1883,
and was a Fellow of the Meteorological Society. He wrote three books:
Photographed Spectra (1877), Aurorae: their characters and spectra (1879)
and A Plea for the Rainband and The Rainband Vindicated (1886).

Fig. 1 Photograph of John Rand Capron
Copyright, The Guildford Institute
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Introduction

J

ohn Rand Capron fits a well-established
stereotype of the ‘grand amateur’ gentleman
scientist of the late Victorian period. Despite his
parents’ ‘trade’ background Capron rose above this,
rapidly establishing his niche in the study of the aurora
borealis. He was particularly interested in spectroscopic investigations of the principal auroral line and
as a result of this work he was respected by many of
his astronomical contemporaries. His rise to fame
owed much to his association with Charles Piazzi
Smyth, the Astronomer Royal for Scotland. Capron
wrote about a wide variety of astronomical and
meteorological subjects, but the highlights of his
regrettably brief scientific life were probably his
analysis of the ‘auroral beam’ observations of 1882
and his lecture to the British Association in 1883.
Early Life
Capron was born in King (now Rufus) Street, Hoxton
Square, Shoreditch, London, on 19th February 1829.
He was the son of Maria and John Anthony Capron, a
leather merchant living at 23 Bishopsgate Street
Without. He was baptised at nearby St. Leonard’s
Church on 3rd March and a year later his brother
Edward was born. A sister, Suzannah, followed in
1838.
Little is known about John Rand Capron’s life in
1830s London but we do know that he was attending
lectures and demonstrations at the Polytechnic
Institution in Regent Street. In his second book
Aurorae: their characters and spectra, Capron refers
to ‘vacuum experiments’, which were ‘dear to my
boyhood’.1 The Polytechnic opened on 6th August
1838 and the experiments Capron recalled nearly 40
years later included Michael Faraday’s demonstration
that he could create an auroral-like phosphorescent
glow by passing an electrical current through an
evacuated glass tube.2
The Move to Guildford
According to the 1841 Census John Rand Capron was
attending the Royal Grammar School at Guildford
when he was lodging with his uncle John Rand. It is
likely that Capron’s parents decided to move him to
Guildford because this small country town was
considered a far healthier place to live than London,
where often fatal diseases like cholera were endemic.
John Rand was a country solicitor living at 55
Quarry Street, opposite St Mary’s church and overlooking the River Wey. He was a freeman of the
borough, had been Conservative Mayor of Guildford in

1827, 1834 and 1835, and was an upwardly mobile
businessman who had been involved in major schemes
such as the introduction of gas to the borough (1824)
and the River Wey Navigation.3 At various times, John
Rand was Town Clerk, Coroner and Clerk of the Peace
for the Borough. Rand would also be a key player in
bringing the railway to Guildford in 1845.4
In 1844 John Rand Capron’s life changed forever
when he suffered a severe attack of typhoid fever. This
potentially fatal disease is caused by eating food or
drinking water infected with Salmonella enteric. A
local doctor, Henry Sharp Taylor, lent Capron a
compound microscope and the recuperating Capron
quickly developed a keen interest in the study of fossils
and minerals.5 Capron’s search for knowledge was
encouraged by his uncle’s membership of the
Guildford Institute. It is likely that his exposure to the
scientific controversies of the day was also encouraged
by his headmaster, the Rev. Charles Joseph de Belin, a
graduate of New College, Oxford, who was also a
member of the Guildford Institute.6
In 1845 Capron was articled to John Rand and in
1850 he entered into partnership with him. When John
Rand died on 3rd April 1854 Capron took over the
family business and on 13th April he replaced Rand as
Borough Coroner and Clerk of the Peace. Capron
married Fanny Niblett, the daughter of his uncle’s late
business partner Charles William Niblett, on 17th June
1856. Their only son John was born in September 1858
but he sadly died in February 1860.
Great Expectations
In June 1862 the Caprons became the major
beneficiaries of their aunt’s will. Susannah Sarah
Jenkins Rand left John and Edward over £ 3,333 each
– about £ 140,000 in today’s money.7 It was this legacy
that enabled Capron to build his home The Loquats on

Fig.2 The Loquats, Capron’s home in Guildford
Photograph by the author
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“luminous bridges”...’. That same evening he observed
a ‘very fine display’ of the aurora:
About half-past nine, I noticed a beautiful auroral
arch of silver light under Ursa Major, from which
arch at times brilliant streams of light flickered up
to the zenith. About ten o’clock a cloud or patch of
crimson light formed at the eastern end of the arch,
and would, if taken alone, have induced the belief
that a large fire was raging over the old castle as
seen from the Mill Mead. Not many minutes after,
vivid streaks of light with crimson patches of
intense colour rushed upwards and spread overhead.
These appearances extended round to the west and
south-west (with the crimson colour still very prominent) and ceased about half-past 10. The contrast
between the illuminated portion of the sky and the
opposite parts was very remarkable, the latter
seeming an indigo-black by comparison, though the
stars were shining brightly all the time.9
Capron observed a second aurora on 24th October and
the following day he wrote to both the Surrey Advertiser and Nature to describe the phenomenon.10 Using a
small 5-prism direct vision spectroscope Capron described two prominent bright spectroscopic lines – one
flickering eerily in the green and one in the red.
Capron pointed out that ‘probably due to differences in
temperature or pressure’ both lines did not quite agree
with those produced in a vacuum tube.
History repeated itself in 1872 when Capron’s was
lucky enough to witness an auroral corona form
directly above him. His description in Nature is particularly striking:
... While looking upwards I saw a stellar-shaped
mass of white light form in the clear blue sky
immediately above my head, not by small clouds
collecting, but apparently forming itself in the same
way as a cloud forms by condensation in a clear
sky on a mountain top, or a crystal shoots out in a
transparent liquid, leaving, as I fancied, an almost
traceable nucleus or centre with spear-like rays
projecting from it; and from this in a few seconds
shot forth diverging streamers of golden light,
which descending met and mingled with the rosy
patches of the aurora hanging about the horizon.11
At the same time that Capron saw his stellar-shaped
mass of light, telegraph engineers all over the world
were experiencing one of the most intense magnetic
storms they had ever seen as ‘earth currents’ played
havoc with their lines. In Boston, USA, sparks flew out
of the system and some operators even received
shocks. The Society of Telegraph Engineers took a
keen interest in the readings of the Greenwich Obser-

Guildown Road on the south-west of the town. The
house was completed in January 1867 and Capron
soon established an astronomical observatory which
eventually contained three telescopes and a variety of
scientific instruments. He also began making astronomical and auroral observations from nearby
Booker’s Tower.8 By now Capron had gone into part-

Fig.3 Booker’s Tower, Guildford
Photograph by the author
nership with Richard Sparkes, a graduate of
Marlborough College. The partnership proved very
convenient for Capron as it released him from the
pressure of ordinary work. His new-found wealth and
growing interest in science meant that in May 1867
Capron resigned his position of Borough Coroner. The
partnership Capron and Sparkes flourished and
survives to this day as the firm of Barlow Robbins with
180 employees.
Sunspots and Aurorae
Capron was fascinated by all kinds of natural phenomena but he developed a particular interest in the
aurora borealis after witnessing stunning displays over
Guildford in 1870 and 1872. On Saturday 24th
September 1870 he observed two large sunspots which
were visible through a dark glass without any magnification. He examined the spots using his 8¼-inch
Browning reflector, noting that the spots exhibited ‘...
many curious details’ with ‘penumbrous margins and
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Fig.4 Lithograph from water colour of aurora sketched by Capron at Guildford, 24 Oct. 1870
Capron, J.R., Aurorae: Their Characters and Spectra (London, 1879), Pl. 3

Courtesy of Taylor & Francis
It is clear from these accounts that Capron
understood the strongly suspected link between auroral
displays, magnetic earth currents, severe electrical
interference with the telegraph system and the
appearance of sunspots. The aurora maxima of
September 1859 had also been accompanied by a
terrestrial magnetic storm and it was suspected then
that there was a link with the appearance of a large
sunspot.12
Capron observed both of these aurorae with his
John Browning direct-vision pocket spectroscope. On
both occasions he drew attention to the characteristic
bright auroral line in the yellow-green area of the
spectrum which had first been identified by Angström
in 1867. Capron pointed out that this line did not quite
agree with the spectroscopic lines produced by vacuum
tube experiments.

vatory magnetometers and galvanometers, so the
Astronomer Royal, G. B. Airy, sent copies to the
Society, who published a series of articles in their
Journal about the world-wide manifestation of the
troublesome earth currents.

More Aurorae
Capron witnessed a rare white aurora from Kyleakin
on the Isle of Skye, Scotland, on September 11th 1874.
He saw, ‘... a long low-lying arc of the purest white
light’ which was a double arc surrounding a dark

Fig.5 Lithograph from water colour of aurora
sketched by Capron at Guildford, 4 Feb. 1872
Capron 1879 (Op Cit), Pl.4

Courtesy of Taylor & Francis
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internal band. ‘Occasional streamers of equally pure
white light ran upwards from either end of the bow.’
With the moon only a day old Capron was enthralled
to see the entire landscape and sea lit up as if by a full
moon. He described the spectacle as, ‘... a true thing of
beauty, forming as it did a quiet contrast to the more
brilliant but restless forms of aurorae generally seen’.13
On this occasion Capron was caught without his
pocket spectroscope, but much of his early scientific
work reflected his keen interest in the developing
science of spectroscopy, the aurora and sunspots. In
1859 Kirchoff and Bunsen founded the science of
spectral analysis when they realised that if they heated
an element in a flame and analysed the resulting
spectra each element produced its own characteristic
set of lines. William Huggins (1824-1910) and his
neighbour William Allen Miller (1817-1870), a
chemist at King’s College London, also began studying the spectral signature of the main elements. When
they attached a large spectroscope to Huggins’s
telescope they immediately began making discoveries
about the stars and gaseous nebulae. Astrophysics had
been born!14
Capron obviously read about this work, but he
realised that one of the key issues was the reliability of

the instruments. This was hampered by a lack of
standardised measurements – there were several different scales – and misunderstandings about the variety of
independent variables which affected readings. Capron’s first major spectroscopic paper, ‘On the Comparison of some Tube and Other Spectra with the
Spectrum of the Aurora’ appeared in April 1875,
where he compared the accuracy of the various spectral
lines reported by leading researchers.15 This was
followed by, ‘On the Spectrum of the Aurora’, a subject Capron returned to in many of his subsequent
articles.16
Capron’s fascination with spectroscopy culminated
in the publication of his first book Photographed
Spectra, 136 Photographs of Metallic, Gaseous, and
Other Spectra Printed by the Permanent Autotype
Process (E. and F. N. Spon) in 1877. This was the first
book to present photographs of artificially created
spectra in vacuum tubes to the public. Capron examined the spectra of about forty metals extending from
about b to H by using both spark and an electric arc.
He used Browning’s direct vision spectroscope which
he had previously used for auroral observations. The
prism was an inch in aperture and this was attached to
a collimator with a 1.25-inch achromatic lens of 6-

Fig.6 Lithograph of Aurora sketched by Capron at Kyle Akin, Isle of Skye 11 Sept., 1874
Capron, J.R., Aurorae: Their Characters and Spectra (London, 1879), Pl.7

Courtesy of Taylor & Francis
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inch focus. The telescope and eyepiece were removed
and the focal length increased to 9 inches by inserting
a second lens. This was then connected by a black
velvet bag to a camera which projected onto a
collodion wet plate. Sparks were generated by a large
Rhümkorff coil attached to a battery with four double
plates and a half gallon of bichromate. This apparatus
produced thick strong sparks two inches in length, a
large condenser was used to reduce the spark size and
increase the brilliancy. Despite these precautions
exposure times were often considerable, averaging 15
minutes. Arc spectra were generated by a 40-pint
Grove cell, but Capron was well aware that the
resulting spectra could be contaminated so the carbon
points were routinely cleaned with sulphuric acid and
purified water. Exposure times varied from three to
five minutes and Capron used three different
spectroscopes – two of which were specifically
manufactured by Browning for these experiments.
Some of the spectra were very faint and required
photographic enlargement up to five times the original
size.
Norman Lockyer, the Editor of the science journal
‘Nature’, favourably reviewed Capron’s book stating
that, ‘The spectra are sharp and clear, and the autotype
process has lent itself well to this reproduction. The
results are all the more commendable because Mr
Capron has not had the advantage of considerable
dispersion’.17 A second excellent review appears in
The Observatory.18 Lockyer later described Capron’s
first book as an ‘extraordinary success’.19
The failed search for Planet Vulcan
Capron applied for admission to the Royal Astronomical Society on 23 December 1876. His nominees
were the scientific instrument maker John Browning
(1831-1925), the pioneer of astronomical spectroscopy
William Huggins (1824-1910) and the astronomical
photographer Warren De La Rue (1815-1889). He was
admitted to the Society on 9th March 1877 during the
growing controversy over the intra-Mercurial Planet,
Vulcan. Popular belief in an intra-Mercurial planet
had been triggered by observations of small dark spots
transiting the sun dating back to 1802. Another key
factor in the generation of the Vulcan myth was the
anomalous advance in the position of perihelion in
Mercury’s orbit. The influential French astronomer
Urbain Le Verrier (1811-1877), who had successfully
predicted the location of Neptune in 1846, concluded
that there must be a small planet positioned between
the Sun and Mercury. He confidently announced the
discovery of this new planet in 1859, following the
observation of an enigmatic dark spot crossing the

sun’s disk by the French amateur Edmond Modeste
Lescarbault (1814-1894).
Unfortunately there was a major problem with the
popular belief in Planet Vulcan because some of the
world’s most experienced solar observers, such as
Samuel Heinrich Schwabe (1789-1875) and Richard
Carrington (1826-1875), had seen nothing to suggest
that Vulcan existed, despite their decades of solar
research. Nothing suspicious had been photographed
with the British Association’s ‘Photoheliograph’ at
Kew Observatory, which had begun work in March
1858. However, Le Verrier persisted with another
failed prediction for Vulcan during the eclipse of
1860. Belief in Vulcan was probably encouraged
because professional astronomers could not accurately
predict the precise location of some of the planets and
amateurs continued reporting seeing anomalous phenomena – probably asteroids and cometary heads –
transiting the sun.
The controversy dragged on and Le Verrier made a
further prediction for a transit in March 1877, writing
to the Royal Astronomical Society. The Astronomer
Royal, George Airy, responded by telegraphing
observatories around the world to warn them to keep a
continuous watch and to photograph the sun’s disk.20
Capron detailed his intensive search for Vulcan in
a paper, ‘Report of Examination of the Sun’s Disk at
Guildown, Guildford, on 21st, 22nd, and 23rd March
1877, for the suspected planet Vulcan’.21 On Wednesday, 21st March 1877 he spent from 9 am to 4 pm
examining the sun and practising how he would
photo-graph any suspicious objects using his 8¼-inch
reflector. However, after 10 am observing conditions
deteriorated and he took no photographs.
The following day weather conditions were well
suited to solar observation as the sun appeared in light
misty clouds thus aiding safe visual observation.
Capron began his observations at just past 7 am and
continued all day until 5.25 pm. Despite falling
snowflakes, Capron described seeing ‘spot and faculæ
seen on Sun’s edge’ and he took nine photographs
using the camera attached to his larger reflector. His
last examination of the sun took place on Friday, 23rd
March, when he began his observations at 6.58 am and
ended them at 5.10 pm. This time there was a sharp
frost and the sun appeared in a slight mist which
became denser – conditions well suited to solar observation. Capron saw two solar halos – caused by the
mist – and described seeing a precise ‘pure’ solar disk,
but he saw no sunspots and took no photographs.
Extracts from Capron’s paper were read at a
meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society on April
13th 1877:
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Nothing like a planet had been seen upon the sun’s
disc. Mr. Rand-Capron had rendered his negative
evidence permanent by taking photographs of the
sun’s disc with an ordinary camera box placed so
as to receive the image from the telescope. In order
to give the short exposures which were necessary
he had contrived screens of zinc with slits in them,
which were allowed to fall though the camera by
their own weight.
During the same meeting, Father Perry of Stonyhurst
Observatory in Lancashire reported on his own unsuccessful search for Vulcan:
We made use of our large instrument of 8 inches
aperture equatorially mounted, and projected the
sun on a screen, and got beautiful definition. Three
of my assistants were watching, but no planet was
seen, though there were some beautiful sun-spots.22
Observers around the globe failed to notice anything
untoward and the official history of the Royal Astronomical Society states:
The total failure of the observations both in the
opposite hemisphere and in our own, renders it
certain that no such object crossed the sun’s disk at
the predicted time. The Rev. Stephen Perry at
Stonyhurst and Mr. Rand Capron at Guildford kept
careful and continuous watch during the three days,
the weather being very favourable at both places,
but saw no trace of the object they were seeking.23
Science had to wait for Albert Einstein (18791955) to finally lay Planet Vulcan to rest. His General
Theory of Relativity, published in November 1915,
demonstrated that Newton’s laws of planetary motion
worked perfectly when close to the Earth, but near a
massive body like the Sun there was significant
curvature in space-time which produces a nonNewtonian warp in the trajectory of nearby bodies such
as the planet Mercury. His argument was clinched
when he showed that Mercury’s precession should be
slightly faster than Newton’s predicted rate – by 43 arc
seconds per century – a figure that had already been
established from observational data. This successful
prediction finally explained the anomalous advance in
the perihelion of Mercury, thus doing away with the
need for a rapidly moving inner planet.24

I dealt with subjects such as the number and duration
of auroras, their geographical distributions and their
relationships with other natural phenomena – such as
thunderstorms, magnetic disturbances and the Zodiacal
Light. There were many historical accounts,
particularly from arctic explorers, and there was also a
short section on the leading theories of the day. In Part
II Capron dealt with the Spectrum of the Aurora,
describing a variety of experiments which had been
designed to demonstrate which elements were involved
in the production of auroral light. In Part III Capron
described a large number of Magneto-Electric Experiments carried out by himself and other researchers who
were attempting to replicate the auroral spectrum by
applying magnets to air and flame spectra. There was
an extensive appendix, including an article on
spectroscopy by Norman Lockyer and numerous
lithographs.
Lockyer very favourably reviewed Capron’s book
in Nature, stating that, ‘Mr Capron has done good
service to science by collecting in a compact form the
whole information which we possess on the subject.’
The cover was illustrated by Capron’s own water
colour of the stunning 1870 aurora he witnessed, whilst
the book contained numerous illustrations and tables of
data. Lockyer praised Capron’s book with ‘... the
whole appearance of the book suggests at first glance
art rather than science, and we should suppose it is but
rarely that a purely scientific treatise has appeared in
so ornamental a dress’.25 A second even more
praiseworthy review appeared in The Philosophical
Magazine, where Aurorae was described as ‘...all the
voluntary, spirited, generous work of a private gentleman, J. Rand Capron, Esq.,’.26 A third excellent review
appeared in the Journal of Science, whilst Lockyer
quoted a number of Capron’s spectroscopic conclusions from Aurorae in his own book The Meteoritic
Hypothesis.27
Capron and Piazzi Smyth
Although Capron developed good working relationships with many prominent Victorian scientists his rise
to prominence probably owes most to Charles Piazzi
Smyth (1819-1900). Smyth began his astronomical
career as a computer at the Royal Observatory, Cape of
Good Hope. He later triangulated the districts of
Southern Africa, enjoyed landscape painting and took
possibly the first ever photograph on the continent of
Africa. In 1856 he founded the first high-altitude
observatory on Tenerife to demonstrate the benefits of
using a high-altitude location. Smyth also pioneered
infra-red astronomy, when he estimated the amount of
heat radiation received from the moon. Later, Smyth

Aurorae: their characters and spectra
About one quarter of Capron’s articles and letters in
the scientific journals of the 1870s and 1880s dealt
with the scientific mystery of the aurora. In February
1879 Capron published what would prove to be his
most popular work Aurorae: their characters and
spectra. The book was well received and reviewers
loved it. The book was divided into three sections: Part
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returned to Britain to take up the post of Astronomer
Royal for Scotland (1846-1888).
Capron and Piazzi Smyth shared a series of
intellectual interests which were under-pinned by an
intensive visual culture. These included photography,
astronomy, spectroscopy, the aurora and meteorology.
Both men enjoyed collecting reams of scientific data,
both delighted in producing water colour illustrations
of what they had observed and both were committed
Christians. There is an unconfirmed story that Capron
and Smyth astonished passengers on the London to
Edinburgh train by pointing their pocket spectroscopes
out of the window to examine the spectra of clouds.28
Smyth was a Fellow of the Royal Society but his
scientific career was marred by eccentricity, outspokenness and his confrontational letters to Nature.29
In 1864, Smyth wrote the first of three highly popular
accounts of the Great Pyramid at Gizeh, a manmade
object which Smyth was convinced held deeply
mystical – almost divine – mathematical properties.30
In 1871 Piazzi Smyth accused the Royal Society of
having a ‘secret committee’ which had engaged in
‘despotic dispatches’ to ensure that his paper on the
alleged relationship between the frequency of sun spots
and earth temperature would never see the light of
day.31 On another occasion Piazzi Smyth attacked the
respected spectroscopist Marshall Watts, author of an
important work Index of Spectra, in the pages of the
Philosophical Magazine. Here he accused the Royal
Astronomical Society of having a secret anti Smythlike committee.32 In 1874 he resigned his membership
of the Royal Society because of their refusal to publish
his paper on the (alleged) mathematical properties of
the Great Pyramid at Giza. Despite all this Capron still
devoted Aurorae to his ‘friend’, Charles Piazzi Smyth.
Why? It is tempting to attribute this to elitism but this
would be totally out of character for a man who was
well known for his philanthropy and benevolence.

Le Verrier had predicted a period of fine weather, but
then for a whole week Paris and London were struck
by ‘deluges’ of rain. Smyth claimed that whilst
travelling through London his pocket spectroscope
displayed ‘a broad dark band on the less refrangible
side of D and partly in place of it’. However, by the
time Smyth reached York the rain had ceased, the dark
spectral band decreased and fine weather prevailed.
His pocket spectroscope once again revealed the
double D lines and by the time he reached Edinburgh
the weather had returned with a ‘glorious blue sky,
transparent atmosphere, delicious temperature, and
light N.E. wind’.33
Smyth discovered that whenever there was rain a
band of dark lines appeared in his spectroscope but as
soon as the rain disappeared, this band was absent.
Almost accidentally, Piazzi Smyth had initiated a
whole new area of scientific study which quickly
attracted both its supporters and detractors. In May
1876, during a trip to the south of France, Smyth again
predicted heavy downpours ‘to the surprise of the
natives’ who had only consulted their barometers. He
followed up this work with a major publication
‘Meteorological Spectroscopy in the small and rough’
which set out the scientific case for his discovery of
the ‘rain band’.34
Capron was obviously interested in Piazzi Smyth’s
work and soon began his own data collection using a
McLean’s star spectroscope. He found that he too
could identify the rainband. For two periods in 1880
and 1881 he recorded both the strength of the rainband
– on a scale from 1 to 5 – and the amount of rain which
fell in the 24 hours following the rainband reading. His
charts (see Fig.7) seem to show a strong positive
association between the two data sets, but when this
data is correctly combined onto a scatter gram (Fig.8)
the linear correlation coefficient is only + 0·26.
Unfortunately the statistical technique of correlation
was not available to Capron and Piazzi Smyth in the
1880s. Had it been so they would surely have
understood the weakness of their case.
In 1881 Capron published an article, ‘A Plea for the
Rainband’.35 In 1883, Capron’s rainband appeared in
colour in the 2nd edition of John Browning’s popular
handbook How to work with the Spectroscope. The
realisation that, for the first time, it might be possible
to predict rainfall made for big news and both John
Browning and his rival Adam Hilger quickly issued a
variety of pocket spectroscopes and pamphlets which
explained how to use them.
Despite the enthusiasm of Capron and Smyth for
their subject many people had problems actually seeing
the rainband. This debate even took to the pages of the

The Rainband
It was Piazzi Smyth’s work on spectroscopy which led
to Capron’s misjudged acceptance and promotion of
the so-called ‘rainband’. Piazzi Smyth first noticed this
alleged phenomenon at noon on 24th March 1872 at
Palermo in Sicily. Using a pocket spectroscope only a
few inches in length he observed ‘striking variations’
in the solar spectrum near the double D (sodium) lines.
His diagram shows that the following day at noon
many of the spectroscopic lines had disappeared, but
he noted that it had rained the previous afternoon at
4pm.
In July 1875 Nature published a major article by
Piazzi Smyth which described how using his barometer
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Fig.7 Capron’s rainband chart for 1880 and 1881
Capron 1881 ‘A Plea for the Rainband…’

Courtesy of Edward Stanford Ltd., London
to the left of the D lines.37 Neither did they understand
that variations in viewing conditions introduced a
further subjectivity into what was seen and how the
lines should be interpreted. Capron even admitted that
there were ‘discrepancies and irregularities’ in the
relationship between the strength of the rainband and
the amount of rainfall. However, he attempted to

Times, when both Ralph Abercrombie of the Meteorological Society and the Duke of Argyll (FRS)
wrote in to say that they could see no value in the
technique. 36 Capron himself admitted that the rainband
‘does not claim absolute infallibility’, but Capron and
Piazzi Smyth never really understood that their method
relied on subjective estimates of the state of the bands

Fig.8 Capron’s rainband replotted as a scattergram
Plotted by the author
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explain this away as being caused by changes of
intensity in the rainband between the three daily
readings. Unfortunately he never presented any data to
demonstrate such an effect.
In 1886 Capron republished ‘A Plea for the
Rainband’ alongside a new article ‘The Rainband
Vindicated’, but by now interest was dying away and
the problems with the technique were becoming
obvious. Piazzi Smyth continued to mount a vigorous
rearguard action against criticisms raised by American
scientists and both men continued with their fallacious
claim that they could identify atmospheric water
vapour with such tiny instruments before it had even
begun falling!38
A leading spectroscopic historian, Klaus Hentschel,
has criticised Capron’s role in the promotion of the
rainband and the quality of the photographs in Photographed Spectra. Aside from the subjective nature of
the observations:
The user of Capron’s manual had the task of
deciding which among the several printed samples
[rainband photographs] was most similar to the real
spectrum observed in his rainband spectroscope,
that is, to match his visual field against a whole
array of categories provided by the manual’s
author.39
Capron and Smyth assumed that their instruments
were capable of identifying all the main lines in the

solar spectrum, but both men grossly underestimated
the number of solar lines. By the 1960s it was
established that there are over 24,000 solar lines so
probably less than 1 per cent of these lines could have
been seen in the pocket spectroscopes of the 1880s.
The promotion of Smyth’s rainband by Capron
seems like an example of cronyism on Capron’s part
but we are still left with the term ‘rainband’ in today’s
weather forecasting, albeit used in a non-spectroscopic
sense.
The Auroral Beam, 17th November 1882
In November 1882 Capron witnessed an extraordinarily rare phenomenon during a vivid auroral
display. He stated that:
At a little before 6 o’clock a strange and most
unusual phenomenon was seen. I happened to turn
to the south, where the moon (with a very
pronounced lumière cendrèe on its dark part) was
nearly on the meridian, when I saw a spindleshaped beam of glowing white light, quite unlike
an auroral ray, had formed in the east. As I looked
this slowly mounted from its position, rose to the
zenith, and passed it, gradually crossing apparently
above the moon, and then sank into the west,
slowly lessening in size and brilliancy as it did so,
and fading away as it reached the horizon.

Fig.9 Capron’s drawing of the auroral beam and his observatory in Guildford
Philosophical Journal, 15, (May 1883), 318-39
Courtesy of the Science Museum, London
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The peculiar long spindle shape, slow gliding motion and glowing silver light, and the marked isolation of this cloud from the other portions of the
aurora made it a most remarkable object and I do
not recollect in any former aurora to have seen anything similar. About 6 o’clock the aurora gradually
died away, to revive again at 9 in the shape of a
white semicircle of light in a point north by west,
which did not last long. Owing to moonlight, but
little could be done with the spectroscope with a
wide split on the most glowing parts of the red patches only the usual green line, with a faint continuous spectrum towards the violet could be made
out.
At times I thought I caught traces of other lines, but
with no certainty at all. The spindle-shaped beam
was also examined with the spectroscope, but only
gave the green line. Even in the brightest parts of
the red glow, the red line could not be made out.
The peculiarity of the moving beam of light was its
absolute southern position. Its apparent passage
across the sky was only a few degrees above the
moon, then at a comparatively low altitude.40
This phenomenon was probably observed by thousands of people across northern Europe but surprisingly Capron could find no observers in Britain
north of York. Fortuitously, a number of excellent
accounts of the phenomenon have survived. William
Christie (1845-1922), The Astronomer Royal, observed the beam from Greenwich, stating that:
In the evening, as soon as it was dark, a brilliant
aurora was seen, commencing with a bright glow of
red light extending from the north and west beyond
the zenith, interspersed with pale green phosphorescent light and streamers. At 6h. 4m. a very brilliant streak of greenish light about 20° long appeared in the east-north-east, and, rising slowly, passed
nearly along a parallel of declination, a little above
the moon, disappearing at 6h. 5m. 59s. in the west,
about two minutes after it was first seen. The whole
aurora had faded away by about 7h., but it burst out
again at 11h. 45m., when an auroral arch, with brilliant streamers reaching nearly to the zenith, was
seen from north-north-east to north-west. It faded
away about 12h. 10m. 41

normal working current – were measured. Christie also
drew attention to a huge sunspot which was visible to
the naked eye and which covered 2,470 millionths of
the sun’s visible surface. At that time this was the
largest sun spot ever photographed by the Royal
Observatory.
At Kew Observatory G. M. Whipple wrote to
Nature to describe how the Kew magnetographs began
showing small deflections from about 8.30 p.m. on
Saturday 11th November. These continued throughout
the week and were so trivial as to resemble the effect
of tremors. However, all that changed on Friday
morning when the magnetic storm became ‘violent’
and from then until Saturday morning ‘the oscillations
of the magnet and the changes of force were incessant
and frequently enormous, the declination needle
ranging at times through almost 2°. Correspondingly
large variations were also exhibited by the bifilar and
balance magnetometer’. Throughout Sunday 19th
November the deflections reduced in character but
early on Monday morning they again intensified.
In 1916 the Editors of ‘The Observatory’ asked a
number of prominent astronomers to contribute to their
500th edition. Edward Maunder, a former Editor of the
journal, stated that the auroral beam was the most
striking experience he could recall in his 43 years of
observation. He stated that:
…a great circular disc of greenish light suddenly
appeared low down in the E.N.E., as though it had
just risen, and moved across the sky, as smoothly
and steadily as the Sun, Moon, stars, and planets
moved, but nearly a thousand times as quickly. The
circularity of its shape when first seen was
evidently merely the effect of foreshortening, for as
it moved it lengthened out, and when it crossed the
meridian and passed just above the Moon its form
was that almost of a very elongated ellipse, and
various observers spoke of it as “cigar-shaped,”
“like a torpedo,” or “a spindle” or “shuttle.”
Had the incident occurred a third of a century later,
beyond doubt everyone would have selected the
same simile – it would have been “just like a
Zeppelin.” After crossing the meridian its length
seemed to contract, and it disappeared somewhat to
the south of the west point. Its entire passage from
rising to setting took less than two minutes to
complete, and it disappeared at 6h 5m 59s G.M.T.
in colour the light of the ‘torpedo’ was evidently
the same as that of the auroral glow in the north,
and this showed me in the spectroscope the familiar
auroral line in the “citron-green,”.
This “torpedo-shaped” beam of light was unlike
any other celestial object that I have ever seen. The

The Remarkable Magnetic Storm
The November 1882 auroral beam observations coincided with a ‘remarkable magnetic storm’. A detailed
account by Norman Lockyer and William Christie
appeared in Nature.42 The storm reached its climax
between 10am and 11am on November 17th when earth
currents measuring 50 milli-amperes – 5 times the
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that the phenomenon was probably seen for
approximately 75 seconds. As some observers qualified their estimates with ‘less than’ and ‘about’ this
seems a reasonable method.
Estimates of the length of the phenomenon varied
tremendously, from just 15o of arc in Hungerford in
Berkshire, to an astonishing 80-100o in Péruwelz,
about 10 miles north of Valenciennes on the Belgian/French border. In Holland, H. J. H. Groneman
stated that at Utrecht the phenomenon was 90o in
length for ‘a few seconds’
Capron cautioned against higher estimates of the
length on the basis that some of these observers were
located on the continent and saw the phenomenon from
a different perspective. Also, he argued that most
observers saw the light lengthen out as it neared the
zenith and then appear to shrink as it raced towards the
horizon. This makes it difficult to judge its true size
because observers located in the south would have
been closer to the phenomenon and would have seen it
larger than those situated in the north. This perspective
effect seems only partly borne out by the data and so
Capron was forced to choose the 11 best estimates to
produce an average of 27o in length and of nine
estimates to give 3.33o breadth.
These same considerations affected estimates of the
direction of flight. Capron judged that the only really
reliable estimates were those provided by Professor
Oudemans in Utrecht and by Pieter Zeeman at Zonnemaire (Zierikree), both locations in the Netherlands.
These gave estimates of E. 20o N. to W. 20o S. as the
trajectory. Of course it is dangerous to infer the true
direction of flight from only two observations, but
most observers reported that the phenomenon moved
from approximately east to west.
Descriptions of the phenomenon’s colour varied
from ‘white’, ‘pearl white’ and ‘greenish white’ to
‘yellow white’. Capron pointed out that two observers
made independent spectroscopic readings of the beam
and that he had also seen the ‘principal citron auroral
line’ – incorrectly reported as 5569, it is really 5577.
Capron noted that this line was not present on the
adjacent sky. F.W. Cory of Buckhurst Hill, Essex,
wrote to the journal ‘Knowledge’, stating:
I think there can be no doubt in regard to the
connection between the torpedo-shaped body that
was seen on November 17 at 6h 5m p.m. and the
aurora, as the spectroscopic examination gave the
same line for both; and this was situated between D
and E in the spectrum, but nearer the former.45
Two inconsistencies involve the appearance and
quality of light exhibited by the beam. Some observers
claimed that they saw a ‘spindly-shaped’ phenomenon,

quality of its light, and its occurrence while a great
magnetic storm and a bright aurora were in progress, seem to establish its auroral origin. But it
differed very widely in appearance from any other
aurora that I have ever seen.43
With such a brief and spectacular phenomenon a huge
debate quickly erupted over the cause of the apparition.
This correspondence is briefly summarised in Table 1.
Not surprisingly many of the published accounts varied
enormously and it was by no means obvious that the
phenomenon was auroral in nature. As a witness to the
beam and the celebrated author of Aurorae Capron
soon found himself at the centre of the controversy so
he decided to try and make sense of what had been
reported.
The Philosophical Journal
Capron’s paper ‘The Auroral Beam of November 17,
1882’ appeared in the Philosophical Journal in May,
1883. 44 His paper was a masterpiece of the scientific
method and was taken by most Victorians to be the
final word on the subject. He began by drawing
together as many of the observations as possible. It is
clear that many more people observed the ‘beam’ than
the accounts summarised by Capron but he chose 28
where he had full details. Table 2 summarises what we
know today about these 28 observers.
Capron understood that the location of the observer
and the relationship of the phenomenon to the Moon
were important factors in determining the size, height
and trajectory of the phenomenon so he summarised
these accounts in a table of key features.
The appearance of the beam took all its observers
by surprise. For this reason there are significant
discrepancies between the accounts. Taking just the 23
British observations the phenomenon was seen
between 5.25 pm and 6.06 pm. Capron points out that
we do not know if these are GMT or local times. Most
observations clustered around 6-6.15 pm but two, the
accounts by Clark in Leeds (observer 22) and T.R.
Clapham (observer 23), are timed much earlier. Capron
argues, quite reasonably, that these were not the same
phenomenon. This seems borne out not only by the
discrepancy in times, but also by the fact that these
men reported seeing different auroral forms. A similar
problem exists with the duration of the phenomenon,
which ranged from ‘about six seconds’ to ‘less than
four minutes’. Capron appreciated that the observers
were taken by surprise and that typically people overestimate the duration of events. He noted that most
observers thought they saw the phenomenon for
between 1 and 2 minutes. For these reasons he took an
average of the 18 most reliable observations, finding
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Table 1: Accounts of the “Auroral Beam”, 17th November 1882
Ref. in Nature*

Observer

Location

Notes

Nov. 23, 1882,
page 86

Stephen H.
Saxby

East Clevedon Vicarage,
Somerset

Describes seeing the beam at 6.15 pm, length an astonishing 35o. Observed a second smaller phenomenon
moving parallel to the first

Nov. 23, 1882,
86-87

Hubert Airy

Woodbridge, Suffolk

Estimated the beam to be about 40o in length

Nov. 23, 1882,
page 87

J. Herschel

London

Quotes a description of the phenomenon seen from North
Devon

Nov. 23, 1882,
page 87

A.S.P.

Cambridge

Observed ‘a well-defined spindle-shaped body of a
cloudy consistency, having a brilliant white colour’.

Nov. 23, 1882,
page 87

H.D. Taylor

Heworth Green, York

Observed object form out of ‘a long patch of white light’

Nov. 23, 1882,
page 87

John L.
Dobson

Beaumont College, Old
Windsor, Berkshire

Observed ‘a bright, cloud-like object, in shape like a
fish-torpedo or a weaver’s shuttle’

Nov. 30, 1882,
page 99

Herbert
McLeod

Royal Indian Engineering
College, Cooper’s Hill,
Egham, London

Reported that four students at the College also observed
the ‘Whitehead-torpedo-shaped streak of light’

Nov. 30, 1882,
99-100

Charles J.
Taylor

Toppesfield Rectory,
Halstead, Essex

Described seeing ‘a white cloud’ about 20o long and 2o
wide.

Nov. 30, 1882,
page 100

Stephen H.
Saxby

East Clevedon Vicarage,
Somerset

Saxby becomes the first person to try to triangulate the
position and path of the ‘electric meteoroid’

Nov. 30, 1882,
page 100

Alfred Batson

The Rookery, Ramsbury,
near Hungerford,
Berkshire

Described seeing a ‘monster meteor’ and a ‘torpedo’.
Hoped to produce a photographic representation of the
beam to compare it with the Great Comet of 1882.

Nov. 30, 1882,
page 113

Reported by
Norman
Lockyer

Eskibstuna, 54 miles south
of Stockholm, Sweden

The first reported sighting from outside Britain.
Described as an oblong object which resembled a bow

Dec. 7, 1882,
page 139

J.R.C.

Guildford, Surrey

Reports a sighting of a similar ‘bright beam’ by Charles
Leeson Prince of Crowborough on October 3rd.. Also
describes his spectroscopic observations of the beam in
more detail

Dec. 7, 1882,
Page 139

W.M. Flinders
Petrie

Bromley, Kent

Casts doubt on the factual accuracy of the accounts by
Taylor and Elger

Dec. 7, 1882,
page 140

H. Dennis
Taylor

Heworth Green, York

Calculates the height of the beam as 212 miles

Dec. 7, 1882,
page 141

Edward
Pollock

Regent’s Park, London

Describes seeing ‘a broad band of light having somewhat
the appearance of a light cloud, only much brighter’

Dec. 7, 1882,
page 141

J.R.C.

Guildford, Surrey

Adds additional accounts of the aurora which contradict
what was seen in the south

Dec. 14, 1882,
page 149

J.R.C.

Guildford, Surrey

JRC casts considerable doubt on the various heights of
the beam that have been calculated

Dec. 21, 1882,
page 173

W.M. Flinders
Petrie

Bromley, Kent

Claims to agree with JRC’s letter of Dec. 14th, stating
that this proves that the beam was meteoric in nature

Dec. 28, 1882,
page198

Thomas
William
Backhouse

Sunderland

Argues that the height of the ‘spindle-shaped object’ has
no bearing on its auroral character. Argues that the beam
must have been auroral because it moved along a parallel
of magnetic latitude
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Ref. in Nature*

Observer

Location

Notes

Dec. 28, 1882,
page 198

J.R.C.

Guildford, Surrey

Responding to Flinders Petrie’s letter reaffirming his
belief in the heights quoted in his earlier letter and the
auroral nature of the object

Jan. 25, 1883,
296-298

H.J.H.
Groneman

Groningen, Netherlands

‘Remarks on and Observations of the Meteoric Auroral
Phenomenon of November 17, 1882’. This article
contains the first exposition of the meteoritic dust theory
for the beam

Feb. 1, 1883,
page 315

Thomas
William
Backhouse

Sunderland

Questions H.J.H. Groneman’s application of a straight
line path for an auroral effect, pointing out that meteors
would move in all directions

Feb. 1, 1883,
page 315

W.M. Flinders
Petrie

Bromley, Kent

Responding to Dr. Groneman’s paper and casting doubt
on the interpretation of the spectroscopic analysis.

Feb. 1, 1883,
page 315

Henry
Muirhead

Cambuslang, Scotland

Reports seeing something similar to the beam on October
14th 1870

Feb. 8, 1883,
page 338

Stephen H.
Saxby

East Clevedon Vicarage,
Somerset

Reaffirming his estimate of the height of the beam made
in his earlier letter of Nov. 17th 1882

Feb. 15, 1883,
page 365

H. Dennis
Taylor

Heworth Green, York

Draws attention to the difficulty in reconciling the
differing accounts of the ‘mysterious meteoroid’

Feb. 22, 1883,
page 388

H.J.H.
Groneman

Groningen, Netherlands

Responds to Thomas Backhouse’s letter of Feb. 1

March 1, 1883,
page 412

Thomas
William
Backhouse

Sunderland

Responding to Dr Groneman’s letter of Feb. 22, casting
doubt on the ability of observers to judge a straight-line
trajectory for a very high object

March 1, 1883,
page 412

?

Calls for a meeting to be held in London or Bristol for
observers to meet to ensure that all accounts are noted.
Agrees that if the object split then this would account for
many of the discrepancies. No evidence exists that such a
meeting took place

March 8, 1883,
page 434

H. Dennis
Taylor

Heworth Green, York

Clarifies the bearings given in his original account

May 31, 1883,
105-107

H.J.H.
Groneman

Groningen, Netherlands

‘The True Orbit of the Auroral Meteoroid of November
17, 1882’

Philosophical
Magazine, 15,
(1883), 318-39

J.R.C.

Guildford, Surrey

JRC’s major article on the auroral beam.

June 28, 1883,
196-197

J.A.C.
Oudemans

Utrecht, Netherlands

Corrects JRC’s translations of his observations of Oct. 2
and Nov. 17 that appeared in the Philosophical Journal,
15, (1883), 318-39

The Observatory, Edward
6, (1883),192-3 Walter
Maunder

Greenwich Park, London

Describes Capron’s paper in the Philosophical Journal,
agreeing that Capron’s own spectroscopic observations
prove the beam to be of auroral origin and that his
estimates of its height and velocity appear to be accurate

The Observatory, Edward
39, 500 (May,
Walter
1916), 213-214 Maunder

Greenwich Park, London

Invited to recall significant events in his astronomical
life Maunder describes the auroral beam nearly 34 years
after the event

?

* Other periodicals as indicated
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Table 2: Observers of the Auroral Beam, 17 November 1882
No. Capron’s ref. -

Observer

Location

Unknown
John Rand
Capron
(1829-1888)

Sidmouth,
Devon
Guildown,
Guildford,
Surrey

W.H.M.
Christie
(1845-1922)

Greenwich
Observatory,
London

The Philosophical
Magazine

1
2

Standard newspaper
Nature, pages
27, 84 and 149

3

Nature, pages
27 and 83

4

Ibid., pages
Alfred Batson The Rookery,
100, 141 & 412 (aged 61, 1881) Ramsbury,
Hungerford,
Berkshire
Ibid., page 87
John J. Dobson Old Windsor,
(aged 27, 1881) Berkshire

5

WIKI Observer details
Entry**
Railway Signalman
Yes

Grand amateur. FRAS, FMS

Yes

The Astronomer Royal (1881-1910), Elected Secretary of
the RAS at the sixty-first AGM, reported in the MNRAS
(Feb. 11, 1881) 61, 4
Nature (Mar. 1, 1883), 27, 412-413. Chairman of the local
School Board. – Information supplied by Ruth King,
Berkshire Record Office
Teacher at Beaumont (Jesuit) College – closed in 1967

6

Ibid., page 141

Edward
Lincolns Inn
Pollock
Fields,
(aged 46, 1881) London

A practising barrister living at 20 York Terrace, Regents
Park, London

7

Standard

J. Woodruff

Not yet traced

8

Nature,
page 87

Hubert Airy
(1838-1903)

9

Letter sent to
the RAS

William
Chatham,
Kent
Munro
(aged 24, 1881)

A Royal Navy engineer living at 6 Green Street, Minster,
Isle of Sheppey. Father a Chelsea Pensioner

10

Nature,
page 84

Joseph Clark III Street,
(1840-1928)
Somerset

Son of Joseph Clark II, the elder brother of Cyrus and
James Clark, who co-founded Clark’s shoe company of
Street, Somerset. Cousin to observer 22. Elected to the
British Association in 1877. Also collected meteorological
data. Information from Judeth Saunders, Alfred Gillett
Trust (C & J Clark Ltd), Street, Somerset

11

Nature, pages
Rev. Stephen
86, 100 and 338 Henry Saxby
(1831-1886)

East Clevedon,
Somerset

12

Ibid., page 85

Thomas Gwyn
Empy Elger
(1836-1897)

Incorrectly
reported as
Hempston,
Bedford,
Bedfordshire
(actually
Kempton)

13

Standard newspaper

Thomas
Woodruff

St. Ives,
Huntingdon

Broxbourne,
Hertford
Woodbridge,
Suffolk

Son of George Biddell Airy (1835-1881), The Astronomer
Royal. Became a pioneer in the treatment of migraine

Elected FRAS, Nov. 13, 1885. See MNRAS, 46, 1, p. 1.
Lived at Mount Eldon, Clevedon. Was the first vicar of All
Saints Church
Yes

Studied at University College London and initially became
a civil engineer. Lived at St Mary, Bedford in 1882.
Elected to the British Association in 1868. ‘Auroral
Display’, Nature, 25 (Feb. 23, 1882), p. 386. An English
lunar mapper and first director of the Lunar Section of the
BAA. Member of the RAS and the Selenographical
Society. Founded the Bedfordshire Natural History Society
and Field Club. Published The Moon: A full Description
and Map of its Principal Physical Features (1895). Has a
lunar crater Elger named after him
Probably Thomas Woodruff, rector of Wistrow, 1840-1891
(aged 76, 1881 Census), but possibly Thomas Woodruff, a
local watchmaker, of 24 Main St. Somerton (aged 45,
1881 Census) from Laura Ibbett, Huntingdonshire
Archives
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No. Capron’s ref. -

Observer

Location

The Philosophical
Magazine

WIKI Observer details
Entry*

14

Nature, pages
87, 146, 365
and 434

Henry Dennis
Taylor
(1862-1943)

Heworth,
York

Taylor was an optical designer for the telescope makers
Thomas Cooke and Sons. See home.europa.com/~telscope/
hdtaylor.doc for details of his considerable astronomical
work
Assistant Master of Physics at Clifton College (1880-85).
Published An Elementary Course of Practical Physics in
1881. Reviewed in Nature 24 (May 12, 1881), p. 28. Later
CB & FRS. Obituary in Nature, 98 (Dec. 14, 1916), No.
2459, 293-294

15

Ibid., page 85

Arthur Mason
Worthington
(1852-1916)

Durdham
Down, Clifton,
Bristol

Yes

16

Ibid., page 99

Herbert
McLeod
FRS, FCS
(1841-1923)

Indian Civil
Engineering
College,
Cooper’s Hill,
Egham, Surrey

Yes

17

Ibid., page 85

Elizabeth
Brown
(1830-1899)

Cirencester,
Gloucestershire

Lived at Further Barton, Cirencester. Noted for her work
recording sunspots. See Brown’s letter ‘Aurorae’, Nature
31 (Mar. 19, 1885), p. 458. Obituary, The Times (Mar. 16,
1899) and The Illustrated London News (Mar. 25, 1899).
Gloucestershire Archives holds additional information –
see file SR3.43GS

18

Ibid., page 87

A.S.P.

Cambridge,
England

No obvious candidate found in the BA membership lists or
the MNRAS

19

Times – paper

Charles M.
Ramus
(1822- ? )

Rye, East
Sussex

The curate of Playden Rectory, Rye, East Sussex. Lived at
58 Saltcote Street. Later became the curate of Patrixbourne
church, nr. Canterbury, Kent

20

Ibid.

J.P.K.

Wimbledon,
Surrey

No obvious candidate found in the BA membership lists or
the MNRAS

21

Nature,
page 100

Charles J.
Taylor

Ilford, Essex

Lived at Toppesfield Rectory, Halstead, Essex. See ‘The
Recent Weather', Nature, 25 (Feb. 16, 1882), p. 365. Moved
to Banstead, Surrey, June 1889. MA, FCS.

22

Ibid., page 84

J.E. Clark[e]
(1850-1944)

Leeds,
Yorkshire

James Edmund Clark of Bootham, York, BA, BSC, FGS.
Clark was the 11th of James and Eleanor Clark’s 14
children – James Clark was the co-founder, with his
brother Cyrus, of Clark’s shoe company of Street,
Somerset. Cousin to observer no. 10. Clark was Educated
at Bootham, the Flounders Institute and University
College, London. He attended Heidelberg University from
1873 to 1875, specialising in Natural Science. Was Junior
Master at Bootham from 1869 to 1872, Science Master
from 1875 to 1897. He was the oldest contributor to The
Friend (an obit. appears in Dec. 29, 1944, 861-862). He
was editor, with B.B. Le Tall, of the Natural History
Journal, and for 25 years he presented the Phenological
Report annually to the RMS. See ‘Phenological
Observations on Early Flowers and Winter Temperatures’,
Nature 25 (April 13, 1882), 552-4. Involved in agricultural
experiments in the Bridgewater, Somerset area. Read
‘Glacial Sections at York, and their relation to the later
deposits’, BA annual conference at York, 1881.
Information from Judeth Saunders, Alfred Gillett Trust (C
& J Clark Ltd), Street, Somerset.

See entry in the ODNB. Elected to the British Association in
1868. ‘Electricity of the Blowpipe Flame’, Nature, 21 (Feb.
12, 1880), p. 347; ‘Hot Ice’, Nature 24 (May 12, 1881), 289. ‘On the Pressure of the Vapour of Mercury at the Ordinary Temperature’, BA Annual Conference 1883, p. 443
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No.

Capron’s ref. -

Observer

Location

The
Philosophical
Magazine

WIKI Observer details
Entry*

23

Ibid.,
page 141

F.R. Clapham –
In fact Thomas
Richard
Clapham
(1837-1909)

Clapham,
Lancashire
(actually the
West Riding
of Yorkshire)

A land owner living at Austwick Hall, Austwick. Educated
at nearby Giggleswick School. Clapham was an auroral
observer who built an astronomical observatory in his
garden in 1884 (cost £ 26). Elected FRAS March 13, 1891
(MNRAS, 51, 5, p. 277), proposed by Herbert Sadler. See
www.austwickhall.co.uk

24

Ibid.,
page 296

Professor J.A.
C. Oudemans

Utrecht,
Holland

Nature, 28 (June 28, 1883), page 196

25

Ibid., ...

Pieter Zeeman
(1865-1943)

Zonnemaire
(Zierikree),
Holland

26

Ciel et Terre,
20, p. 465

Prof. Prignon

Péruwelz,
Hainault

27

Ibid., p. 466

M. Thooris

Bruges,
Belgium

28

Ibid.

Yes

Shared the 1902 Nobel Prize for Physics with Hendrik
Lorentz for his discovery of the Zeeman effect where a
spectral line is split into its components by the presence of
a magnetic field. This discovery helped to elucidate the
structure of the atom. Became Professor of Physics at the
University of Amsterdam.

Editor

Bruxelles,
Belgium
* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

others ‘torpedo or weavers-shuttle’. Others described a
‘cigar-ship’, ‘lenticular’ (i.e. cloud-like) and a ‘comet’s
tail’. Another observer compared it with the Andromeda nebula. The quality of light was described as
‘glowing’, ‘shining’ and ‘phosphorescent’. The light
reminded Capron of the glow in a carbon Geissler tube
experiment.
Some observers described the edges of the phenomenon as being feather-like, but most (including
Capron) did not see this. Capron thought he saw a ‘sort
of broken and clouded structure’ whilst others reported
seeing a kind of ‘dark nucleus’ or ‘central dullness’.
Professor Oudemans in Utrecht claimed that when the
phenomenon was 90 o in length it split into two whilst
the Reverend Saxby in north Somerset claims that he
saw a second beam 7o to the north running on a parallel
track. Of course if the beam really did split into two
this might explain why the English observers saw a
smaller phenomenon than their European counterparts.
Capron was aided in his analysis by Professor
Alexander Stewart Herschel (1836-1907), the son of
Sir John Herschel, who established that the auroral
beam moved approximately from east to west along a

magnetic meridian. He claimed that the beam actually
traversed France at a height of approximately 133
miles and he drew two shadow lines on a stellar map to
show the ‘shadow path’ of the phenomenon. This
estimate might explain why European observers saw a
darker area inside the phenomenon, as to them the
beam was directly overhead. However, his trigonometric method was based on only four accurate angular
measurements so there must be significant error
bounds. Another problem is that more than half of
Capron’s published longitudes and latitudes were
wrong, some considerably so. If Herschel used these
figures then his estimates of the height and position of
the beam would be in error.46
Capron finished his article by casting doubt on
Professor Groneman’s ‘cosmic dust’ theory of aurorae
by pointing out that meteors can fly in any direction
whilst auroral arches and beams must follow courses
along magnetic latitudes. He also pointed out that
bolides move at between 40 and 130 miles per second,
whereas the auroral beam moved at only 10 miles a
second. Of course this estimate was based on the
assumption that the beam was relatively close to the
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Earth – today we know that some meteors move at
slower speeds than those quoted by Capron. His most
serious objection to Groneman’s theory was that the
spectrum of the aurora was unique and not the same as
meteoritic spectra – which of course usually includes
lines created by heavy metals like iron, nickel, cobalt
and manganese.
Later in 1883, Edward Maunder supported
Capron’s auroral beam conclusions in The Observatory, where he repeated Capron’s description of
Prof. Herschel’s observations of ‘abortive bright
streamers’, which move along ‘stationary milk-white
auroral bands’. 47 Maunder concluded that ‘... the beam
itself may have been the transient lighting-up by a
passing glow of an otherwise invisible arc’. Given
what is now known about how aurorae are triggered by
energetic solar particles moving down magnetic field
lines this seems a very apt description.

Writing in Nature Lockyer states that telegraph
engineers in the United States and Canada reported that
the electrical disturbances on their systems were ‘...
unlike any heretofore known, acting on the wires in
strong waves which produced constant changes in the
polarity of the current. A magnificent aurora appeared
on Friday night [17th] and was visible at all points,
except where clouds obscured it’.53
Observer no 1 in the Capron article, a railway
signalman at Sidmouth in Devon, also reported ‘much
telegraphic disturbance’ during this event.54
Further problems
One issue brushed aside by Capron was whether or not
the auroral beam was a unique occurrence. If it was a
unique event then one could argue against any natural
explanation let alone an auroral explanation. Lockyer
later stated that:
During the great aurora of January 1831 ... a bright
yellow streak was seen to rise with common cloud
velocity, forming an arch from west to east,
becoming invisible in the west by the time it had
reached the east. During the same aurora Professor
Bischoff in Burgboohl, saw a moving cloud, as
bright as the Milky Way, pass from east to west in
five minutes.
During another aurora, December 1870, Professor
Rudberg, of Uppsala, saw a very bright patch, of
double the dimensions of the moon’s disk, moving
with great velocity behind the auroral beams.55
These events seem to demonstrate that similar,
though perhaps not absolutely identical beams, had
been seen before and have probably been seen since.
Surprisingly, Maunder concurred with Professor
Groneman’s ‘meteoritic dust’ theory for the beam,
pointing out that there were strong similarities between
the spectrum of the aurora and that of the Zodiacal
Light. Groneman responded to Capron and Herschel’s
conclusions by recalculating ‘The True Orbit of the
Auroral Meteoroid of November 17, 1882’, but J.A.C.
Oudemans had the last word when he corrected
Capron’s translation of his original description of the
event in Nature.56

Contemporary Magnetic and
Meteorological Observations
One key piece of evidence Capron only vaguely refers
to was the ‘Magnetical and Meteorological
Observations’ at the Royal Observatory Greenwich
(ROG). This data includes near continuous measurements of the horizontal and vertical force, and the
declination of the Earth’s magnetic field.48
Two earth currents were also measured in loops
measuring 7.5 and 5 miles in length. During 1882 there
were 15 days when great disturbances were registered,
April 16, 17, 19, 20; June 24, August 4, October 2, 5
and November 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21st.49 The
official record describes how during the last two hours
of November 16th (i.e. 10.00 to 13.00 hours GMT on
November 17th) and between 15.30 and 18.00 hours
GMT on November 17th ‘during great magnetic
disturbance, the earth current motions were so violent
that the records could not be traced’.50
At the same time there were also large fluctuations
in the three magnetic readings and between 10.00 and
13.00 hours GMT the vertical force magnet was
vibrating rapidly.51 At various times between 17.00
and 18.00 GMT the vertical force and the first earth
current readings disappeared out of range so great were
the magnetic fluctuations. Unfortunately, measurements of the declination were lost between 10.30 and
11.30 GMT, and measurements of the vertical force
were lost between 15.30 and 19.00 GMT.
During this period of exceptional magnetic activity
the great solar spot appeared on the sun’s limb on
November 11th and eventually disappeared on November 25th.52

Historical Context
In December 1899, William Ellis, FRS, published an
important paper ‘On the Relation between Magnetic
Disturbance and the Period of Solar Spot Frequency’.57
Ellis examined 50 years of magnetic observations
recorded at the ROG, classifying the daily magnetic
disturbances into five categories – none, minor, moderate, active and great. ‘Great’ disturbance was
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account for why the ‘beam’ was seen to split into two
by Professor Oudemans and why the Reverend Saxby
saw a second beam 7 degrees to the north as the
primary beam approached the western horizon. That no
other beams have been subsequently reported, or
presented as unusual, seems strange given the current
belief in more exotic solutions for unusual aerial
phenomena.

classified as days when the declination was disturbed
by more than 60' of arc or when the horizontal force
was disturbed by more than 300'. Ellis tabulated the
number of days during each quarter when magnetic
disturbances fell into each of his five somewhatarbitrary categories.
During the entire 50 years between 1848 and 1897
Ellis found that the highest number of ‘great’ disturbances was in the last quarter of 1882 when 5 days
were so classified. 4 of these days took place between
November 16th and 20th, while the 18th was classified
as only ‘active’. Ellis states that November 17th was
accompanied by ‘a very remarkable aurora’. In a
follow-up paper, E. Walter Maunder states that there
were only 19 ‘great’ magnetic storms in the period
1875-1903 when ‘the extreme amplitude of movement
in declination has amounted to one degree of arc’. 58
He described storm No. 7 - 1882, November 17-21, as
‘A very long-continued disturbance’ and that sunspot
group 885, ‘the largest in the whole [solar] cycle, 1878
to 1889’ which coincided with Storm No. 7, ‘... the
most violent magnetic storm in the same period’.59
These papers, all published long after Capron’s
death, established once and for all that the ‘auroral
beam’ occurred at the peak of one of the greatest
magnetic storms of the past fifty years. In fact, only the
storm of October 31, 1903 had a larger displacement in
declination and horizontal force than the storm of
November 17th, 1882.60

British Association Annual Conference,
Southport, 25th September 1883
Because he was so well-known for his work on the
aurora, and perhaps because of his paper on the
‘auroral beam’ in May, it was no surprise when Capron
was invited to address the British Association’s
conference at Southport in September 1883. Capron
would have enjoyed his five minutes of fame, but most
of the plaudits went to Professor Robert Ball,
Astronomer Royal for Ireland, who delivered a lecture
on the estimated distance between the Earth and the
Sun.
Capron’s talk was titled ‘On some points in
Lemström’s recent Auroral Experiments in Lapland’.61
Professor Karl Selim Lemström of the University of
Helsingfors, Helsingfors [Helsinki] was the chief of
the Finnish Meteorological Service and a respected
auroral expert. During the Swedish Polar Expedition of
1868 Lemström had observed small luminous discharges around projecting objects such as mountain
peaks and ridges. He examined these with his spectroscope and demonstrated to his satisfaction that they
were auroral phenomena. On another occasion Lemström observed a luminous phenomenon rise up from
the ground, but which lasted for only a few seconds.
Lemström concluded from these observations that the
aurora was a slow form of lightning caused by the
discharge of electricity from the earth to the lower
atmosphere.62
Three years later, Lemström was a member of the
Finnish Society of Science constructing a prototype
auroral-generating machine on Luosmavaara, a mountain-top 520 feet above Lake Enare, in Lapland. The
machine was quite a modest affair, consisting of some
fine points of copper wire laid out in the shape of a
wreath two square metres in diameter. The wreath was
attached to a tall pole which itself was connected to a
single copper wire only 4mm in diameter which ran to
a galvanometer located two miles away. This in turn
was connected to a disk of platinum buried in the earth
to capture Earth Currents. On the evening of
November 22nd the machine was turned on and a single
column of light appeared for a few seconds above the

Conclusions about the Auroral Beam
Despite the many discrepancies and disagreements
over the appearance, height and trajectory of the
‘auroral beam’, it does seem from all this evidence that
this unusual phenomenon approximately flew along a
magnetic meridian, gave the characteristic auroral
spectral line, appeared at the height of a violent –
almost unprecedented – solar storm and was coincident
with the appearance of an enormous sun spot. The
additional magnetic data and strong earth currents
strongly support Capron’s conclusion that the
phenomenon was a very rare form of the aurora
borealis.
Today we know that the auroral beam was caused
by the interaction between hot magnetised plasma and
the Earth’s magnetosphere. The plasma was created by
a Coronal Mass Ejection which also triggered the
massive earth currents. These violent solar events can
produce highly structured clouds of material which
would inevitably follow a magnetic meridian when
hitting the magnetosphere. This explanation would also
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mountain. Quite what that light was is still not clear
today.
Lemström examined this light with his spectroscope and noted that this gave the usual yellow-green
auroral line. He also observed this same spectroscopic
line from other luminous phenomena which appeared
that evening. From this ambiguous evidence the
professor concluded that he was surrounded by a large
zone of electrical activity which had been triggered by
his machine. Unfortunately the following morning it
was discovered that the line connecting the auroral
machine had been damaged by grouse, but this did not
seem to deter Lemström from his conclusion that he
needed to build a much bigger auroral machine to
prove his discovery to the world.
Like Capron, Lemström began experimenting with
Geissler tubes to see if he could recreate the auroral
citron line. He was astounded when he accidentally
discovered that he could recreate the auroral line using
a Geissler tube with no electric current provided the
tube was connected to the earth and the air was very
rare. In November 1882, during the first ever
International Polar Year, he began a series of experiments involving an ‘utströmnings’ or discharging
apparatus. This was a large array of bare copper wire 2
mm in diameter mounted on hundreds of pointed poles
2.5 metres in height and arranged in a maze-formation.
The largest such machine covered an area of 900
square metres on top of a hill at Oratunturi near the
town of Sodankylä. From the inner end of the wire a

long insulated wire was connected to a galvanometer
which in turn was connected to a zinc disk buried in
the mountain 180 metres below the main apparatus.
The utströmnings was first used on the night of
December 5th and almost every night during the
experiments a weak yellow-white luminosity appeared
around this mountain. Curiously none of the other
nearby mountains exhibited this same phenomenon.
Three times this glow was examined spectroscopically,
and each time the standard auroral line was found,
albeit faintly. A second utströmnings was set up on the
mountain at Pietarintunturi and this too soon gave
positive results.
Lemström’s sensational research soon attracted
widespread popular interest in the newspapers of the
day and a series of articles appeared in Nature. 63 The
famous meteorologist George James Symons (18381900) even compared Lemström’s findings with
Benjamin Franklin’s kite experiment.64
In his lecture to the British Association Capron
applauded the Lemström experiments, but urged
caution because no proper measurement of the ‘citron’
auroral line took place using an insulated spectroscope
and a comparison spectrum. He also questioned
discrepancies between the discharges produced by the
four different collecting instruments, which were all
constructed using the same materials, and he contrasted
these measurements with those registered by the galvanometers. Capron had seen Lemström’s prototype
auroral machine during the special loan exhibition at
the South Kensington Museum in 1876 so he was well
informed as to its potential.
Capron suggested that to
confirm Lemström’s findings
one should use a specialised
form of spectroscope which
would only examine the
auroral lines whilst all other
extraneous light was excludeed. He also suggested using a
separate galvanometer to
measure earth currents, an
electrometer for measuring
atmospheric electricity and a
theodolite for measuring the
directions of the auroral
arches and beams. Capron
stated that he had already
collected these instruments
and would be erecting them
Fig.10 Lemström’s Auroral Generating Machine 1882
on a tower – obviously BookCopyright Oliver Kochta
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er’s Tower – close to his observatory. As far as we
know, no such experiments ever took place.65
Capron’s caution was well founded. The following
spring the Danish auroral scientist Sophus Tromholt
(1851-1896) repeated Lemström’s experiments on
Esja, a mountain lying just two miles north east of
Reykjavik in Iceland. Tromholt constructed a far larger
utströmnings using more than one thousand points on
the flat roof of a stone tower some 30-40 feet in height.
The apparatus covered more than 4,100 square feet and
was positioned 2,616 feet above sea level. Like
Lemström, Tromholt connected the apparatus with a
telegraph wire 3,200 feet in length which in turn was
attached to an insulated conductor buried in the ground
714 feet above sea level. Tromholt concluded, ‘As I
had anticipated, the utströmnings apparatus has up to
the present shown no signs of life whatever. I can see it
plainly with a good telescope from my residence, and
thus ascertain that it is in perfect order’.66
A second experiment, by C. Vaussenat on the Pic
Du Midi in France between 1883 and 1885 involving
200 posts covering an area of 7,000 square feet, also
failed to replicate Lemström’s findings.67 Professor
Lemström explained Tromholt’s failure by blaming the
unusually adverse winter, heavy snowfall, and great
moisture. 68 Despite these negative findings Lemström
persuaded the Finnish Government to provide further
funds for an expedition in 1883-84. According to
Lemström this expedition also yielded positive results
with the creation of artificial aurorae, but no other
auroral researchers ever managed to replicate
Lemström’s experiment. 69 As a result his theory of an
auroral belt of electrical currents lying close to the
ground slowly discharging into the atmosphere faded
into history. It was convincingly disproven when it
became possible to accurately determine auroral
heights by the use of photography. The first really
good auroral photographs were taken by Carl Störmer
(1874-1957) in 1910. These were used to accurately
calculate an average height of approximately 100 km,
but some auroral heights varied from only 36 km to
461 km.70
By this time Lemström’s theory had been overtaken by Kristian Olaf Birkeland’s (1867-1917) terella
experiments. These consisted of an evacuated glass
box with a cathode emitting an electron stream towards
an anode at the other end with a terella, a small globe
representing the Earth. It contained a small
electromagnet that replicated the Earth’s magnetic field
lines when turned on. Birkeland successfully recreated
the oval-shaped auroral zones, thus replicating the
interaction of the solar wind with the earth’s

magnetosphere. This experiment could be repeated
without fail. Unfortunately Birkeland’s theories were
well ahead of their time and British Scientists quickly
rejected them. It was not until the advent of earthorbiting communication satellites in the 1960s that
Birkeland’s polar sub storms were finally confirmed
and accepted as the answer to the aurora.71
It seems strange that Capron, Lemström and the
many other auroral researchers of the 1870s and 1880s
failed to attempt Birkeland’s terella experiments.
Capron carried out many experiments with magnetic
fields and he understood that the aurora featured a
strong electro-magnetic component. He knew that
vacuum tubes created a similar visual effect to the
aurora, but in the experiments he had witnessed the
vacuums were not perfect enough to create the effects
Birkeland would later search for. Neither Capron, nor
Lemström, made the vital conceptual leap to fire
electrons at a magnetised ‘Earth’ inside a vacuum
chamber. Their failure to do so left the field open for
Birkeland to make the breakthrough to leave his name
emblazoned in the history of science.
Capron’s Death
Capron died of a kidney infection at a guest house on
South Cliff, Eastbourne, Sussex, on 12th November
1888. He is buried with his wife Fanny and son John at
The Mount Cemetery in Guildford.
At the time of his death Capron had been Clerk of
the Peace for Guildford for 38 years and the Borough
Coroner for 14 years up to 1867. Accordingly the
Borough of Guildford honoured Capron with a full
civic funeral possession and many shops in the High
Street shut on the day of the funeral.
The Royal Astronomical Society carried a brief
note in the December 1888 issue of The Astronomical
Register:
We regret to hear of the death of Mr. John Rand
Capron, of Guildown, Guildford, who has been for
some years a prominent member of the Royal
Astronomical Society. He was on the Council from
1883 to 1887. His most important astronomical
work has been in connection with auroræ, and his
‘Auroræ, their Character and Spectra,’ published in
1879, is a standard book on the subject. He has also
published ‘Photographed Spectra’ ... and has
contributed many papers to the Society. His health
had not been good for some time, and he became
seriously ill towards the end of October. He died on
November 13 at the age of 59 years, leaving a
widow, but no family.72
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3. File 5102/1, Surrey History Centre (hereafter
SHC), Woking.

Conclusion
It is a remarkable fact that Capron was able to
contribute more than 100 letters and articles to the
scientific journals of the day and to write three highly
technical books without any university training in
mathematics, physics or chemistry. He lived at a time
when it was still possible for one man to know
something important about all the ‘pure’ sciences and
to become respected across several fields of study. One
obituary states that ‘His study of the heavens amounted
almost to a passion’. His poetic descriptions of the
phenomena he observed, his boyhood brush with death
and his strong religious upbringing were probably the
inspiration behind much of his scientific work. Capron
felt that science, art and religion were interchangeable
and that all reflected God’s Glory.
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Further Lines of Enquiry
To locate Capron’s personal papers, telescopes and
private papers which have all disappeared. Any
assistance in locating them will be gratefully received.
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Reduction in the uncertainty of physical measurements underpinned many
advances in solar and stellar parallax, the determination of longitude, geodesy,
and the accurate mapping of the heavens using celestial photography in the late
nineteenth century. A pioneer in these areas, who successfully made the
transition from clock maker in Aberdeen to H.M. Astronomer at the Cape of
Good Hope was David Gill (1843-1914); Sir David Gill, K.C.B. from 1900. This
paper celebrates the first third of Gill’s career in astronomy and geodesy up to
the time he was made redundant from Dun Echt Observatory at the end of 1875.
It highlights how his horological skills were applied to telescope design and also
how his aspirations to become a global astronomer started. The paper is timed to
coincide with Gill’s centenary anniversary year – he died 24 January 1914.
.

Fig.1 Engraving of Sir David Gill, c.1909.
Courtesy of the Royal Astronomical Society
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Early days in Aberdeen
orology and Astronomy were closely linked
during the nineteenth century and could
occasionally lead a man with an engineering
outlook into an exciting new domain. In October 1897
David Gill (1843-1914) responded to an enquiry from
Bryan Cookson (1874-1909) about becoming an
astronomer:
My own experience in life is that a man is happy
when his heart is in his work and unhappy when
his work is uncongenial. I was removed from
Aberdeen University before I had completed my
4th year course to fill a place in my father’s
business which became suddenly vacant by
difference between my Father & his partner. I was
in business for 8 years had married was making
£1500 a year and working in my own observatory
when Lord Crawford offered me £300 a year to
take the director of Dun Echt observatory. We had
no children my wife knew where my heart lay. I
had a little money with reasonable expectation of
more and in 24 hours Lord Crawford had my
answer – yes. I never regretted the decision – my
life became full of interest, and has so continued
ever since.1
Gill outlined his early life in his work, A History and
Description of the Royal Observatory Cape of Good
Hope (HMSO, 1913). He was the eldest surviving son
of David Gill (1789-1878) of Blairythan, Aberdeenshire and Margaret Mitchell (1809-1870) of Savock,
Aberdeenshire and was born in Aberdeen on 12 June
1843. Educated first at Bellevue Academy and then
Dollar Academy where he cited the influence of Dr
Lindsay’s teaching in mathematics, physics and
chemistry as ‘inspiring’. At Marischal College, Aberdeen he enrolled as a private student from 1858-60.
Donati’s comet (C/1858 L1) was then a magnificent
object in the autumnal skies. Gill received private
tuition in mathematics from Dr Rennett and attended
classes of the celebrated James Clerk Maxwell (18311879). Maxwell had married Katherine Dewar, a
daughter of the Principal of Marischal College in 1858
and had just secured the Adams Prize for his 1859
essay On the Stability of Saturn’s rings which
correctly argued that the rings must be composed of
numerous small particles. Maxwell’s teaching style
combined detailed lecture notes, which could be
copied, with impromptu blackboard expositions of
theories, often extended for hours beyond the normal
lecture period for the keener students. Here Gill was
introduced to a tin-plated and wooden model of a
transit instrument used by Maxwell to illustrate its

H

purpose, adjustment and practical use. Gill described
these opportunities as providing: ‘hours of purest delight to me’ and ‘his teaching influenced the whole of
my future life’. Maxwell in a testimonial in 1869 said:
‘David Gill was one of my ablest students in
Marischal College, Aberdeen. He was even then
devising methods for the experimental determination
of physical quantities’.2
Coincidentally Aberdeen hosted a meeting of the
British Association (BA) and it is likely that Gill
attended several lectures or at the very least studied
the Report of the Twenty-ninth Meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science; held at
Aberdeen in September 1859 (John Murray, 1860).
The presence of his HRH Prince Consort (1819-1861)
as President of the BA guaranteed a large audience in
the New Music Hall at Aberdeen. In practice the total
of 2564 guests, including 821 ladies, exceeded all
previous meetings since the BA’s launch in York in
1831.3 Gill would have been inspired by such a
gathering of British scientists in his home city, with
personalities such as Sir David Brewster (1781-1868),
Sir John F. W. Herschel (1792-1871) and Lord John
Wrottesley (1798-1867) in attendance. Astronomical
topics included the acceleration of the Moon’s motion
by Astronomer Royal George B. Airy (1801-1892)
and a suggested improvement to the heliometer instrument by Norman Pogson (1829-1891). However the
impact of the paper by Warren De La Rue (18151889) The present state of Celestial Photography in
England may well have encouraged the teenage Gill to
attempt lunar photography for himself by replicating,
even improving, on the technology used by De La Rue
at Cranford.4
Meanwhile at the family home, 48 Skene Terrace
Aberdeen, Gill developed a small laboratory for
electrical circuits and chemical experiments. He was
interested in the science of measurement and the errors
of optical instruments. Maxwell’s proposal that a truly
scientific standard of length should be measured with
reference to a wavelength of light would later
influence Gill’s contributions to the Inter-national
Bureau of Weights and Measures meetings in Paris in
1907. However two events in 1860 initially threatened
Gill’s aspirations. The first followed the merger of
Marischal College with neighbouring King’s College
to form the University of Aberdeen. Maxwells’s
comparative youth denied him the chair of Natural
Philosophy and after surviving a summer bout of
smallpox he moved south to King’s College in
London.5 The second involved David Gill’s father,
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then aged 71, insisting his eldest son should enter the
family watch and clock making business. In Gill’s
words, ‘I very unwillingly yielded, and after some
years my father retired, leaving his business in my
hands’.6
Clocks, chronometers and time-keeping
The years 1861-62 found Gill away from home learning the trade of watch-making. Horological centres in
Clerkenwell and Coventry, Besançon and Switzerland
developed his engineering abilities, his dexterity and
also proficiency in the French language. Besançon’s
watch-making business had begun in 1793 when the
Swiss clock and watch industry was struck by unemployment and workers moved across the border into
France. In 1860 the Watchmaking School had been
founded and it is probable that Gill examined the
magnificent Besançon astronomical clock by AugusteLucien Vérité (1806-1887), installed in 1860 in the
town’s Saint-Jean Cathedral, with its seventy dials
driven by thirty thousand mechanical parts.7 Writing
to James Nasmyth (1808-1890) in 1886 Gill reflected
on his dexterity: ‘the best part of my astronomical
education was the time I spent in a workshop’ adding
‘many a change of great practical utility I have made
on the instruments here [at the Cape] with my own
hands’.8 By the end of 1862 Gill was competent
enough to construct a marine chronometer incorporating his own adaptation of the compensation balance
wheel.9 Whilst studying an instrument in a Glasgow
optician’s shop Gill was spotted by his former
professor. Maxwell introduced him to his colleague
William Thomson (1824-1907) who was then
wrestling with the challenge of laying the Atlantic
telegraph cable. So began a lifelong friendship between Gill and the later Lord Kelvin.10 Rather less
inspiring, in 1863 he became junior partner in ‘David
Gill and Son’ with an outlet at 78 Union Street,
Aberdeen. Thus began a working period up to 1872 of:
‘a lot of distasteful drudgery and uninteresting work,
with few holidays and no deer stalking’.11
Gill’s return to Aberdeen soon facilitated a liaison
with David Thomson (1817-1880), Professor of
Natural Philosophy, who had campaigned for the
amalgamation of the two colleges and who lectured on
the top floor of Cromwell Tower at the King’s College
site. Gill recalled in 1908: ‘it was very much owing to
Thomson and his sympathy that I began my
astronomical career’. Gill and ‘Davie’ were keen on
smoking and found: ‘the observatory was a convenient
place’ to spend time indulging their habit.12 Thomson
wrote in November 1863 to Charles Piazzi Smyth

Fig.2 Engraving of David Thomson, c.1860.
Courtesy of the University of Aberdeen.
(1819-1900) the Astronomer Royal for Scotland to
suggest that Gill should examine the Edinburgh timegun system and transit instrument. Smyth had begun
his astronomical training at his father’s observatory in
Bedford and had been an assistant to Thomas Maclear
(1794-1879) H.M. Astronomer at the Cape of Good
Hope before his appointment to the Calton Hill
Observatory in Edinburgh and Professor of Astronomy at the University of Edinburgh in 1846. In 1852
he had installed a time-ball on top of Nelson’s Monument at Calton Hill which was supplemented by the
One O’Clock Gun at Edinburgh Castle in 1861. Ships’
captains at Edinburgh’s port of Leith were thus
provided with both a visual and audible signal to set
their chronometers.13
Gill admired Smyth’s global travels and achievements. The accuracy of the Edinburgh time system had
been proven in 1858 when at the suggestion of
Astronomer Royal Airy the transits of twenty-two
stars were observed simultaneously at both Greenwich
and Edinburgh. The time differences were used to
determine the longitude of Edinburgh as nearly
thirteen minutes west of Greenwich. Smyth had
further improved the system in 1861 by using the
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Orionis’.21 Two fainter stars within the Trapezium
system were noted. Meanwhile Thompson reported
observing the final stages of the solar eclipse visible in
Aberdeen in March.22 Gill’s keen eyesight was further
evidenced in November when he reported the ease of
splitting ε Lyrae with the naked eye.23

recommendations of John Hartnup (1841-1892) at
Liverpool Observatory and Maclear at the Cape to
introduce a two-clock system with a master and slave
operation.14 Gill proposed a similar system for
Aberdeen and the dormant observatory at Cromwell
Tower was brought into use by 1865. It included a 30inch transit telescope by Thomas Jones mounted on
masonry piers in the north dome of the observatory.15
Gill and Thomson used an electrically controlled
pendulum clock to drive slave clocks with wires
connecting first to Marischal College and later to
Gill’s shop in Union Street. In this way Aberdeen
gained its first time service operated from the transit
telescope at King’s College.16 Gill’s first experiences
involved a little practice: ‘I remember well my delight
when my eye and ear observations of the seven wires
of a transit, when reduced to the middle wire, began to
agree with the mean to one-tenth of a second’.17 Such
measurements soon become routine for Gill and he
longed to do practical astronomy work of more
interest and permanent value.
Election as a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical
Society (RAS) resulted through a recommendation in
June 1867 from Robert Grant (1814-1892), Professor
of Astronomy at the University and Director of the
Observatory in Glasgow.18 Grant had received the
Gold Medal of the RAS in 1856 for his work, History
of Physical Astronomy (Robert Baldwin, 1852).
Through this book Gill may well have developed his
interest in the achievements of Edmond Halley (16561742), James Bradley (1693-1762), Friedrich W.
Bessel (1754-1846) and F. G. Wilhelm Struve (17931864) through whom positional astronomy had
advanced. By the time of his support for Gill’s
election Grant had introduced a time system for public
clocks in Glasgow, begun work on his star catalogue
of 6415 stars, cooperated with Airy on longitude
determinations by interchange of galvanic signals and
calculated the radiant of the great meteor shower of
Leonids observed in November 1866. Grant’s
refurbishment of the Observatory in Glasgow included
provision of a 6-inch transit circle by Ertel and Sons of
Munich and the 9-inch Cooke ‘Ochtertyre’ equatorial
– instruments that undoubtedly inspired Gill.19
Back in Aberdeen Gill persuaded Thomson to
purchase a Ross telescope of 3⅜ inches aperture and 4
feet focus to be mounted in the South dome of
Cromwell Tower.20 Although the object glass was
excellent the mounting, clockwork and slow motions
were all found inadequate for measuring double stars.
The Ross telescope was operational by February 1867
as Gill reported: ‘I had been measuring the position
and distances of two components of the multiple star θ

FRAS and Skene Observatory
In December 1867 Gill’s election as a Fellow of the
RAS was confirmed.24 Monthly Notices for this year
reveal a large number of papers that would have
attracted his attention. At the Royal Observatory
Greenwich Bradley’s stars in Bessel’s Fundamental
catalogue were being re-observed, the Atlantic
telegraph was underway and longitudes were being
measured by chronometric transfer. At Liverpool,
Hartnup was setting up his chronometer room at
Bidston and improving the time gun facility. In
Dunsink, Franz Brünnow (1821-1891) was quantifying errors in meridian observations of Iris and Vesta.
In America, Lewis M. Rutherford (1816-1892) was
describing his photographic study of forty stars in the
Pleiades whilst Simon Newcomb (1835-1909) was
investigating systematic errors within tables for the
planet Neptune. The mathematical studies of Edward
J. Stone (1831-1897) for proper motions, the motion
of the solar system in space and solar parallax would
also have fascinated Gill. Geodesy work may also
have struck a chord. James F. Tennant (1829-1915)
was measuring the coefficient of expansion of the
brass pendulums used in the Great Trigonometric
Survey of India and reducing errors in oscillation by
using a vacuum apparatus. The obituary of Sir George
Everest (1790-1866) would have emphasized further
the importance to science of measuring an Arc of
Meridian. So although the 1867 RAS Gold Medal was
awarded to William Huggins (1924-1910) and
William A. Miller (1817-1870) for their spectroscopic
study of the composition of stars David Gill was in all
probability already aligning his future towards
positional astronomy work.
In June 1868 Gill was observing faint stars near α
Lyrae from Skene Terrace.25 He was at this time the
proud owner of a silvered glass Newtonian of 12-inch
aperture with a mirror made by Rev Henry Cooper
Key (1819-1879) of Stretton Rectory, Hereford. It
used a flat by John Browning (1835-1925) with
powers up to x250 in a solid tube which could be
rotated to a convenient position. By November Gill
had upgraded the flat to: ‘a rectangular glass prism of
2⅛ inch aperture, from Steinheil of Munich’ which
required no re-silvering. Gill also mentions his
observatory but provides no details of its con-
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struction.26 At this time the Romsey design of Edward
L. Berthon (1813-1899) was becoming popular
although a design of wood and canvas would be no
protection for Scottish gales and ‘Skene Observatory’
proved unable to withstand such a gale a few years
later. Low altitudes could not be accessed from Skene
Terrace so Gill’s observation of the Transit of
Mercury in November 1868 was once again using the
Ross telescope in Cromwell Tower.27
Key was the first astronomer in the Britain to
produce silvered-glass mirrors and had advertised his
12-inch mirror of 10-foot 6-inch focus up to the end of
1866.28 At Gill’s request he had sent the mirror for
trial on a rough wooden stand and since it gave:
‘admirable definition’ it was duly purchased. Gill
supplied working drawings for an equatorial mount
using a double polar axis in an iron frame which were
produced by Hall, Russell Co., Shipbuilders in Aberdeen. A driving circle, tangent screw and slow motion
in R.A. and declination circle were purchased from T.
Cooke and Sons of York.29 The driving clock was
Gill’s own design with a train of wheels driving a
conical pendulum suspended by two pairs of springs
arranged at right angles. Gill was by now well aware
of the backlash inherent in many equatorial mounts
and advocated reducing periodic errors by fine
grinding gear systems and employing friction clutch
drives to avoid the need to disengage a worm drive.
His adoption of a massive iron frame also reflected his
dislike of insufficient rigidity in many equatorial
designs.30
At the RAS meeting in December 1868 Airy was
outlining preparations for the Transits of Venus in
1874 and 1882 which would include determinations of
absolute longitudes of the selected observing stations.
Airy described this work as: ‘a duty of the British
nation’ adding ‘the expedition sent into the Pacific for
the observation of the Transit of Venus in 1769, has
always been esteemed as one of the highest scientific
glories of Britain in the last century; and I may be
permitted to express my hope that it will be surpassed
by the efforts which our country will make, with the
same object, in the present century’.31 Airy’s challenge
to the scientific community must have resonated with
Gill’s desire to be involved in useful astronomical
work. Unfortunately his family and business
commitments dominated his life at this time.
In May 1869 Gill was at last in a position to
replicate De La Rue’s lunar photographic experiments
as described in the BA meeting ten years earlier. A
close parallel exists between De La Rue’s description
and Gill’s approach. They both used a similar aperture
and focal length of mirror, prime focus photography

using hexagonal glass wet-plates prepared using the
collodion process and invited the specialist knowledge
of a photographer. In Gill’s case this was George W.
Wilson (1823-1893), the respected Aberdeen photographer.32 During the middle of May they photographed the First Quarter and Gibbous Moon with an
image size of 1⅛ inch.33 The accuracy of Gill’s
driving clock and ruggedness of his equatorial mount
overcame many of the problems of achieving a sharp
image. Similarly Skene Observatory would have
provided shelter from any wind vibration and a readymade darkroom for Wilson to work quickly during the
time-consuming process of coating, exposure and
development. The collodion process produced a
negative image on the glass plate from which printing
onto albumen paper would have been possible.
The outcome proved a turning point in Gill’s
astronomical career. He was certainly delighted with
the results and he sent a print to Huggins at Tulse Hill
Observatory. Huggins had attempted wet-plate
photography of the spectrum of Capella and Sirius in

Fig.3 Painting of Lord Lindsay by William
Quiller Orchardson, c.1890
Courtesy of the Crawford Library,
Royal Observatory Edinburgh.
1863 so could fully appreciate the difficulty involved.
Within a year the print was noticed by Lord (James
Ludovic) Lindsay (1847-1913) whose astronomical
ambitions were beginning to take shape.34 Significantly Lindsay lived at the family estate at Dun Echt
which was only 13 miles west of Aberdeen.
Meanwhile Gill’s expertise with small bore rifle
shooting was flourishing. From 1864 with his younger
brother Jamie they had frequented the Bay of Nigg,
south-east of Aberdeen, shooting distances up to 1000
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yards. Between 1868 and 1872, Gill had a commission
as Lieutenant in the first Aberdeenshire Rifle Volunteer Corps, during which time he acted as head of the
family and gained full control of the family business.35
Shooting would remain a significant pastime throughout Gill’s life and can be used to illustrate his clear
understanding of accuracy and precision. For example
if a target shows a random scatter of shots around a
bulls-eye it may indicate accuracy but not precision,
whereas closely grouped shots away from the bullseye indicate precision rather than accuracy. By careful

Fig.5 David Gill and Isobel Sarah Black:
Gill was a Lieutenant in the 1st Aberdeenshire Rifle
Volunteer Corps, before their marriage.
Forbes, George, David Gill, Man and
Astronomer (London, Murray, 1916).

By courtesy of the Institute of
Astronomy, University of Cambridge.
himself’. Bella recounted in later life: ‘at twenty-two
he was as old for his age as he was young at seventy’
adding ‘the eagerness, the honest frankness, the
vitality, the quickness to perceive and to respond, the
humour, the humanity, the joyousness were all their
when we first met and walked together to church’.37
Other traits of Gill included a loudly pitched voice
with a very pronounced Scottish accent. His voice had
a compelling quality and an extraordinary variety of
tone which ensured listeners remembered his ideas.
The couple honeymooned in Pitlochry and set up
home close to Skene Observatory at 26 North Silver
Street.
In September 1870 Key and his wife Ellen visited
Nairn in Scotland and also the newly-weds in
Aberdeen. During 1871 Gill was advising Key about
the Hereford time-gun. Key responded: ‘your suggestions for the automatic firing of our proposed time-gun
are admirable and yet simple’.38 He further added: ‘the
Astronomer Royal fully approves of your scheme for
an independent clock and automatic firing’.39 At this
stage Key was supplying a time-service to Hereford
from his observatory at Stretton Rectory in which he
now had set up an 18-inch silvered-glass reflector, the
second largest in the world at this time.40
Solar eclipse expeditions were major events for
Victorian scientists. For the total eclipse in December
1870 Lord Lindsay organized a group to the ‘Le Maria
Luisa’ vineyard in Cadiz.41 The group, including
photographer Henry Davis, arrived at the beginning of
the month and set up a temporary observatory and
darkroom. Wet-plate photographs were taken during
the short totality period of just over two minutes.
Sadly Gill himself missed this opportunity, due to the
illness and death of his mother. He would never have

Fig.4 Diagram to explain accuracy
(left) and precision (right).
Illustration by the author.
adjustment and calibration of the sight all of the shots
can be grouped closely around the bulls-eye indicating
both accuracy and precision. In this example accuracy
is defined as the degree of closeness to the desired
value, whereas precision is defined as how tightly the
shots are spaced or the reproducibility of the result.
Gill’s genius was to apply these concepts rigorously to
all the types of instrumentation he used throughout his
life, allowing the uncertainties of measurement due to
random and systematic errors to be assessed and the
uncertainty of the result to be quantified. Much of
Gill’s later astronomical research included a detailed
analysis of the personal equation of each observer and
such measurements were always built in to his
planning to improve the measured value of physical
quantities.
Marriage and a new opportunity
After a five year courtship David Gill married Isobel
Sarah Black (1849-1919) on 7 July 1870. ‘Bella’ was
the middle surviving daughter of John Black (18071885) and Elizabeth Garden (1812-1892) from
Foveran, 12 miles north of Aberdeen.36 Her first
impressions include a description of Gill’s eyes which
possessed: ‘a compelling power, an unconscious
strength which held one, and which showed that,
although unconscious of it, he had already found
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love of astronomy, be willing to accept the post of
Resident Astronomer were I to offer it to you, with
such advantages as the instruments we are now
getting together would afford […] I know of no
one more capable of taking these large instruments,
or whom I should prefer to have as Astronomer of
Dun Echt Observatory than yourself. Of course we
should if you like make a new home for your 13inch baby.44
Despite the significant drop in salary the offer was
accepted immediately and the Gills moved near to the
Crawford family estate at Dun Echt the following
summer.

another opportunity. By 1871 Gill had invested in a
Steinheil filar micrometer to facilitate measurements
of double stars. He had tentative plans to attempt
measurement of the parallaxes of some stars. In the
Edinburgh BA meeting in August Gill announced that
he had detected a parallax of nearly two seconds of arc
in the case of the planetary nebula 37 H.iv, close to the
pole of the ecliptic.42
As a young married couple David and Bella both
soon realized that the family business, while fairly
lucrative, could never fulfil Gill’s ambitions. In
Bella’s words: ‘26 North Silver Street was a
comfortable but rather ugly little house’. She
highlighted: ‘the intensity of David’s love of
Astronomy’ adding ‘the radiant look on his face, and
the exultation in his voice after a night spent with his
telescope’. Bella prayed for some sort of opportunity
for her husband: ‘in 1872 the miracle happened’.43 It
was in December 1871 that a letter from Lord Lindsay
was hand delivered to the Gill’s home. Referring to
the planned new observatory at Dun Echt, Lindsay
explained:
To this end my Father is interested to build a small
house in conjunction with the observatory, and
proposes to offer £200 to £300 a year to an
observer or resident astronomer. Under these
circumstances although I know you have a
vocation […] I have sometimes thought that you
might, in the interests of science, and from your

Dun Echt Observatory
Selection of equipment for Dun Echt Observatory
appears to have been a joint enterprise by Gill and
Lindsay although it was Lindsay who was initially
travelling around Europe. Writing from Rome in
February 1872: ‘I saw today the object glass prism that
Secchi has, and shall see its performance some
evening soon’ adding ‘a very satisfactory letter from
Davis who seems to have succeeded admirably’.45
Henry Davis had obtained five photographs of the
solar eclipse of December 1871 in Baikul, India which
were used to form a composite image for the solar
corona.46 Lindsay, writing from Munich in July 1872,
had decided to invest in object glass prisms by Merz:
‘send him a line giving the exact dimensions of the

Fig.6 Transit of Venus in 1874 showing
the favourable location of Mauritius
Proctor, Richard A., MNRAS, 29, 8 (1869), 306-317, pl. 6.
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inches aperture, and 4½ to 5 feet focus. Messrs
Repsold have undertaken to complete for Lord
Lindsay an instrument almost precisely the same
as the large Russian heliometers […] the motions
of the two halves of the objective take place in
curved slides – slides which are portions of a
cylinder whose axis passes through the focus of the
object-glass. Thus whatever the separation of the
two halves of the object-glass, the images remain
constantly in the focus of the eye-piece.52
Gill’s further discussion of the results clearly
demonstrates how he had absorbed the suggestions of
both German and Russian astronomers who keenly
promoted the Repsold heliometer design. Gill and
Lindsay’s paper suggests the probable error of a single
observation would not exceed half a second of arc and
the uncertainty of the deduced solar parallax would be
less than two-hundredths of a second.53
In contrast to the excitement at Dun Echt progress
in Edinburgh at the Royal Observatory was stalling.
Smyth had ordered a 24-inch equatorial reflector from
Howard Grubb (1844-1931) and progress viewed
during his summer visit to Dublin had appeared
promising. As a precaution Smyth asked Gill to
inspect the telescope during one of his autumn
meetings with Grubb. Gill queried the ruggedness of
the mounting and the limited size of the dome in
Edinburgh.54 By November 1872 Smyth explained
how Government cutbacks were undermining his
plans for photographic materials and a chronograph,
adding: ‘I am happy in thinking that Scotland will
nevertheless through Lord Lindsay and you have a
good Observatory, and whether for one variety of
instrument or another I shall look up to Dun Echt for
example, and shall wish you every success’.55 By
Christmas Day Smyth had become exasperated with
Grubb and his workmen who had been working night
and day to install the telescope: ‘I tried the first
motions of the instrument and found the polar axis
jammed at one point, and could not be got past it,
without filing away certain parts’ adding ‘the early
days of erecting the instrument when you were present
were pleasant ones’.56 By February 1873 Smyth’s list
of complaints had grown further and included concerns over the quality of the silvered mirror, which
Key would independently test two years later. Sadly
the instrument was little ever used.
Returning to Dun Echt Observatory, the final list
of equipment included: a 15-inch f/12 Grubb refractor
with a Merz object glass prism, an 8-inch f/13
Troughton and Simms transit circle, a 6-inch f/12
Cooke refractor, a 4-inch f/15 Repsold heliometer,
Gill’s 12-inch f/10 reflector, an altazimuth with 12-

cell of the 6-inch O.G. on which the fitting of the
prism will be placed – also try and get the same
dimensions from Grubb for the 15-inch’. Lindsay was
clearly in spending mode: ‘I have also ordered 3 ring
micrometers of Steinheil 2″, 1.5″ and 1″ which will be
roughly on the great equatorial 96, 139 and 196 power
– these will do for comet work’.47 Six months later
Lindsay, writing from Wigan in January 1873: ‘in
passing through Paris I went to see Eichens, the
siderostat is in a forward state and I have since heard
that both mirrors are complete. I saw Dallmeyer, but
he is not ready yet with the 40-foot lens’.48
Airy’s 1868 challenge undoubtedly influenced Gill’s
decision to move to Dun Echt. In collaborating with
Lord Lindsay he would have seen the possibility for
the wealthy Crawford family to mount an independent
expedition to the southern hemisphere to complement
the Government plans being organised by Airy.49
Richard A. Proctor (1837-1888) had published a
detailed map for the Indian Ocean and Gill would
have quickly realized that the location of fellow-Scot
Charles Meldrum (1821-1901), Director of the Royal
Alfred Observatory in Mauritius, supported the choice
of this site.50 Proctor agreed in a letter to Gill in
October 1872: ‘Mauritius is at any rate a very important southern station, and may be one of the best if not
the very best so far as observations actually made are
concerned’ calculating for the Transit of Venus ‘I
make the solar elevation about 14º at ingress and
about 61º at egress’.51
Gill’s approach at both this time and later in his
career resembled that of a positional chess player.
Rather than try to seek an exact combination of moves
he would develop a strategy liable to bring success.
This frequently involved personnel, choice of instrumentation and the power of personal persuasion.
Despite the higher social status of Lord Lindsay Gill
found it possible to suggest many ideas to his younger
employer. However he would always maintain, with
one notable exception, their respective roles. For
example in October 1872 Monthly Notices Gill’s influence clearly appears in their joint paper, ‘On Lord
Lindsay’s Preparations for Observations of the Transit
of Venus, 1874’ in which their cooperation with other
expeditions is highlighted:
We believe Germany also intends to send an
expedition to Mauritius, which will also probably
be provided with the means of determining its
geographical position, so that connecting the two
stations by triangulation, a combination of the
observations of both parties will give more quickly
an accurate result […] new heliometers, by
Repsold of Hamburg, of greater power, viz., of 4
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continued by steamer via Stockholm onto St Petersburg finding: ‘two astronomers and a carriage waiting
me, to drive me out to Pulkowa, thirteen miles off,
where I arrived at 11p.m’. Gill’s week at Pulkovo as
the guest of Struve proved a significant impact on his
life; he later would model many aspects of his work at
the Cape of Good Hope on the Russian model. After
recovering from a short illness he travelled by train via
Berlin to Hamburg with Struve who kindly facilitated
introductions to his extensive network of friends and
astronomers. Lindsay joined him in Germany and
Gill’s tour finished in Aberdeen via Paris.60
The Hamburg meeting was chaired by Frederick
W.A. Argelander (1799-1875) and Otto Struve, with
Arthur von Auwers (1838-1915), Friedrich Winnecke
(1835-1897), Johann Adolf Repsold (1838-1919);
John Couch Adams (1819-1892), Huggins, George
Forbes (1849-1936) from the UK and Newcomb from
the US, all in attendance. Whilst there Gill and Forbes
took the opportunity of inspecting Repsold’s works
and the heliometer ordered by Lord Lindsay.61 Twenty
years later Gill reminded Newcomb:
Do you remember our Congress of 1873 – at
Hamburg and Hanover? There I first met you, my
good friend, and Auwers and Winnecke and a host
of others who have been dear to me ever since.
The stimulus which that meeting gave me goes on
still. What did I not learn in that short time? What
friendships, useful and dear to me ever since.62

inch circles by Troughton and Simms, a Cooke
chronograph with four barrels, a Zöllner photometer, a
16-inch Foucault siderostat for a
4-inch f/120
horizontal telescope, and a portable 4-inch transit
mounted for both meridian and prime vertical work.57
Gill’s work included oversight of the construction of
observatories and domes and the testing of all equipment. His dreams were becoming a reality.
Contact with Mauritius had now been established
with Meldrum writing in May 1873: ‘I was delighted
to learn that Lord Lindsay proposes coming to
Mauritius to observe the Transit of Venus’ continuing
‘I send per post a map of the Colony. I believe the
N.E. part of the Island will be best for observation’.58
Meldrum’s work chiefly focused on meteorology and
magnetism and he subsequently forwarded twenty
years of weather data to Gill suggesting the prospects
for clear or cloudy skies were roughly equal.
Initial plans for the Transit of Venus
Global excitement was now building as the first
Transit of Venus in over one hundred years
approached. This inspired both Lindsay and Gill to
maximize their links internationally. Pulkovo Observatory was the leading institution in the world so an
invitation from its Director Otto Wilhelm von Struve
(1819-1905) in February 1873 to attend the meeting of
the Astronomische Gesellschaft - established in 1863
and the second oldest astronomical society after the
RAS - at Hamburg and the meeting of the German

Fig.7 Pulkovo Observatory c.1840.
Struve F. G. Wilhelm, Description de l’Observatoire
Astronomique Central de Pulkowa, (1845) frontspiece.

Fig.8 The Repsold heliometer used by David
Gill at Dun Echt, Mauritius, Ascension and
the Cape of Good Hope for measuring
angular distances accurately up to 2º.
Courtesy of the Royal Observatory Edinburgh

Courtesy of the Institute of Astronomy,
University of Cambridge.
Committee for the Transit of Venus at Hanover was
priceless.59 It enabled Gill to design his first European
tour of observatories. In a letter to his brother Jamie,
Gill described his August steamer journey from Leith
via Hamburg to Copenhagen where he: ‘visited the
Observatory, Prof. D’Arrest and Schjellerup’. Gill

The impact of this European tour on Gill was
immediate and far-reaching. He would subsequently
devote many thousands of hours letter writing to
cultivate such friendships. By beginning with Euro-
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pean networks he had climbed the first rung on his
global astronomical ladder. Writing from Here-ford,
Key remarked: ‘I envy you your visit to the great
Observatory of the Struves’ adding ‘your time now is
employed in what you must consider the most
delightful manner’.63 A month later, after Key had
spotted the Dun Echt transit circle at the Simms’s
factory in Charlton, London he congratulated Gill:
‘you want to produce results superior even to those of
Greenwich, you are going in for perfection in the most
delicate astronomical observations’.64
Gill was by now applying his horological skills to
astronomical instruments. In March 1872 he had
proposed a chronometric method for reducing the
uncertainty caused by temperature variation.65 In the
October 1872 joint paper with Lindsay he described
for Mauritius: ‘the clock is a very excellent one by the
late Charles Frodsham, with dead-beat escapement
and mercurial pendulum, and is fitted with the
necessary connections for registering its beats on the
chronograph boards’. He continued to explain the four
barrels of the Cooke chronograph: ‘these barrels are 2
feet long and 1 foot in diameter. In the Observatory
each barrel revolves once a minute and contains
records for two hours’. In this way Gill made provision for each instrument to have its own barrel.66
The intricacy of Gill’s work is similarly evidenced by
the driving clock design for the 15-inch equatorial at
Dun Echt in which he incorporated electrical control
from the standard clock of the Observatory: ‘control
so perfect that no variation whatever can be perceived
on the second hand of the driving clock from that of
the standard clock, during any number of hours, and
no sensible oscillation of a star relative to the micrometer web under high powers’.67
At this stage Gill and Lindsay expected the greatest success for the Transit of Venus would be achieved
by either the photographic or heliometric methods.
The former would rely on: ‘Winlock’s method of
using a telescope of about 40 feet focus; the Sun’s
rays being reflected into it horizontally’ and Lindsay
had been very impressed ‘when visiting the Imperial
Observatory at Paris, he saw the Great Siderostat of
Foucault’.68 The heliometer although unpopular in the
UK, with the exception of the Oxford 7-inch instrument, was endorsed by leading Russian and German
astronomers. F. G. Wilhelm Struve had an immense
influence on Gill’s work as an astronomer and
geodesist. At the end of his life Gill records: ‘the book
to which I turned, and found to be the most suggestive
and useful in these circumstances was F.G.W.
Struve’s Description de l’Observatoire Astronomique
Central de Pulkowa; and no one, even in the present

day, who may be charged with the design and erection
of a great Observatory, can afford to neglect this work.
There is inspiration to be found in nearly every page
of it, for its author had the true genius and spirit of the
practical astronomer’.69

Fig.9 Dun Echt Observatory, c.1875.
Courtesy of the Royal Observatory Edinburgh
Following the return of Gill from his continental
tour Dun Echt became a hive of activity. The Observatory Report for 1873 included:
…in September Mr Grubb arrived with the object
glass and some of the smaller fittings of the Great
Equatoreal; these were duly put up and adjusted.
The object-glass appears to be a very excellent
one. In October the Astronomer’s house was
completed, about the same time the heliometer
arrived from Messrs. Repsold. It has since been
constantly employed in a determination of the
division errors of its scale, the thermal coefficient,
the absolute value of the scale, the change of focal
length of object-glass by temperature and the
position of the focal point.70
Gill measured the distances and position angle of the
brighter stars in the Pleiades from η Tauri in order to
compare with Bessel’s observations of the same
objects. In conjunction with his new German colleague Auwers he also measured fifteen zone stars in
Perseus simultaneously with German observers to
calibrate the heliometer scale. December saw the
erection of the transit circle with James Simms (18281915). Its similarity with the Cambridge instrument
enabled Gill to compare its errors with those reported
by Adams by studying the flexure of the tube at every
altitude. The 4-inch f/40 objective arrived from
Dallmeyer and a 13-inch Cassegrain reflector from
Grubb was also delivered. Following the erection of
the transit circle: ‘a six-pounder cannon charged with
2lbs of gunpowder has been fired daily as a timesignal, and has been found to be a great boon to the
district for many miles round, as previously no standard of time existed’.71
At the end of February 1874 Gill reported to
Lindsay the outcome of a major gale:
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about 1.30 with a fearful gust it veered more to the
East, caught the Siderostat house on the side, threw
it over and smashed it to pieces carrying with it
Siderostat, 40-ft. O.G. stand and all. The same
gust, getting under the floor of my old observatory, forced open the door, lifted off the roof,
and threw it smashed in pieces fifty yards off.

Final plans for Mauritius
Despite continual pressure over ordering and testing
equipment Gill’s admiration of the accuracy of the
Repsold instrument gave him cause to plan for an
alternative method for measuring the solar parallax at
Mauritius, by measuring the position of the minor
planet Juno either side of opposition. Writing to
Auwers in March: ‘the heliometer observations come
out so beautifully that I almost think a good determination of the parallax of Juno might be made from
the parallactic displacement due to the Earth’s
rotation’.73 Gill was using an idea suggested by Airy
in 1857 for measuring the diurnal parallax of a planet,
which had the advantage that a single observer at one
site could take all the measurements. Applying the
method using a wire micrometer to a minor planet
near opposition had been attempted for Flora by the
discoverer of the planet Neptune, Johann G. Galle
(1812-1910) in October 1873. Gill selected Juno
because its opposition would be one month before the
Transit of Venus, on 5 November and: ‘by the extreme
precision with which a minute point of light can be
bisected as compared with that with which a web can
be brought into contact with a disk’.74
A joint paper by Lindsay and Gill explaining the
new proposal duly appeared in the April Monthly
Notices in which Gill explained in great depth the
Juno method. Measurement with the heliometer during
its rising at altitudes of 20º to 40º and setting at
altitudes of 40º to 20º were calculated to give a
displacement of 14′′ with 86 minutes at rising &
setting to make the necessary observations. Gill envis-

Fig.10 Engraving of the Siderostat at
Dun Echt Observatory.
Lockyer, J. Norman, Stargazing: past and present,
(London, Macmillan, 1878), Fig. 157.

Courtesy of The Share Initiative.
Gill explained his relief on finding the damage was
not too great and dispatched the dented 40-ft lens cell
to Dallmeyer in London. The gale continued with Gill
adding: ‘it was just touch and go with the big dome. I
don’t think I ever spent such an anxious day’.72
Dallmeyer duly repaired the lens cell, but subsequent
testing revealed a problem in April with the curvature
of the crown-glass; fortunately a successful replacement was secured by the end of May.

Fig.11 Diagram of the path of Juno at opposition in 1874 –
used to locate comparison stars for determining parallax.
Gill, David; Lindsay, Lord, MNRAS, 34, 6 (1874), plate facing p. 279.
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developing valuable contacts with both Admiralty
personnel and the German and Dutch expeditions at
nearby stations.

aged these would be taken a month before and a
month after opposition giving up to fifty nights
observations. One challenge was the selection of
nearby comparison stars. Gill explained how design
improvements by Struve, Auwers and Winnecke had
been incorporated by Repsold: ‘both halves of the
divided object-glass are moved in equal and opposite
directions by a single movement, and thus the extent
of angle which can be measured is doubled, and the
instrument can measure completely an angle of 2º’.75
A chart prepared from the Berlin Equatorial Star
Charts for 2h to 3h details The Path of Juno and shows
the comparison stars chosen. At this stage another
astronomer was being recruited by Lindsay. Writing
from Parsonstown, Ralph Copeland (1837-1905): ‘I
have looked out the Berlin and Bonn images and
catalogues from which I can select the Juno stars’.76
Copeland would travel with Lindsay to Mauritius
aboard a Three-Masted Schooner of 398 tons.77
Lindsay named his yacht ‘Venus’ but unfortunately
his late arrival with the heliometer limited Gill’s
observations to only fifteen nights and the Juno
opposition date was missed.
To determine the longitude of Mauritius Gill and
Lindsay had opted for an ambitious plan. An
advertisement in Nature invited the collection, loan,
hire or purchase of fifty chronometers which would be
used between Aden and Mauritius for a differential
longitude determination. Greenwich and Aden were
already connected by telegraph so it was decided that
Gill should take the chronometers and the portable
altazimuth through the Suez Canal whilst Lindsay,
Copeland, Davis and a crew of 22 men would transfer
the bulk of the equipment by sea voyage around the
Cape of Good Hope. As Forbes described, ‘[Gill] was
able to witness the transport of his portable astronomical village by steam traction engine into
Aberdeen for shipment’.78
Lindsay and Gill had clearly defined roles for the
Mauritius expedition. Lindsay was effectively the
producer and Gill the director of operations. However
the vast majority of the workload fell to Gill as
evidenced by the Dun Echt Observatory Publications
for which Volume 2 published in 1877 includes
description of the heliometer and Juno opposition
method. Volume 3 published in 1885 covers the determination of longitude and latitude during the
expedition. In practice whilst Gill spent five months at
Mauritius and further time on longitude operations
Lindsay was there for only three months and was ill
for a good part of this period. Copeland was also
poorly at a critical moment so Gill was effectively
managing most of the activities. This included

Gill’s work at Mauritius
Gill had completed a thorough study of the heliometer
at Dun Echt. This included investigation of the errors
of division of the instrument scales and errors of the
screw used to separate the two halves of the object
glass.79 After overseeing the instruments departure, he
then left on 14 June to collect fifty chronometers from
Liverpool Observatory where their temperature
coefficients had been determined by Hartnup.
Continuing by train to the Royal Observatory at
Greenwich, Gill reached Southampton a few days
later. The chronometers were carried in six large
padded boxes lined with silk, each capable of carrying
nine instruments.80 At Southampton Docks they were
mounted in gimbals in a cabin of the ‘Mirzapore’
steamer, of the Peninsular and Oriental line, which
sailed on 19 June via Malta, Alexandria, and Suez
reaching Aden on 15 July. Gill completed time and
latitude determinations at Suez and Aden, including a
telegraphic link with Auwers in Berlin. The chronometers were transferred to the ‘Godavery’ steamer, of
the Messageries Maritimes, which sailed on 20 July
arriving at Port Louis, Mauritius on 3 August where
Gill was met by Meldrum, Director of the Royal
Alfred Observatory at Pamplemousses.81
Meldrum had proposed a site at Belmont which
linked Port Louis and Pamplemousses by railway with
Poudre d’Or. A field telegraph was used to complete
the telegraphic link to Belmont and chronometers
were exchanged and transits measured at each site to
determine longitude differences. At one stage this
involved night firing of rockets from a point midway
between Pamplemousses and Belmont with simultaneous observations of the explosions from both sites.
Further links were repeated in December to connect
with the German team consisting of Hungarian
astronomer Moritz Löw (1841-1900) and Danish
astronomer Carl F. Pechüle (1843-1914) at their
Solitude site.82 Links were also made with the British
expedition led by Lieutenant Charles B. Neate (18471916) on the island of Rodriguez, 350 miles east of
Mauritius. During September Commander William J.
L. Wharton (1843-1905) completed double runs with
‘HMS Shearwater’ carrying over forty chronometers
to facilitate the Rodriguez link.83 Gill and Wharton
developed a close bond through this collaboration
which would last until the death of his colleague at the
British Association meeting in South Africa more than
thirty years later.
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tinued to the end of the month.85 Zone stars in Perseus
and Hydra together with detailed temperature and
barometric pressure, zenith distance and mean
refraction calculations, measures of brighter stars for
the zero of position circle (Auwers and Winnecke
method) continued through to Christmas. At this stage
the longitude and latitude determinations took
precedence together with: ‘preparations for the
chronometer expedition homewards’. Meridian observations of Juno from Greenwich, Washington and
Cambridge, U.S. were also investigated to check for
consistent tables for Juno.86 The final solar parallax
determined by all of this work gave a result of 8.77 +/0.041 arc seconds which Gill and Lindsay judged a
relatively poor value due to insufficient results. They
emphasized instead: ‘we have at least now sound data
upon which to found calculation as to the value of the
opposition of any minor planet for the future
determination of the solar parallax’.87
Lindsay judged his expedition: ‘in a great measure
successful’. Unfortunately clouds masked the beginning of the Transit of Venus. The photographic
methods employed promised some success despite:
‘temperature varying from 96º to 116º [F]’ with over
one hundred considered ‘of value’. Gill observed the
last internal contact with a 4-inch equatorial using a
Merz polarising eyepiece and the last external contact
with the Repsold heliometer. Copeland and Gill
agreed: ‘that any phenomena which could be classed
under the head “Black Drop” took place and disappeared within a period of five seconds’.88

The Belmont estate belonged to the De Chazal
family and was in the district of Poudre d’Or, in the
north-east part of the island, about sixteen miles from
Port Louis. Here Gill oversaw the levelling of the
observatory site and erection of concrete pillars for
collimation lenses. In September the Dun Echt joiner
Thomas Kirkwood arrived with the wooden houses
and domes which were soon erected ready for the
arrival of Lord Lindsay.84 Unfortunately despite sail-

Fig.12 Engraving of the Belmont site at
Mauritius.
London Illustrated News, 12 December 1874.
Courtesy of The Share Initiative.
ing from England on 9 July he did not reach Port
Louis until 2 November. He was accompanied by astronomer Ralph Copeland, photographer Henry Davis
and surgeon George Blackley.
Observations of Juno at Mauritius were planned
from 10 October but the late arrival of Lord Lindsay’
yacht ‘Venus’ prevented unpacking the heliometer at
Belmont until the Juno opposition date of 5 November. Reliable measurements were only possible a week
later after cloudy weather passed. Measurements con-

Chronometric expedition for longitudes
Gill sailed from Mauritius in the Messageries steamer
‘Dupleix’ on 9 January. He was accompanied by
members of the German Transit of Venus expedition
and they reached overnight Réunion after a voyage of
120 miles south-west. Here they met with Jean A. C.
Oudemans (1827-1906) and other members of the
Dutch team. Comparison of chronometers enabled the
longitude of Réunion to be determined.89 Four days
later the ‘Dupleix’ reached Mahé, Seychelles where,
due to an outbreak of measles at Réunion, she was put
in quarantine. Fortunately the HMS ‘Shearwater’ was
also at the Seychelles and Commander Wharton
facilitated an exchange of two chronometers: ‘formally disinfected with vinegar, were placed in a boat
and dropped astern, where they were received by
Wharton, taken on board the ‘Shearwater’, and
compared’.90 Combined with sextant results of the sun
taken by Wharton’s officers Gill was able to determine the longitude of Mahé. A week later the
‘Dupleix’ reached Aden. Löw continued onto Suez

Fig.13 Heliometer at Belmont in 1874.
Courtesy of the Royal Observatory Edinburgh.
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encountered, praising Repsold for: ‘a carefully constructed divided instrument’, Troughton and Simms
for ‘the best micrometer screws, microscopes and
divided circles’, and Cooke’s of York for ‘a small
equatorial’. For Grubb himself Gill praised his
workmanship, internal resources, energy and skill as
being ‘un-approached’. In the same letter Gill summarised the Transit of Venus outcomes: ‘we lost first
contact at Mauritius but got a very fine lot of
photographs, some good heliometer measures and
some double image measures of Venus’ diameter. In
November I got a fine set of determinations of the
diurnal parallax of Juno which I believe will give a
very accurate result of the solar parallax’. Gill concluded: ‘I am here for some time to measure a base
line and commence the triangulation of Egypt for the
Khedive – a determination of an Arc of Meridian’.95
The Gills were provided by the Khedive with
accommodation at the Pyramids. Here Gill renewed
his acquaintance with Wilhelm Döllen (1820-1897)
whom he had met at Pulkovo two years earlier. Gill
informed Lindsay in May:
I have measured a very, very accurate kilometre,
established the latitude and longitude of the Great
Pyramid, and measured the sides and height of the
Great Pyramid to +/- one millimetre, and their
exact azimuths by a triangulation. Döllen and I
began a determination of the deviation of the
plumb line by the Great Pyramid, but poor Döllen
was seized with a return of haemorrhage of the
lung and compelled to go. Professor Watson of
Ann Arbour has been here for the last fortnight and
has helped me very much.96
James C. Watson (1838-1880) was Observatory Director at Michigan and Wisconsin and had with his
wife successfully observed the Transit of Venus from
China. On his return journey he kindly agreed to help
Gill complete his work.
The Pyramids survey led to Gill being provisionally offered by the Khedive the larger projects of
surveying the whole of Egypt and establishing a new
Observatory. Lindsay, who was recovering in Florence, advised Gill on the offers of the Egyptian
Government by letter in March: ‘I cannot tell you how
strongly I advise you to go back on the first proposition, viz. to take the post of Chief of the Survey
and to withdraw your refusal’ adding ‘the Khedive
would found as perfect an Observatory as you could
desire in such a Latitude and with such a sky’ and ‘if
you accept this post you will gain a position which
you could not possibly attain with me’. Lindsay
concluded with a reminder to Gill: ‘you have already
had in your life one great decision to make, that of

enabling Gill to exchange telegraphic signals of time
between Aden and Suez. Gill had met Charles
Chambers (1834-1896), director of the Colaba
Observatory, Bombay on his outward journey on the
‘Mirzapore’ and planned an Aden and Bombay
exchange of signals to enable the longitude of this
observatory to be deduced. During February Gill and
Löw continued the telegraphic exchange from Alexandria and Suez respectively. Gill also exchanged
signals with Auwers in Berlin. In March Löw had
moved on to Malta and the chronometric expedition
was completed with links between Alexandria, Berlin
and Malta.91 By completing these observations, connecting Europe with islands in the Indian Ocean, Gill
had now climbed the second rung on his global
astronomical ladder.
Geodesy in Egypt
The Mauritius trip had proved very challenging for the
‘Venus’ party. They had taken nearly four months to
reach their destination and subsequently illness overtook them. In May 1875 Meldrum wrote to Gill about
Lord Lindsay’s illness and the also the rest of the
group: ‘I hope poor Davis got home alive and that he
and Copeland and the Doctor are well – George
[Blackley] looked like death when he left’.92 Meldrum’s next letter to Gill in February 1876 included: ‘I
was very sorry to hear of the death of George. The
Manager of the Mauritius Docks behaved very badly
by detaining the ‘Venus’ for several days at the head
of the Harbour in a most unhealthy spot’.93 However
Gill seems to have avoided major illness and was
joined at Alexandria by his wife. His expertise had
been realized by Ismail Pasha (1830-1879), the
Khedive of Egypt. In a letter to Lady Crawford (18241909) from Aden in January 1875 Gill explained:
In passing through Egypt I happened to meet one
of the surveyors of Egypt – he told me of the
commencement of a Survey of the Country. I
enquired about the plan of operations, and
suggested a great many amendments. I also told
them of Lord Lindsay’s base apparatus and the
consequence was first a private letter asking if I
would undertake to measure a base line in Egypt –
I asked Lord Lindsay’s consent and he has kindly
given it and the use of his apparatus also.94
Gill also continued to correspond with astronomers he
had met in Europe. For example a letter to Newcomb
in February 1875 included: ‘[Grubb] tells me that you
have been making the round of the European optical
workshops in quest of a maker for the great telescope
of the new Californian observatory’. Gill gives his
experience of the different instrument makers he has
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leaving Commerce to devote yourself to Science’ and
‘there now arises another crisis, which without doubt
is the turning point of your life’.97 Gill replied to
Lindsay in April in an undecided frame of mind:
When I wrote you for two months leave a year to
direct this Survey I thought only of being able to
advance Science in the same way that Struve
divided both the Observatory at Pulkowa and the
Survey of Russia. I admit there is much in what
you say on the supposition that the Khedive would
furnish at the same time a properly equipped
observatory – but there is at present an Observatory and an Astronomer and I do not know if any
improvement on existing matters in that way is
intended. I must also confess to a very, very strong
feeling towards Dun Echt, for I seem to have built
myself into its piers and instruments, and though I
am not necessarily permanently there yet, I had
hoped and still believe that our relations were such
that for some years at least I should work there and
realise some of the results for which I had worked
and thought so much. On the other hand I feel the
force of much you say and you must forgive me if
between the two positions I feel much difficulty in
deciding. You must not think I have been
dissatisfied with my position at Echt – very much
the reverse. The Laboratory with all its new means
of research is another inducement to remain.98
However the provisional offer was withdrawn once
the incumbent heads of Geodesy and Astronomy in
Egypt heard of the Khedive’s plans and Gill was able
to admit in May: ‘almost the feeling of thankfulness
that I am not called upon to do it and can return to the
work at Dun Echt’.99

However on the Gill’s return to the Astronomer’s
house at Dun Echt their plans were upset by a letter
from Lady Crawford in June 1875:
…on returning home I hear from Lord Lindsay that
Mr Carpenter and his family at Dun Echt is quite
unable to manage in his very restricted quarters,
which I can quite understand, poor man having but
one room and a little closet’ adding ‘the only
remedy I can find is to give him the room over the
sitting room. He now has downstairs and this
makes him as it were have that wing of the
[Astronomer’s] house. I do not think that you will
feel any inconvenience from its loss’.100
Henry J. Carpenter (1849-1899) had been recruited by
Lindsay as an assistant to Gill to manage Dun Echt
Observatory during his absence. He was an experienced computer having formerly worked at the Royal
Observatory Greenwich.101 Gill’s protests were in vain
with Margaret Crawford writing explicitly in July:
…you will forgive me when I remind you of the
manner in which the relations between yourself
and Lord Lindsay, or I should say us as regards
this particular subject – Dun Echt – commenced.
You were then in a far more humble position, your
wishes and expectations were moderate and much
more limited. When Lord Crawford agreed to build
a house for your accommodation there was
certainly no contemplation on his part to build one
of such a character or pretension as the one you
now have [...] you have friends coming to you
whose carriage and horses you direct to our stables
and the whole position seems to me now changed
from what I originally calculated upon.102
Amongst Gill’s visitors had been the Australian
astronomer Henry C. Russell (1836-1907), Director of
Sydney Observatory, who wrote to Gill in July after
enjoying the Scottish loch scenery: ‘at Oxford I saw
both the old and new observatories’ and ‘do not forget
the eclipse of 1876 – I want to see you in our young
country’.103 In September Gill also received a letter
from Watson who mentioned: ‘I saw Struve in Paris
and he told me he had visited you at Dun Echt’. As
Gill’s biographer Forbes recounted: ‘Gill was no
longer the young amateur hoping for some opportunity
to leave a commercial career for astronomy. He had
already become an astronomical observer and organizer, with a scientific reputation, living in close
intimacy and continuous correspondence with many of
the greatest living astronomers’.104
Having so recently returned from the greatest
adventure of his life Gill proved a willing respondent
to an invitation by the Aberdeen Philosophical Society
to give a talk on his work. The first part of his paper

Dun Echt dismissal

Fig.14 Astronomer’s house at Dun Echt, c.1875.
Courtesy of the Royal Observatory Edinburgh.
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principles as would enable the narrative to be
intelligible to the Society, but it contained no
breach of scientific trust such as your letter
implies, no reference whatever to the scientific
results of the expedition, nor anything which so far
as I know could prejudice any future publication
and I trust when you have read the paper which I
send with this, you will exonerate me from any
such imputation.
Gill admitted: ‘an error of judgement on my part has
laid me open to such misconceptions’ but ‘I cannot
allow you to think me capable of doing anything
deliberately unjust behind your back.106
Lindsay stuck to his decision:
…now our great and important work in connection
with the Transit of Venus has been successfully
carried through, and that the reduction of the
observations is in a fair way towards completion,
that we should both of us work to more advantage
and more satisfactorily apart. You have different
ideas on various points from myself and the
relation in which we stand to each other might, in
many ways, prove onerous to us in the future.
Besides which, I should wish to make some
changes in the organisation of the Observatory,
which you might not feel to be quite agreeable to
yourself [...] I look forward to your being in some
future day, one of the masters in the noble science
of Astronomy. I must of course regret to have been
forced to this conclusion, but I feel persuaded that,
in the interests of both, it is better that we should
part.107
Gill responded: ‘I fully understand and under the
circumstances quite agree in the decision you have
arrived at. I have also to thank you for the expressions
of and feeling contained in your letter and desire fully
to reciprocate your wish to part in a perfectly friendly
manner’. 108
The acceptance of his fate surprised some of his
friends. John F. White (1831-1904) the famous
Aberdeen merchant, pioneer photographer and arts
patron wrote in early December:
…with what infinite sorrow I heard yesterday of
your wrongs – I could not have believed that you
and your dear wife could have been subjected by
any family of standing to such barbarous treatment. That ‘the great Lindsays’ could have acted
so makes me doubly sorry for their sakes, as I had
looked on them, in my ignorance, as the flower of
chivalry [...] how you have shed it so quickly with
your impulsive manner puzzles me. It is only your
devotion to your work that could have made you
put up with it. 109

was delivered at the beginning of November 1875. It
provoked an immediate rebuke from Lindsay:
I learnt yesterday in Aberdeen with very great
surprise, that you had been reading a paper on
Tuesday evening on the subject of my expedition
to observe the Transit of Venus at Mauritius, and
that you have announced a second lecture on the
same subject. That this should have been done
without obtaining my permission previously is
sufficiently startling to me, but that you should
have done it against my express disapprobation
and virtual prohibition, when you mentioned the
idea to me some time ago, and indicated your
acquiescence, demonstrates such a total and
confirmed misunderstanding of the relations between us, that I have no recourse, either in selfrespect or self-protection than to announce the
approaching termination of our connection [...] I
have therefore instructed Mr Yeats to communicate to you the formal six months notice in
termination of our engagement.
Lindsay concluded Gill’s redundancy letter with: ‘I
shall have the greatest pleasure in testifying to your
abilities and good services not only in my present
work, but in reply to any enquiries’ and ‘we part, as I
trust, friends, and you will have my best wishes for
what I am sure will await you, a useful and honourable
career in the future’.105
Gill replied admitting partial responsibility:
I confess on mature deliberation that it would have
been better had I mentioned that I was about to
read this paper and would now express any great
regret that I did not do so, but that I knowingly and
deliberately did so ‘against your expressed disapprobation or virtual prohibition’ I cannot admit
[...] I do remember when I was asked at Mauritius
to give a public lecture on the Transit you said ‘I
don’t think you should do that, you should not go
doing Lockyer all [over] the place’ but with regard
to a paper at the Aberdeen Philosophical Society,
or on any occasion and whatever except that I have
mentioned I have no recollection of the subject
ever having been mooted. I cannot help thinking
also that you have entirely misconceived the nature
of the paper and the constitution and rules of the
Society to which it was communicated. The
Society is entirely of a private character, many of
the communications being portions of books or
articles to be afterwards published in some other
form, all the communications being strictly private
and not the property of the Society, but of the
Member. The paper itself was only a personal
narrative accompanied by such an exposition of
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Fig.15 David Gill at the spectroscope of the 15-inch refractor at Dun Echt, c.1875.
Courtesy of the South African Astronomical Observatory.
Geodetic Survey of Southern Africa as a vital
contribution towards linking a southern Arc of Meridian with Struve’s work in the northern hemisphere.
Gill’s liaison with Jacobus C. Kapteyn (1851-1922)
for the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung extended
naturally to his involvement in the Astrographic Chart
and Catalogue, popularly known as the Carte du Ciel
project. Finally, during his ‘retirement’ Gill continued
to work from London as a consultant for many of the
leading astronomers in the world, including George E.
Hale (1868-1938) with the design of the 100-inch
Hooker Telescope at Mount Wilson in California.
Throughout his life David Gill maintained a vast
global network of friends and colleagues. A biography
of his life by Alex W. Roberts (1857-1938), the
Scottish variable star observer of Lovedale, South
Africa, provides further insights into Gill’s character:
Outstanding among his peers in science, a worker
whose energy was boundless, whose industry was
untiring, a thinker whose thoughts and visions
outran the advancing march of astronomical
progress, he yet found time for, and delight in, the
discharge of a multitude of tender charities of
hearth and home and friendship.111
With his centenary year in 2014 it is perhaps timely to
re-examine the contributions to astronomy and
geodesy that David Gill delivered on a global scale.
This paper is an initial contribution towards a better
appreciation of a man often called a ‘real astronomer’.112

Across Europe astronomers were similarly surprised
by the news. Auwers in Berlin commiserated in early
January: ‘I could not read your letter of 14 December
without deep regret, that you feel yourself obliged to
leave Dun Echt and its beautiful collection of
instruments, with which I hoped you would render a
long series of good services to Science’.110 Fortunately
Gill and Lindsay’s friendship survived this difficult
episode which temporarily halted Gill’s ascendancy in
the astronomical world. Indeed Lindsay would
subsequently play a significant role three years later in
supporting Gill’s application to the Royal Observatory
at the Cape of Good Hope in 1879.

Conclusion
In this paper the first third of Gill’s career has been
examined using a chronological approach to evidence
some of the important foundations that influenced his
future direction in both astronomy and geodesy. The
concept of a ‘global astronomical ladder’ has been
introduced. Within two years of his departure from
Dun Echt he had successfully observed (with Bella)
the opposition of Mars from Ascension Island with his
beloved heliometer and calculated a significantly
improved value for the solar parallax. Soon after he
embarked on a 28-year career as H.M. Astronomer at
the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope during
which time he developed facilities modelled on the
pioneering work of Wilhelm Struve at Pulkovo. At the
same time he undertook leadership of a major
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Despite the Clouds:
A History of Wales and Astronomy
Bryn Jones
Visiting fellow in astrophysics,
University of Bristol
Wales has seen diverse astronomical activity through its history,
including the early use of the telescope in Carmarthenshire, the first
observation of the galaxy M64, and pioneering theoretical research
into magnetic fields in astrophysical plasmas. This article aims to
provide a broad overview of historical astronomy in Wales and by
people from Wales. It covers the period from the 7th century to the
current era. It describes the extensive work of enthusiastic amateurs
and the growth of academic research in astronomy in Welsh
universities in the 20th century.
Introduction
Wales has conventionally been portrayed as a country
where intellectual activities were directed to the
humanities, arts, religion and politics, rather than to the
sciences. In reality, Welsh people through the ages
showed considerable interest in science, including
astronomy.1
Throughout history it is possible to find individuals
in Wales who studied astronomy, and many people
from Wales contributing to the science while living
elsewhere. Among these are some examples of work at
the cutting edge of international research, such as Sir
William Lower’s early use of the telescope in
Carmarthenshire, the Pigotts’ telescopic observations
in the Vale of Glamorgan, the long-exposure
photography of Isaac Roberts, and Thomas Cowling’s
research into astrophysical magnetic fields at
University College Swansea. There was, however, a
much greater amount of more mundane astronomical
activity that included observation, publication and
education. Before the 20th century these activities were
mostly the work of amateurs.
The study of the history of astronomy in Wales,
however, has been a relatively neglected subject until
comparatively recently. An overview of the subject (in
Welsh) was given at a popular level by Silas Evans in
his general book on astronomy Seryddiaeth a
Seryddwyr (‘Astronomy and Astronomers’).2 This has
often served as a useful starting point to the history of
astronomy in Wales, although much of the text is a

catalogue of early 20th century Welsh amateur
astronomers.3 More recent contributions include
sections within the account of 19th century British
amateur astronomy by Dr. Allan Chapman.4 Articles
about some individual figures have appeared in
biographical dictionaries.5 Only one Welsh observatory
was listed in the Greenwich List of Observatories – at
Hakin, near Milford Haven – and that was abandoned
before opening.6
A basic modern, but patchy overview of the history
of Welsh astronomy is available online.7 A critical
modern summary has not, however, been available.
The aim of this article is to provide a new, broad
overview, which can serve as a starting point for more
in depth analyses. It describes historical astronomical
activities in Wales and activities carried out by people
from Wales who worked elsewhere.
Ancient events
A small number of references to astronomical
phenomena can be found in medieval manuscripts
from Wales. One of the earliest surviving examples of
Old Welsh is the Computus Fragment, a single page
dating from c.850–920 about calendar calculations and
the 18.6-year lunar cycle, bound with other, unrelated,
manuscripts in a volume held in Cambridge University
Library.8
The Latin chronicles known as the Annales
Cambriae record events between the 5th and 10th cen-
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Fig.1 A map of Wales showing locations mentioned in the text. Historic
(pre-1974) counties are outlined.
The map was plotted using coastline data from the Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical,
High-resolution Geography (GSHHG) Database & old (pre-1974) county boundary data
from the Historic County Borders Project
By the author
turies, largely from a Welsh perspective. The version
in the British Library Harley 3859 manuscript includes
references to what can be identified as the partial solar
eclipse of 21 June 624 and as a comet in 676.9 There
are also references to ‘a rising of a star’ in 650 and to
night being as bright as day in 714.
The Brut y Tywysogyon chronicle incorporates
some of the Annales Cambriae text in translation into
Welsh and continues with significant new material
through to the early 14th century.10 The Brut mentions

several astronomical events, including the solar
eclipses of 11 February 807 (partial in Wales), 20
March 1140 (total), 1 May 1185 (partial) and 23 June
1191 (partial). The total lunar eclipse of 25 December
809 is recorded, as is a lunar eclipse in 830, but the
stated date does not closely match candidate eclipses.
A reference to the Moon turning the colour of blood in
691 could be interpreted as the total lunar eclipse of 7
May 691. There also is a short description of the Great
Comet of 1106.11
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Salesbury (c.1520–c.1580) from Denbighshire studied
at Oxford where he developed his skills as a linguist.
He became noted as the author of an English-Welsh
dictionary and the translator of the New Testament into
Welsh. His astronomical contribution was a translation
into English, of Thomas Linacre’s Latin translation, De
Sphaera, of the 5th century Greek text by Proclus.16
Humphrey Llwyd (or Lhuyd, Lluyd or Lloyd)
(1527–1568) of Denbigh attained prominence in
several fields, including as an antiquary, geographer,
map maker and as the member of parliament who did
most to support legislation for the translation of the
Bible into Welsh.17 Llwyd made one contribution to
astronomy as the author of a book about the apparent
positions of the Moon and planets, which was partly an
almanac, but the work has not survived.18 An acquainttance of Llwyd, Sir Richard Clough (d.1570), was
reputed to have an enthusiasm for astronomy and to
have used a cupola on the roof of his home, Bachygraig near St. Asaph, for astronomical observations.19
The mathematician Robert Recorde (c.1512–1558)
is celebrated today as the originator of the equals sign
(═).20 Born in Tenby, Pembrokeshire, he studied at
Oxford where he subsequently taught mathematics,
before studying medicine at Cambridge. He served the
crown as comptroller of local mints and surveyor of
mines in Ireland, although Recorde continued to have
some connections with Tenby.21 He died in prison,
probably detained for debt after he lost a libel action.
Recorde wrote several mathematics textbooks in
English, some elementary, some advanced, which
became noted for their clarity.22 These books used
material from a wide range of sources, including from
contemporary continental mathematicians. His astronomical book The Castle of Knowledge (1556)
concerned planetary motions, building on the works of
classical and medieval scholars. The book also referred
to Copernicus’s heliocentric model (published in
1543), but fell short of a clear endorsement.23 It has
often been represented as the introduction of Copernican principles into Britain.

Fig.2 Yn y vlwydyn hono y bu diffyc ar yr
heul y deudecvet dyd o galan ebrill.
(‘In that year there was an eclipse of the Sun on
the twelfth day from the Calends of April.’)
A reference to the total solar eclipse of 20 March 1140
in
[ the Brut y Tywysogyon chronicle (Peniarth MS.20

version of the chronicle, page 153). From the Digital Mirror
on the website of the National Library of Wales

By permission of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol
Cymru/National Library of Wales
Late medieval learning
Welsh-language poetry of the 14th and 15th century
occasionally made reference to astronomical phenomena, such as comets, although these were usually
interpreted uncritically as omens of future events.12
In this same period, some Welsh scholars produced
works on astronomical subjects. Walter Bryt (or
Brytte) was a 14th century astronomer of Welsh origin
who wrote a book about planetary motions called the
Theorica Planetarum. He was associated with Merton
College, Oxford, but the precise location and date of
his birth are not known.13
The late 15th century mathematician, astronomer,
physician and teacher, Lewis of Caerleon, produced a
number of Latin books about eclipses. He studied and
taught first in Cambridge, and later in Oxford. He
became involved in political intrigues in England
during the Wars of the Roses, with some of his astronomical works being written while he was detained in
the Tower of London until the arrival of the Tudor
dynasty.14

Sir William Lower and John Prydderch
Sir William Lower (c.1569–1615) a Carmarthenshire
landed gentleman, was among the first people to use
the telescope for astronomy.24 Originally from St.
Winnow, Cornwall, he was educated at Oxford and at
the Middle Temple in London.25 He was elected to
represent Bodmin in the English parliament in 1601
and around this time he married Penelope Perrot of
Carmarthenshire, moving to the Perrot estate at
Trefenty near St. Clears, Carmarthenshire.26 His wife’s
stepfather was the Earl of Northumberland, patron of

Renaissance figures
Some 16th century Welsh scholars noted in other fields
made some minor contributions to astronomy. The
scholar and royal administrator William Thomas
(d.1554), probably a native of Breconshire, translated
Johannes de Sacrobosco’s 13th century De Sphaera
Mundi into English, although it was not printed. He
was later executed for treason against the English
crown during the early reign of Mary Tudor.15 William
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the words, ‘In the full she appears like a tart that my
cooke made me last weeke; here a vaine of bright
stuffe, and there of darke, and so confusedlie all over. I
must confess I can see none of this without my
cylinder’.30 Harriot provided Lower with the news of
Galileo’s telescopic discoveries shortly after the publication of Sidereus Nuncius. They were able to repeat
Galileo’s observations of the satellites of Jupiter
together from Syon House in December 1610.31
However, neither Harriot nor Lower published their
results and the significance of their activities came to
light only in the late 18th century. Lower died in April
1615, aged 45 years.

the noted scientist and mathematician Thomas Harriot,
who lived at the Earl’s estate at Syon House, west of
London.

The 17th and early 18th centuries
The mathematician William Jones (c.1675–1749) was
born in the hamlet of Maenaddwyn, Anglesey.32 After
working in London, he travelled to the West Indies and
subsequently taught mathematics and navigation on
board ships. On returning to Britain, he wrote a book
about celestial navigation, A New Compendium of the
Whole Art of Practical Navigation, published in London in 1702 that that included, ‘the most Useful and
Necessary Problems in Astronomy’.33 Jones became a
private tutor, particularly of mathematics, later becoming tutor to the family of the Earl of Macclesfield. He
became a friend of Newton, a council member of the
Royal Society and served briefly as a vice-president.
Like Robert Recorde, Jones is however best known for
introducing a mathematical symbol: he first used π (pi)
for the ratio of the circumference to diameter of a
circle.
Joseph Harris (c.1704–1764), brother of the famous Methodist religious leader Howel Harris, was born
in Trefeca, Breconshire.34 He received education and
training from his uncle, the local blacksmith, before
moving to London. Harris went to sea, where he
contributed to navigation and attempted to improve
navigational instruments. He visited Veracruz on the
Gulf coast of modern-day Mexico from where he
observed solar and lunar eclipses in an attempt to
improve knowledge of the port’s longitude, sending
the results to Edmond Halley, the Astronomer Royal,
who presented them to the Royal Society.35 Harris
subsequently used these experiences to write a book, A
Treatise of Navigation (1730), which was soon followed by a second, The Description and Use of the Globes
and the Orrery (1731).36 His name also appeared as the
author of a single-page chart of the southern celestial
hemisphere published by Thomas Bowles as Stellarum
Fixarum Hemisphaerium Australe.37
Harris next left Britain to sail for Jamaica where he
was employed by Colin Campbell (d.1752) to establish

Fig.3 A cartoon depicting Sir William Lower & John
Prydderch observing in Carmarthenshire, c.1609.
Lower is shown using a telescope and Prydderch
holds a cross-staff. The artist was Joseph Morewood
Staniforth (1863–1921), cartoonist to the Western
Mail group of newspapers
Seryddiaeth a Seryddwyr by J. S. Evans (ref. 2), page 265

Picture by the author
Lower and Harriot began a friendship, becoming
collaborators in science and mathematics, which is
evident from Lower’s surviving letters to Harriot.
Lower made a series of observations of a bright comet
in 1607, subsequently identified as Comet Halley. He
first saw the comet while on board a ship crossing the
Bristol Channel towards Wales. He followed it for
nearly three weeks, measuring its position relative to
stars using a cross-staff.27
Thomas Harriot learnt of the development of the
telescope in the Netherlands in 1608 and before mid1609 experimented with telescopes of his own
construction. He provided Sir William Lower with an
example which Lower used to observe the night sky
from Trefenty, aided by a friend, John Prydderch (or
Protheroe, Pretherch or Rytherch), of the nearby Nantyrhebog (or Hawksbrook) estate.28 Prydderch had been
born in about 1582 in Carmarthenshire, son of the very
wealthy landowner James Rytherch. He was probably
educated at Jesus College, Oxford, and attended Lincoln’s Inn, London. He subsequently inherited the
Nantyrhebog estate.29
Lower described the appearance of the Moon
through his telescope, which he called a cylinder, in a
letter to Harriot dated 6 February 1610. This included
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an astronomical observatory.38 Ill health limited Harris’s activities and he returned to Britain, making magnetic observations during the return.39
Harris obtained employment in 1736 at the Royal
Mint in London, where he continued working for the
rest of his life, subsequently becoming an assay
master. He published a paper about terrestrial globes.40
Harris observed the 1761 transit of Venus at Trefeca
during a visit.41 He died in 1764 without completing a
book on optics.42

Nathaniel Pigott reported the discovery of three
double stars from Frampton in a letter to Maskelyne
which was read to the Royal Society on the same day
as was Edward’s discovery of M64.48 One of these
stars was γ Delphini, a binary.49 Nathaniel used
astronomical measurements, including timing the
motions of Jupiter’s satellites, to determine the
position of Frampton and therefore the position of the
northern shore of the Bristol Channel. He also
observed occultations of stars by the Moon.50 Edward
Pigott measured the position of Mercury in the daytime
sky, but these observations were not published.51
The family relocated to York in 1780 in further
hope of succeeding to family estates.52 The instruments
from Frampton were installed in a two-storey
observatory building, constructed for the purpose. At
York Edward collaborated with his neighbour and
relative, John Goodricke, particularly in the discovery
of variable stars.53 Edward discovered a comet.
Nathaniel Pigott died in York in 1804. Edward
subsequently lived in Louvain, York, London and
Bath, although he was detained in France for a period
during the hostilities between France and Great
Britain. He died in 1825 in Bath.

Nathaniel and Edward Pigott
Nathaniel Pigott (1725–1804) and his son Edward
(1753–1825) were noted observers of the late 18th
century, who lived near Llantwit Major in the late
1770s.43 Nathaniel Pigott was born into a Catholic
family at Whitton, west of London. He was educated,
like many English Catholics, at Douai in northern
France. His life was peripatetic, marrying in Brussels
then living in various locations in Britain and on the
continent, including Louvain (Leuven) and Caen. He
had the financial means to support his astronomy
interests by purchasing instruments of quality from
noted London makers. He made observations at Caen
which were submitted to various academies, including
to the Royal Society which elected him a fellow in
1772.44 He returned to Britain in 1775 in an attempt to
benefit from the estates of his relations in the Fairfax
family.
The Pigott family, including Edward, took up
residence at Frampton House in the Vale of Glamorgan
in 1777. Their observatory included a Dollond achromatic refractor of six feet focal-length, a Sissons transit
instrument with a Dollond telescope of two-inch aperture and three feet focal-length, two mural quadrants
and a five-inch aperture reflector by Heath and Wing.45
Observing from Frampton, Edward found a nebula
in the constellation Coma that he could not identify
with any in Charles Messier’s Catalogue or mentioned
by J. J. Lalande. He sent an account of the new nebula,
dated 3 September 1779, to the Astronomer Royal,
Nevil Maskelyne giving the date of his first observation as 23 March 1779. Pigott had determined the
position using the transit instrument and a mural
quadrant. Maskelyne read the account to the Royal
Society. The positions subsequently published in the
Philosophical Transactions match those of the spiral
galaxy M64.46 The discovery of M64 was once
attributed to Johann Elert Bode who first observed it
on 4 April 1779 and independently to Messier who
first saw it on 1 March 1780.47 It is now clear that it
was independently discovered by the three astronomers
and first seen by Edward Pigott.

Late-18th century astronomers
The philosopher, statistician and political radical,
Richard Price (1723–1791), originally from Llangeinor
near Bridgend, made a minor contribution to astronomy through a paper about the effect of the aberration
of light on the observed times of transits of Venus.54
John Lloyd Williams (1745–1838) of the
Gwernant, or Alderbrook Hall, estate at Troed yr Aur,
Ceredigion, worked as a physician for the British East
India Company in the 1790s.55 He collated reports of
the fall of a meteorite in 1798, near Varanasi in Uttar
Pradesh, India – also known as Benares.56 Williams
had previously written an account of the historic
observatory at Varanasi, with its monumental nakedeye instruments, which was published by the Royal
Society, and was elected a fellow in 1801.57
John Lloyd (1750–1815) of the Wigfair and
Hafodunos estates near St. Asaph became renowned
for his library and collection of scientific instruments.58
A lawyer by profession, he was elected member of
parliament for Flintshire but served only two years. His
scientific interests were wide, including natural history
and astronomy, with Sir Joseph Banks being a good
friend. Other correspondents included Sir William
Herschel and Nevil Maskelyne, while a number of
scientists visited Wigfair. Indeed, the astronomer
Alexander Aubert (c.1730–1805) died at Wigfair while
visiting Lloyd.59 Lloyd was elected to the Royal
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Society in 1774, but his publications in its journals
related to terrestrial natural phenomena and not
astronomy. Lloyd purchased a reflector, of seven feet
focal length and seven-inch mirror, from Sir William
Herschel for £105.60
Lloyd died in 1815 without children. His library
and scientific instruments were sold at a celebrated
auction that lasted 13 days: the auction catalogue
provides a picture of the collections.61 The scientific
books included works by Copernicus, Brahe, Galileo,
the 1726 edition of Newton’s Principia, and a
complete run of the Philosophical Transactions from
1665 to 1814.62 The Herschel reflector was sold for
£99 10s and a Dollond telescope for £84.63
A native of Caerleon near Newport, Monmouthshire, Lewis Evans (1755–1827) attended the
University of Oxford before being ordained in the
Church of England.64 He became a vicar at Froxfield in
Wiltshire, prior to being appointed a mathematical
master at the Royal Military Academy in Woolwich in
1799, where he remained until 1820. He erected a
well-equipped observatory first at Froxfield and then at
Woolwich. He published on astronomy and mathematics in journals that included the Philosophical
Magazine and the Mathematical Repository.
Peter Roberts (1760–1819) from Ruabon, near
Wrexham, studied at Trinity College, Dublin. He
remained in Dublin as a private tutor where he was
noted for his knowledge of astronomy, but his hopes of
succeeding Henry Ussher (1741–1790) as Andrews
professor of astronomy came to nothing. He later
returned to Wales, serving as an Anglican vicar in
Flintshire.65 Rev. Thomas Jones (1756–1807) from
Berriew, Montgomeryshire became an academic at
Cambridge where he lectured in mathematics, natural
philosophy, astronomy, and moral philosophy.66

Fig.4 Rev. Lewis Evans (1755–1827),
astronomer, mathematical master at the
Royal Military Academy Woolwich, and
native of Caerleon, near Newport
Courtesy of the Royal Astronomical Society
Williams (c.1732–c.1819) wrote books in Welsh about
religion and practical arithmetic for workmen.69 One
book, Speculum Terrarum et Coelorum neu Ddrych y
Ddaear a’r Ffurfafen (‘Speculum Terrarum et Coelorum or Mirror of the Earth and Heavens’), consisted
of two parts, the first a lengthy introduction to
geography while the second was a shorter introduction
to astronomy that also included atmospheric phenomena.70 The book was first published in 1784 with
revised editions in 1804 and 1826.
Mathew Williams also produced annual almanacs,
a popular type of publication in the 18th and 19th
centuries. Almanacs were usually soft-bound booklets
listing each day of the year with information about the
day of the week, sunrise and sunset times. They often
included some astronomical information, particularly
about eclipses, although the accuracy depended on the
publisher. Some included astrological speculation,
others were strictly rational. Among the most celebrated almanac publishers were John Lewis Roberts
(1731–1806), also known as Siôn Robert Lewis, and
his son Robert Roberts (1777–1836) of Holyhead.71
Robert Roberts ran a private academy and developed a
reputation for his public lectures in Welsh about
astronomy at venues across Wales.72 He published a
lengthy book, Daearyddiaeth (‘Geography’) in 1816
that described in detail with maps, the countries of the

18th and 19th century authors and lecturers
The late-18th and 19th centuries saw the publication of
books in Wales that included some considerable
discussion of astronomy, with many of them written in
Welsh.67 Simon Thomas (d.c.1743), a Presbyterian
minister, published Hanes y Byd a’r Amseroedd
(‘History of the World and the Ages’) around 1718,
subsequently revised in 1724 as Llyfr Gwybodaeth y
Cymro (‘The Welshman’s Information Book’) and
reprinted several times after his death, including a
newly revised edition in 1824.68 Although a general
book mostly about history and geography, Thomas
gave some emphasis to astronomy, which is likely to
have introduced many general readers in Wales to the
subject.
A Carmarthenshire land surveyor named Mathew
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world over 548 pages, but which started with a 96page section about astronomy, physics and astronomical geography.73

Fig.5 An illustration in the astronomical section of
Robert Roberts's book Daearyddiaeth explaining
the causes of eclipses
Picture by the author
Astronomy found a place in formal education
beyond the academy of Robert Roberts. For example,
John Evans (1796–1861) ran a renowned school in
Aberystwyth and used various apparatus to explain the
science, even a large umbrella painted with constellations. He constructed his own telescope.74
John William Thomas (1805–1840), a native of
Llandygai near Bangor, better known by the nom-deplume Arfonwyson, briefly attended Robert Roberts’s
academy in Holyhead. He moved to London where
eventually he gained employment as a computer at the
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, ultimately becoming
superintendent of the computing staff.75 In Welsh, he
published almanacs, educational works, mathematical
publications, articles in magazines and posthumously,
a lecture about astronomy.76
Edward Mills (1802–1865) of Llanidloes, Montgomeryshire lectured on astronomy across Wales and
was reputed to have built a large orrery.77 He published
a book about astronomy, geography and geology called
Y Darluniadur Anianyddol (‘The Illustrator of Natural
Science’) in 1850, illustrated with woodcuts made by
himself and his son.78 In doing this, he repeated the
practice of Robert Roberts and Mathew Williams of
placing descriptive astronomy alongside geography,
something that had also been done by Josiah Thomas

Fig.6 Cover of the booklet Darlith ar Seryddiaeth
(‘A Lecture on Astronomy’) by John Wm. Thomas,
superintendent of the computing staff at Greenwich.
Written c.1835, but published posthumously in 1840

Picture by the author
Jones (1799–1873) in his Hanes y Nef a'r Ddaear
(‘History of the Heavens and the Earth’) of 1848.79
The 19th century saw some translations of books
written in English into Welsh. A version of R.A.
Locke’s infamous ‘Moon Hoax’ appeared around
1840, demonstrating that not always were the most
reliable texts chosen for translation.80 A translation by
Griffith Parry (1827–1901) of Thomas Chalmers’s A
Series of Discourses on the Christian Revelation
Viewed in Connection with the Modern Astronomy
appeared as Pregethau Seryddol (‘Astronomical Sermons’) in 1846.81 The renowned publisher Thomas
Gee produced a translation of the astronomical volume
of Jeremiah Joyce’s Scientific Dialogues, under the
title Elfenau Seryddiaeth (‘Principles of Astronomy’).82 The Solar System by the Scottish author
Thomas Dick was translated by Eleazar Roberts
(1825–1912), appearing as Y Dosparth Heulawg.83
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Roberts was born in Pwllheli, Caernarfonshire, but
spent almost all his life on Merseyside, where he
worked as chief clerk to a court of law.84
The 19th century saw a vigorous publishing industry in Wales which produced many newspapers and
magazines in both Welsh and English. These
sometimes included articles about astronomy of a
general nature to educate a broad audience.85 However,
despite the appearance of a fairly appreciable body of
astronomical material in print, the Welsh words
adopted for astronomical terms varied considerably
between authors.

vatory he visited in London. South, W. H. Smyth and
other astronomers visited Dillwyn at his Swansea
home, Sketty Hall.88 Dillwyn’s son, John Dillwyn
Llewelyn (1810–1882) pursued various scientific and
technological interests at his Penllergaer estate near
Swansea.89 He has been celebrated as a pioneering
photographer of the 1840s and 1850s.90 Llewelyn built
an observatory on his estate, equipped with a 4¾-inch
equatorial refractor, commencing its construction in
1851.91
Llewelyn’s daughter, Thereza Mary Llewelyn
(1834–1926), later Thereza Story-Maskelyne, shared
her father’s scientific interests and made extensive use
of the Penllergaer observatory. Her journal entries
show her enthusiasm for observing the Sun, Moon,
planets, stars, clusters and nebulae, whilst clearly
possessing an excellent knowledge of the objects
within reach of her telescope.92 Thereza worked with
her father to photograph the Moon in the mid-1850s
when she operated the telescope, including driving it to

Fig.7 John Dillwyn Llewelyn (1810–1882),
amateur astronomer and pioneering
photographer, of Penllergaer, near Swansea
Flickr gallery of the National Library of Wales

By permission of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/
The National Library of Wales
Fig. 8 Thereza Mary Llewelyn (1834–1926),
later Thereza Story-Maskelyne, amateur
astronomer and daughter of J. D. Llewelyn

The Dillwyn-Llewelyn Family
Lewis Weston Dillwyn (1778–1855) was born in
Hackney, London, the son of an American-born
Quaker who purchased the Cambrian Pottery in
Swansea.86 Dillwyn relocated to Swansea to run his
father’s businesses. His main scientific interests were
in natural history, but his diaries show that they also
extended to astronomy, including casual observations
of comets, eclipses and the aurora.87 Among Dillwyn’s
acquaintances were Sir James South, whose obser-

Flickr gallery of the National Library of Wales

By permission of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/
The National Library of Wales
compensate for the Earth's rotation, while her father
operated the camera.93 Their most successful lunar
photograph dated from 1858.94 She later married the
mineralogist and chemist Nevil Story-Maskelyne,
grandson of the Astronomer Royal Nevil Maskelyne.95
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astronomer Alfred Weld (1823–1890) served as rector
of St. Beuno’s College from 1871 to 1873.106

Clock Makers and Time Services
In the early and mid-19th century, major ports often
had local time service providers for shipping. One
example was John Jenkins (1802–1868), a Swansea
watch and chronometer maker elected to the Royal
Astronomical Society in 1842.96 Jenkins had an observatory at his premises at Wind Street, Swansea
although he subsequently moved to live on the
Gower.97 A Swansea competitor, John T. Owen was
elected to the RAS in 1855.98 Clock and chronometer
makers frequently described their premises as ‘observatory’. For example, Solomon Marks (c.1801–1883),
a prominent member of the Cardiff Jewish community,
gave his address as ‘Bute Dock Observatory’.99
Similarly, T.J. White of Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire, gave his address as ‘The Observatory, Marketstreet’.100
19th Century Amateur Astronomers
The 19th century saw many amateur astronomers in
various localities across Wales, spanning the social
spectrum from the manual working class to the
aristocracy. Many pursued their studies in isolation.
Some did so in collaboration with others locally or in
contact with scientists further afield.
One example was Benjamin Hill (c.1801–1888), a
businessman, physicist and engineer of Cwmdwr,
Clydach, near Swansea, who possessed an astronomical observatory.101 Another, Thomas Norbury
(c.1807–1872) was a Worcestershire-born shopkeeper
in Merthyr Tydfil who built an observatory above his
premises.102
William Rees (1802–1883), a prominent Independent Methodist minister, editor, Welsh-language poet
and political radical based in Liverpool, maintained an
interest in astronomy. Rees, often better known by the
nom-de-plume Gwilym Hiraethog, frequently lectured
in Wales on the science.103
William Owen Williams (1818–1888), a native of
Anglesey, became a prominent Calvinistic Methodist
minister and an amateur astronomer.104 He observed
with a 4-inch refractor, specialising in observing the
Moon to monitor the lunar surface for possible
changes.105 Williams served chapels in Pwllheli, Penmaenmawr, Liverpool and, in the 1850s at Tremeirchion near St.Asaph in an attempt to strengthen
Protestantism, given the presence of St.Beuno’s
Catholic college nearby. Among the temporary
students at St.Beuno’s were astronomers from Stonyhurst College, Lancashire, such as Stephen Joseph
Perry (1833–1889), Walter Sidgreaves (1837–1919)
and Aloysius Cortie (1859–1925). The Stonyhurst

Fig.9 Rev. Wm. Owen Williams (1818–1888), an amateur
astronomer who specialised in observing the Moon
John Thomas photographic collection at the Digital
Mirror on the website of the National Library of Wales

By permission of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/
The National Library of Wales
Several wealthy English amateur astronomers
retired to Wales and erected private observatories.
Murray Gladstone (1816–1875), a Manchester businessman, moved to Penmaenmawr near Conwy where
he built a residence and observatory.107 The Liverpool
architect George Williams (1814–1898), a friend of
William Lassell, retired in 1880 to his brother’s
residence at Dolmelynllyn, north of Dolgellau, Meirionnydd. He built an observatory equipped with a 4inch refractor.108 Edward Joseph Lowe (1825–1900) of
Nottingham moved in 1882 to Shirenewton Hall, near
Chepstow.109 A Lancashire engineer, Thomas Thorp
(1850–1914) built a bungalow for his retirement in
Prestatyn with an observatory dome on a tower in the
roof.110
The Royal Astronomical Society had a number of
fellows with strong Welsh connections in the middle19th century, mostly from among the wealthy AngloWelsh gentry. One such was William Coffin (c.1790–
1866) of Llandaf, Cardiff, who joined the Astronomical Society of London (subsequently the Royal
Astronomical Society) in December 1820, months after
its formation.111 Among the society’s founder members
was Thomas Frederick Colby (1784–1852), an army
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officer, military surveyor and cartographer.112 Born in
Kent, Colby spent much of his childhood at his aunt’s
home Rhos-y-gilwen, near Newcastle Emlyn, Carmarthenshire.113 The surveyor and cartographer Sir
George Everest (1790–1866), after whom a mountain
was named, was elected a fellow in 1823 and came
from a Breconshire family.114 John Crichton Stuart
(1793–1848), the Second Marquis of Bute, owned
extensive lands in the South Wales coalfield which he
developed commercially. Bute was a fellow of the
RAS for 21 years.115 He appointed the astronomer
William Henry Smyth (1788–1865) in 1839 to supervise the construction of new docks in Cardiff, where
Smyth also worked on the writing of his book A Cycle
of Celestial Objects.116 Smyth lived with his family at
Spring Garden House, Crockherbtown (now Queen
Street).117
Edwin Wyndham-Quin (1812–1871), Third Earl of
Dunraven and Mount Earl, was elected a fellow of the
Royal Astronomical Society in 1831. His main residence was at Dunraven Castle, west of Llantwit Major.
He had studied at Trinity College Dublin and carried
out the routine observations at Dunsink Observatory,
but abandoned observational astronomy for other
interests, particularly archaeology, due to declining
eyesight.118 The medic John Jesse (1801–1863), a
fellow of the RAS from Manchester, inherited the
Llanbedr Hall estate near Rhuthun, Denbighshire in
1848, which then became his residence.119
The second half of the 19th century saw fellowship
of the RAS extend across the comfortable middle
classes. William Evans (1828–1904), a local medic in
Llannerchymedd, Anglesey, built an observatory on a
stone tower at the back of his house.120 A Cambridgeeducated London solicitor, Harry Samuel Williams
(1840–1921) retired to Swansea.121
Some people born in Wales became amateur
astronomers after moving to England. For example,
William James Lewis (1847–1926), born in
Llanwyddelan, Montgomeryshire became an academic
mineralogist in Oxford, later London and then
professor of mineralogy in Cambridge. He travelled to
observe total solar eclipses in Spain in 1870 and in
Ceylon in 1871.122 Originally from Llanddulas,
Denbighshire, Robert Pritchard Davies (1823–1905)
became an Anglican cleric and amateur observer,
serving as a vicar in Gloucestershire, where he erected
an observatory.123

nomer’). Jones was born into a poor family near
Brynsiencyn, Anglesey. He received a modest education until becoming a farm labourer at the age of 12
years, following the death of his father. He also carried
out some part-time work for a local minister of
religion, which gave illicit access to the minister’s
library when he was out. Here, Jones read the Welsh
translation of Thomas Dick’s The Solar System.124

Fig. 10 John Jones (1818 – 1898), Y Seryddwr, of
Bangor, & his home-made 8-inch reflecting telescope
Journal of the Astronomical Society of
Wales, vol.1, no.4, facing page 36, 1895
Picture by the author
Ill health forced Jones to abandon heavy manual
labour. He moved to Bangor and became a slate
counter at Penrhyn Port, educating himself further in
his spare time. Although he had diverse intellectual
interests, the greatest of these was astronomy. He
constructed a small, simple refracting telescope in the
early 1860s. Dissatisfied with its performance, he
started in 1868 to build an 8-inch silver-on-glass
reflector. Jones ground the glass blank to a spherical
surface himself, sending the mirror to George Calver
for parabolising and silvering. He constructed a large
wooden tube and mount from wood. He also
constructed a 6-inch reflector and a spectroscope,
grinding a prism from a ship’s skylight.
John Jones attracted considerable notoriety for his
accomplishments, particularly given his working-class

John Jones, Y Seryddwr (1818–1898)
Of all 19th century Welsh amateur astronomers,
perhaps the figure to attract most attention was John
Jones, commonly known as Y Seryddwr (‘The Astro-
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background. Most notably, Samuel Smiles used
Jones’s example of an individual transcending difficult
personal circumstances in his writings.125 The Bangor
astronomer should not be confused with a John Jones
(c.1827–1900), born in Rhesycae, Flintshire, who
worked for a time on compiling almanacs, nor with the
amateur astronomer Lieutenant-Colonel John Jones
(1800–1875) who lived near Llyswen, Breconshire, in
the 1860s.126
Isaac Roberts (1829–1904)
The Welsh person most celebrated for his contributions
to astronomy in the 19th century was undoubtedly
Isaac Roberts, born in Y Groes in the hills west of
Denbigh. His family relocated to Liverpool while he
was still a child, where he subsequently became an
apprentice builder. He progressed through the building
trade, becoming a manager, then a partner in a
successful company of builders. He devoted much of
his spare time to educating himself, developed an
interest in geology and then astronomy. He set up a
private observatory with a 7-inch refractor and experimented with astronomical photography using camera
lenses of various sizes attached to the telescope’s
mount. He retired from business, having amassed sufficient wealth to pursue his astronomical interests.127

Fig.12 A two-hour exposure of the Andromeda
Galaxy, M31, by Isaac Roberts. The photograph was
taken on 1 Oct. 1888 from Maghull, near Liverpool,
and was among Roberts's first images to reveal
spiral structure
SSPL Image No. 10415880

Courtesy of the Science Museum, London
Encouraged by his results from small portrait
lenses, he ordered a 20-inch aperture reflecting telescope from Howard Grubb, Dublin, to perform longexposure photography at its prime focus. Roberts
recorded a series of exposures of nebulae, star clusters
and star fields from his observatory at Maghull outside
Liverpool. He relocated in 1890–1891 to a better
observing site at Crowborough, Sussex, from where he
continued his research projects, in collaboration with
his assistant William S. Franks (1851–1935).128 Roberts published reproductions of many of the better
photographs in two volumes in 1893 and 1899.129 The
aspect of this work that attracted most attention was
the realisation that the bright and dark lanes in the
great Andromeda Nebula (Messier 31) followed a
spiral structure and that the object was therefore the
largest and brightest of the spiral nebulae. Roberts
however, interpreted the object as a planetary system
undergoing formation, rather than as an independent
system beyond the Galaxy.130

Fig. 11 Isaac Roberts (1829-1904), pioneer
of long-exposure astronomical photography

Courtesy of the Royal Astronomical Society
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Mee made the acquaintance of amateur astronomers in the Cardiff area, with whom he discussed
the possibility of forming a local organisation
dedicated to amateur astronomy. Taking the initiative
with Norman Lattey (1864–1941) of Dinas Powys,
Mee called a meeting in Cardiff in December 1894 to
discuss establishing an all-Wales association which led
to the formation of the Astronomical Society of
Wales.139 Mee was elected president and editor of the
journal, Lattey as secretary and treasurer. The society
had at the outset as many as 18 vice-presidents,
intended to provide representation from across Wales.
It published its journal, monthly at first, containing
reports of meetings, various articles and Mee’s reports
of members’ observations. The journal was replaced in
1898 by a quarterly magazine, the Cambrian Natural
Observer which supplemented the astronomical material with reports of other natural phenomena, particularly weather reports. The magazine was produced,
annually at some times, up to 1910. The society held
regular meetings in Cardiff, featuring lectures. Indeed,
most of its activities were concentrated in the city.
During its lifetime, the presidents of the Astronomical Society of Wales included Arthur Mee,
Charles T. Whitmell (1849–1919), George Carslake
Thompson (1843–1906), James Waugh (1852–1910),
Rev. William Edward Winks (1842–1926), Henry Herbert Lee (1838–1920), James A. Kidd (d.1915), Albert
Taylor (1865–1930) and Dr.Percy Billups (1859–
1938).140 Of these, Whitmell and Taylor were
inspectors of schools, but Welsh astronomy lost
Whitmell when he relocated to his native Leeds in
1897.141 Taylor had earlier worked as a demonstrator
in astronomical physics at the Royal College of
Science (now Imperial College) in London, as a
research assistant to A.A. Common in west London
and as an assistant to Sir Howard Grubb in Dublin.142
Waugh was a prominent Cardiff secondary school
headteacher.143 Thompson was a barrister and
supporter of educational causes.144 Winks was a
Baptist minister in Cardiff, while Major-General Lee
of Dinas Powys was a retired army officer and Billups
a prominent medic in Barry.145 Kidd was a local
councillor in Cardiff.146 Several had private
observatories. Besides Lattey, the position of secretary
was filled by Miss E. Graham Hagerty (c.1856–1944),
Miss Annie Rule, C.D.R Andrews, Arthur Mee and
John Rees (1862–1949). Lattey had been born in India,
later moved to Bristol and died in Birmingham in
1941.147 Elizabeth Graham Hagerty and Annie Rule
were teachers, Hagerty of secondary school science.148
John Rees was a company secretary and accountant.149

Organising an Amateur Community
Some 19th century Welsh philosophical societies,
mechanics’ institutes and scientific organisations on
occasion showed an interest in astronomy.131 For
example, the Usk-born naturalist Alfred Russel
Wallace (1823–1913) wrote in his memoirs of his
experiences living in Neath in the 1840s when the local
philosophical society purchased a telescope ‘with a
four- or five-inch object glass’.132 Wallace’s one major
contribution to astronomy was his rational consideration of the possibility – or improbability – of life
elsewhere in the Universe and on Mars in particular.133
The Cardiff Naturalists’ Society formed an astronomical section in 1881, but it was disbanded the
following year.134 The Swansea Scientific Society
established a short-lived astronomical section in 1889,
but requests for the society to establish an observatory
were dismissed.135
In 1892 a journalist, author and amateur astronomer
called Arthur Mee moved from Llanelli to Cardiff to
work for the Western Mail group of newspapers. Born
in Aberdeen in 1860, he had spent part of his
childhood in Llanelli where his father had been a
newspaper editor. Mee had developed an interest in
astronomy and observed with his 8½-inch Calver
reflector.136 He wrote books and pamphlets on astronomy and a range of other subjects.137 He was in 1890
a founder member of the British Astronomical Association, serving on its large (49-strong) provisional
committee.138

Fig.13 Arthur Mee (1860–1926) using his
8½-inch Calver reflecting telescope to
observe the Sun from his Cardiff home
Evans, J.S.,Seryddiaeth a Seryddwyr (Ref.2) page 7.

Picture by the author
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and was replaced as manager of a
Colwyn Bay bank by the brother of
Rhishard Llewelyn Jones (1865–
1932), professor of physics in
Madras and deputy director of the
Kodaikanal and Madras Observatories.151
The Astronomical Society of
Wales’s membership list for 1910
had as many as 222 named
members.152 However, the Society published the last edition of
its journal – the edition for 1912 –
in 1913 and appears to have gone
into decline after this time. During the period 1910–1917, Arthur
Mee published his summaries of
amateur observations in local
newspaper Astronomical Notes
columns, rather than in publications of the society. For this,
Mee was dependent on the work
of some stalwart observers, such
as Owen John Owen (1867–1960)
of Abergavenny, Taliesyn Kenwin Jenkins (1879–1936) of
Nantyglo near Ebbw Vale,
William John Waters (b.1875) of
Abercynffig, H. Percy Wilkins
(1896–1960) and Thomas Harries
(b.1871) of Llanelli.153 Silas
Evans quoted Mee as stating that
the society came to an end with
the war.154 Billups however, was
still describing himself as president as late as November 1917.155
The early burst of activity by
the Astronomical Society of
Wales coincided with the donation of a Calver 12-inch reflecting telescope and observatory to
the city of Cardiff. A letterwriting campaign to editors of
Fig.14 The first page of the preliminary edition of the
local newspapers in 1896 called
Journal of the Astronomical Society of Wales, January
for a public observatory for the
1895, announcing the formation of the society
town.156 In response, Franklen
Picture by the author
Evans (1826–1904), a medic from
the Cardiff area, offered his observatory and instruOthers contributors to the society included the
ments to the local corporation.157 Evans had purchased
businessman Thomas Edward Heath (1849–1918) of
the telescope and observatory from William Conybeare
Cardiff, later of Tenby, and Griffith Parry Jenkins
Bruce (1844–1919), Anglican vicar of St. Nicholas in
(1860–1940), a bank employee originally from
the Vale of Glamorgan, for whom it had originally
Ceredigion.150 Jenkins emigrated to Canada in 1902
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Fig.15 The cover of the Journal of the Astronomical
Society of Wales, October 1895. The artwork was by
Joseph Morewood Staniforth (1863–1921), cartoonist
to the Western Mail group of newspapers
Picture by the author
158

been manufactured. Progress by the local council
following the gift was very slow. Eventually a site was
found at the council’s waterworks at Penylan, and the
new Cardiff City Observatory was formally opened in
1906.159 The facility was used for public education and
by the local amateur astronomy community but not for
research. Daniel James Jones (1876–1965) was
subsequently employed as the curator.160 The
observatory continued to function until the late 1970s
when it closed and was demolished.
Though impressive, the Cardiff telescope was not
the largest in Wales. Silas Evans awarded that distinction to the 18-inch Cooke reflector owned by David
Evans (1858–1910), Anglican vicar of Cynwyl Elfed,
Carmarthenshire.161
The first local astronomical society in Wales was
established in Barry in 1910, with Percy Billups serving as president.162 Arthur Mee donated his 8½-inch

Calver reflecting telescope to the new organisation.
The members built an observatory overlooking Barry
Docks, which was opened formally in May 1914.163 In
December 1921 the Barry society was joined by a
Llynfi Valley Astronomical Society around Maesteg
and in May 1922 by a Cardiff Astronomical Society,
though neither seems to have lasted in the long term.
Silas Evans noted that a majority of the Llynfi Valley
members were miners, which Allan Chapman has
contrasted with the mostly middle-class membership of
the former Astronomical Society of Wales.164
Several local amateur organisations were set up in
Wales during the middle of the 20th century, such as a
Cardiff and District Astronomical Society (1940s–
1950s) and a Cambrian Astronomical Society.165 However, only the Swansea Astronomical Society (1948–
present) succeeded in the long term. A number of
societies appeared in the later 20th century, including
the Cardiff (established 1975), the Gwynedd (1974)
and Bridgend (1982) astronomical societies. A new
Astronomical Society of Wales was established in
1981, which operated as an all-Wales organisation for
a few years, issuing a quarterly journal.166 The society
subsequently reduced its geographical ambitions to the
area around Port Talbot, when it was led by
B. E. Featherstone (1913–1995), and eventually (1994)
became the Port Talbot Astronomical Society.167
A Society for the Astronomical Study of Ancient
Monuments in Wales was established in 1908 by
Rev. John Griffith (b.1860) with the support of Sir
Norman Lockyer.168 Griffith published some enthuseiastic, but very uncritical, interpretations of prehistoric
monuments.169
20th century amateurs
The 20th century saw considerable activity by amateur
astronomers in Wales and by individuals born in Wales
working elsewhere. Arthur Philip Norton (1876–1955),
author of Norton’s Star Atlas was born in Cardiff, but
only lived in Wales as an infant.170 Carmarthenshireborn Hugh Percy Wilkins (1896–1960), one of Arthur
Mee’s correspondents in the 1910s, became a noted
observer of the Moon, director of the British
Astronomical Association’s Lunar Section and the
author of several books, including a Moon map with a
diameter of 300 inches.171 Detailed lunar drawings
were also made by Miss Evelyn Whitehead (b.c.1867;
fl.1911) of Linda Vista, Abergavenny, formerly of
Deighton Grove, near York.172
In his 1923 book Seryddiaeth a Seryddwyr, Silas
Evans devoted 33 pages to his survey of contemporary
Welsh amateur astronomy, listing over 50 individuals
alive at that time.173 Curiously, as Chapman has point-
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ed out, all were male.174 These figures ranged from
casual hobbyists, through dedicated observers to
amateur telescope makers such as William John
Waters and Taliesyn Kenwin Jenkins. One remarkable
case was that of John Alun Lloyd (b.1895) of Rhewl,
Denbighshire who had a 12½-inch reflecting telescope
mounted on a trolley that moved on rails.175

Wales, Mills received his university education in
Bangor and regularly contributed scientific articles to
Welsh-language magazines, often using the nom-deplume Sigma.
The amateur observer John Richards Owens (1899–
c.1977), sometimes spelled Owen, of Llanrhystyd near
Aberystwyth took possession of the meteorite which
fell at Pontllyfni near Caernarfon.179 The meteorite
fragments that fell in Beddgelert in Snowdonia in
1949, in contrast, found their way more speedily into
scientific collections.180
Kenneth Glyn Jones (1915–1995), originally from
New Tredegar, became a well-known amateur observer
of star clusters, nebulae and galaxies.181 An amateur
called Gordon Ellis, observing from near Llandudno,
attracted considerable notoriety when he independently
discovered a nova in the southern constellation Puppis
in 1942, within a few days of it first being recognised,
despite its very low altitude from Britain.182
20th Century Researchers
A number of people of Welsh origin pursued academic
research elsewhere in the world during the 20th
century. The pioneering meteorologist, Montgomeryshire-born Sir David Brunt (1886–1965), who used
fluid mechanics to model the Earth’s atmosphere,
began his scientific career as a research student in
astrophysics at the Cambridge Observatories.183 Idwal
Owain Griffith (1880–1941) contributed to photographic photometry at Oxford.184 Robert Atkinson
(1898–1982) was born near Rhaeadr in Radnorshire.
He became chief assistant at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich and later an academic at the University of
Indiana. He made contributions widely across
astronomy, including stellar astrophysics, nuclear
energy generation in stars, positional astronomy and
instrumentation.185
Roger Daniel Hewart Jones (b.1908) from
Aberystwyth and later Radyr near Cardiff, performed
astronomical research in Cambridge before becoming
an academic mathematician in the United States.186
Hugh Ernest Butler (1916–1978) from Cardiff became
a chief assistant at Dunsink Observatory, then principal
scientific officer at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh,
where he researched into astronomical instrumentation
and photometry.187
A native of Swansea, Edward George Bowen
(1911–1991), became a pioneer of radar before and
during the Second World War and was one of the
participants in the Tizard Mission to the United States
in 1940. He subsequently applied this expertise to
radio astronomy in Australia, which led through his
efforts to the building of the radio observatory at

Fig.16 Silas Evans (1864–1953), Anglican cleric,
amateur astronomer and author of the popular book
Seryddiaeth a Seryddwyr about astronomy
Picture by the author
Silas Evans himself was born in Pencarreg,
Carmarthenshire, near Lampeter in 1864. After gaining
a degree from Saint David’s College, Lampeter, he
entered the Anglican church and served ministries in
north and mid Wales. In 1909 he was appointed vicar
of Llanrhaeadr-ym-Mochnant, between Bala and Oswestry, which he served subsequently as a canon until
1938. He retired to Aberystwyth and later to his home
village of Pencarreg, where he died in 1953.176 Evans
wrote several books besides Seryddiaeth a Seryddwyr,
including Marvels of the Sky.177
Evans was not the first 20th century author to write
a general introduction to astronomy in Welsh. Caradoc
Mills (1883–1950), sometimes spelled Caradog,
published Y Bydoedd Uwchben: Llawlyfr ar Seryddiaeth (‘The Heavens Above: A Handbook on
Astronomy’) in 1914.178 Born in Llanrwst in North
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Parkes. Bowen had a central role in the creation of the
Anglo-Australian Telescope.188
The stellar astrophysicist David Stanley Evans
(1916–2004), from Cardiff, was awarded his PhD for
research at Cambridge with Eddington. He later
worked at the Radcliffe Observatory and Royal
Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope in South
Africa. He moved to the University of Texas at Austin,
where he became a professor of astronomy and
associate director of the MacDonald Observatory.189 A
native of Penarth near Cardiff, Barbara Middlehurst
(1915–1995) also contributed to astronomy in the
United States, particularly with lunar research and
through editing astronomical publications.190 Another
Cardiff-born scientist, the geophysicist Gareth Hubert
Stanley Jones (1924–1997) contributed in Canada to
research into lunar cratering, in particular in relation to
the manned lunar landings in the 1960s.191 David Lunt
(1942–2005) from Denbigh became an optical engineer
in the United States and developed the mirror for
NASA’s Orbiting Solar Observatory. He later
established the Coronado Technology Group to sell
telescopes with narrow-band hydrogen-alpha filters for
amateur solar observers.192
Pembrokeshire-born Dyfrig Jones (1940–1989),
became head of the Space Plasma Physics Group at the
British Antarctic Survey, where his research interests
extended to the magnetospheres of the outer planets.
Unusually, he was awarded PhD degrees by two different universities.193

Francis Greville (1749–1809), the second son of the
Earl of Warwick and developer of the town of Milford
Haven in Pembrokeshire, instigated a scheme to
establish a ‘College of King George’ at Hakin near
Milford with an astronomical observatory at the core
of the project.197 He appointed Thomas Firminger
(1775–1861), previously assistant to the Astronomer
Royal, Nevil Maskelyne, at Greenwich as superintendent.198 A collection of telescopes and other
instruments was assembled, including the noted ‘Lee’
transit circle manufactured by Edward Troughton and a
sizeable observatory building was constructed.199
However, Greville died in April 1809 and the project
was abandoned before opening. The astronomical
instruments were sold and the observatory building
ultimately fell into ruin.200
An attempt was made to establish a university
college specialising in science and technology at the
Gnoll, near Neath, as a commercial venture in the
1850s, led by the agent of the Gnoll Estate.201 The
plans included an observatory under the direction of a
Professor of Mathematics with Arthur Cayley (1821–
1895) being recruited to the post. Although primarily a
mathematician, Cayley had an interest in astronomy
and later (1872–1874) served as president of the Royal
Astronomical Society.202 The scheme proved overambitious and collapsed shortly before the planned
opening in 1857.
Non-denominational university education began
with the formation of the University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth (1872), followed by the University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire in Cardiff
(1883) and the University College of North Wales in
Bangor (1884). These new institutions did not have
degree awarding powers, preparing students instead as
external candidates of the University of London. As
such, they taught to the London syllabus, which
included some component of positional astronomy
within mathematics. Consequently, Aberystwyth had a
chair of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and
Astronomy (1872–1909), although the position was
filled by mathematicians.203 Similarly, the mathematician Henry William Lloyd Tanner (1851–1915)
served as Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in
Cardiff (1883–1909). Tanner maintained an interest in
astronomy, becoming a vice-president of the Astronomical Society of Wales, although his academic
research was almost exclusively in mathematics.204
The situation changed in 1893 when the three
university colleges established the federal University
of Wales with its own power to confer degrees and
with its own syllabus. Astronomy was consequently
lost from the title of the mathematics chairs.

Academies and Universities
A number of religious denominations established
academies to train individuals for the ministry. As
such, their curricula emphasised theology and the
liberal arts, but some academies included the physical
sciences and mathematics. In particular, the Presbyterian College in Carmarthen taught science in the
later-18th and early-19th centuries. It possessed a
number of astronomical textbooks and instruments that
were used for instruction, including a telescope, orrery
and quadrants.194 Instruments once owned by Joseph
Harris (c.1704–1764) remained in the possession of the
Methodist College at Trefeca, Breconshire.195
St.David’s College, Lampeter, which opened in
1827 as an Anglican university college, had a chair of
natural philosophy, later of science, but contributions
to astronomy extended little beyond an observation of
a meteor storm.196
There were unsuccessful attempts to establish nondenominational private colleges in Wales that would
teach a scientific and technical curriculum. Charles
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The professor of mathematics in Bangor between
1896 and 1926, George Hartley Bryan (1864–1928),
nonetheless was well prepared to teach mathematical
astronomy, having been an author of a textbook on the
subject while a fellow of a Cambridge college before
his arrival in Wales.205 Bryan was an applied
mathematician who specialised in fluid dynamics and
early aircraft aerodynamics, but did study the retention
of atmospheres by the planets of the Solar System by
applying the kinetic theory of gases inside gravitational
potentials.206
In 1926 the University College of North Wales
received a donation of a 6-inch Grubb refracting
telescope and a transit circle by the family of Arthur
Edwin Brisco Owen (1858–1925), a Berkshire
Anglican vicar whose father had come originally from
Beaumaris, Anglesey. Brisco Owen had bought the
telescope and observatory from a friend in
Constantinople where he had served as assistant
Anglican chaplain in the 1880s, subsequently erecting
them at his home at Ufton Nervet, near Reading.207
The observatory was set up in Bangor in readiness for
the total solar eclipse of 29 June 1927, equipped with a
spectrograph to photograph the solar flash spectrum,
but heavy cloud defeated attempts.208 A permanent
concrete observatory building was soon constructed on
the college’s sports field where the telescope was used
for undergraduate teaching.209 The observatory was
eventually demolished to allow for the extension of a
nearby building.210 The telescope remained in storage
in Bangor until the 1980s.211
Gwilym Owen (1880–1940), professor of physics
at Aberystwyth, published a number of popular books
and articles in Welsh about astronomy and physics.212
A few academics had sufficient interest in astronomy
for them to stand for election to the RAS. Arthur
Laidlaw Selby (1861–1942), professor of physics at
the university college in Cardiff, was elected in 1891
and continued as a fellow for the rest of his life. He
attempted to use astronomical examples to illustrate his
physics lectures.213 George Henry Livens (1886–1950),
professor of mathematics in Cardiff, and William
Jacob Jones, Professor of Chemistry, also became RAS
members.214
A fourth institution was added to the University of
Wales in 1920 with the establishment of University
College Swansea. A young researcher, Thomas George
Cowling (1906–1990) was appointed as a junior
lecturer in applied mathematics at the college in 1933,
having previously worked as a demonstrator under
Sydney Chapman at Imperial College, London.215
Originally from East London, Cowling had studied
mathematics at Oxford where he had stayed to carry

out research for his DPhil with E.A. Milne, who had
directed him towards astronomical problems. At
Swansea, Cowling pursued research into magnetic
fields in stars, particularly in sunspots, and into stellar
structure, including convection in stars and the
calculation of stellar models. In these he applied
theories of electromagnetism, the kinetic theory of
gases and plasma physics to astronomical problems.
One notable result was Cowling’s Antidynamo Theorem which argues that a perfectly axisymmetric star or
planet cannot maintain a magnetic field by a dynamo
effect.216

Fig.17 Thomas George Cowling (1906–1990), theoretical astrophysicist and applied mathematician,
lecturer in Swansea (1933–1937) & professor in
Bangor (1945–1948)
Courtesy of the Royal Astronomical Society
Cowling moved to University College Dundee in
1937 to take up a lectureship, then moved to the
University of Manchester the following year. He
returned to the University of Wales in 1945 when he
was appointed to the chair of mathematics in Bangor.
Cowling continued his theoretical research into the
magnetic field of the Sun, including of sunspots, and
solar flares. He also published a paper about oscillations of rotating stars in collaboration with his Bangor
colleague R.A. Newing (1913–1984).217 Cowling was
elected to the Royal Society in 1947. In 1948 he moved to the University in Leeds to take up a chair of
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applied mathematics and remained there for the rest of
a distinguished career. He served as president of the
RAS (1965–1967) and was awarded the society’s gold
medal.
Independently in Bangor, the applied mathematician Ll.G. Chambers performed some research
into specialised theoretical cosmological models.218
In 1946 University College Swansea appointed a
former student, W.J. Granville Beynon (1914–1996) as
an assistant lecturer.219 Beynon had worked with Sir
Edward Appleton in Slough on the transmission of
radio waves through the ionosphere of the Earth,
following his PhD research in Swansea. He continued
these research interests in Swansea, in collaboration
with a colleague, G.M. Brown, including the effects of
the Moon’s shadow during eclipses on the Earth upper
atmosphere. In 1958 Beynon moved to the University
College of Wales, Aberystwyth, where he was appointed professor of physics and head of department. He
built up a strong research group investigating the
Earth’s upper atmosphere and the Earth’s interaction
with the interplanetary medium, regularly using
sounding rockets and radar, including radar facilities
near Aberystwyth.
New staff were recruited to Aberystwyth, including
P.J.S. (Phil) Williams (1939–2003) and Lance Thomas.220 Williams had previously worked in Cambridge
on radio studies of quasars and radio galaxies, but
changed his research activity to those of Beynon’s
group, particularly upper atmosphere radar and the
solar wind.221 Plans were developed in the middle
1960s to construct a novel low-frequency radio telescope north of Aberystwyth for general astronomical
research, but government funding was not forthcoming
following a commitment to concentrate British radio
astronomy at Jodrell Bank and Cambridge.222 The
research council instead committed itself to funding
ionospheric research at Aberystwyth. Beynon was
subsequently elected to the Royal Society and was
honoured with a knighthood. Williams was elected to
the National Assembly for Wales at the time of its
establishment in 1999. The Aberystwyth group subsequently extended its research interests to include
solar activity and the Solar System more broadly with
extensive use of satellite data. This work continues
today at Aberystwyth University.
The Nuffield Radio Astronomy Laboratories at
Jodrell Bank in Cheshire operated equipment at sites in
Wales. Small temporary radio antennae were used
from sites in Flintshire and Mid Wales in the early
1960s.223 An observing station was set up at Abersoch
on the Llŷn Peninsula to photograph meteors using,
from 1957, a 12.9-inch diameter optical Schmidt cam-

era to determine heights of meteors using triangulation
between Jodrell Bank and Abersoch.224 Highly ambitious plans were drawn up in the late 1960s and 1970s
to extend the Jodrell Bank network with a new 122metre steerable radio telescope near Meifod, Montgomeryshire, the largest in the world, but proved too
costly for available government funding.225
Astronomical research was occasionally carried out
by individuals working alone. Arnold Buxton (1893–
1949), a mathematician at Cardiff Technical College,
published research articles about the properties of
images produced by astronomical telescopes.226 D.R.
Lynn Jones (1931–2000) was a lecturer in mathematics
at the Glamorgan College of Technology, later the
Polytechnic of Wales, at Trefforest, near Pontypridd.
He specialised in celestial mechanics, computing the
motions of Solar System bodies, and studied comets.227
In Cardiff, in the 1960s, Terry L. John, an applied
mathematician in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Physics at the University
College of South Wales and Monmouthshire, used
computers to calculate opacities of the ionised gas
within stars. The institution subsequently shortened its
name to University College Cardiff. Meanwhile,
Chandra Wickramasinghe, formerly of the Institute of
Theoretical Astronomy, Cambridge, was appointed to
a chair and as head of a new department of Applied
Mathematics and Astronomy in 1973.228 Several
additional astronomy academics were recruited over
the following three years who had interests across
modern astrophysics, including the interstellar medium, stellar evolution, observational extragalactic
astronomy, the chemical evolution of galaxies and
general relativity in astrophysics.229 Undergraduate
degree courses involving astronomy were established.
A 16-inch reflecting telescope was purchased for
teaching and was housed in a dome on a tall tower
block overlooking Cathays Park. Research council
grants funded new computing equipment in 1987 to
reduce and analyse observational data, particularly
Hubble Space Telescope data in advance of the
expected launch of the satellite.
University College Cardiff merged with the
University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology in 1988, when astrophysics moved to the
Department of Physics of the University of Wales
College of Cardiff, leaving a small group working on
more speculative astronomical ideas in the Institute of
Mathematics. Astrophysics research extended into
computational simulations of star and galaxy
formation, the analysis of Hubble Space Telescope
data and the signal processing of data from
gravitational radiation observatories.230 A new astro-
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nomical instrumentation group was established in the
mid-2000s. This work continues today at Cardiff
University.

sources in the study of British astronomical history are
the obituaries of fellows of the Royal Astronomical
Society, but women were excluded from fellowship
until 1915.231
Despite these challenges, it is possible to produce a
relatively coherent picture of astronomy in Wales and
by Welsh people through the ages. However, much
historical research is still needed in what has been a
comparatively neglected subject.

Analysis
The history of astronomy in Wales up to the late-19th
century is mostly a story of individuals pursuing their
interests alone, or sometimes in association with a
small number of acquaintances. Some of these achieved some notable accomplishments, particularly
given the lack of wealth and formal education that
many faced. Others found success only when they left
Wales for greener pastures elsewhere.
It was only with the development of amateur
astronomical societies, starting with the Astronomical
Society of Wales in 1895, that amateur astronomers
formed organised communities. Hitherto, Welsh astronomers lacked locally the networks available to
learned people in many other parts in Europe, although
the more wealthy had access to English or broader
British structures.
Higher-education institutions – firstly the denominational academies, later the universities – were
small until the middle of the 20th century and therefore
lacked the concentration of resources that allowed
universities in other countries to support a range of
specialised branches of science, such as astronomy. No
wealthy benefactors came forward to endow chairs in
astronomy in established institutions. The attempts to
set up an observatory and associated college at Hakin
near Milford Haven, by Charles Greville might have
produced an institution of significance, but for the illtimed death of the founder. As a consequence,
significant academic research in astronomy began in
Wales only with Thomas Cowling’s appointment as a
junior lecturer in mathematics at University College
Swansea in 1933.
The interpretation of the history of science in
Wales suffers from certain difficulties. The loss of
libraries on the dissolution of the monasteries has left a
patchy and inadequate understanding of scholarship
before the 16th century. In contrast, the parallel
process in England was alleviated to some extent by
the presence of two universities. There is a selection in
favour of members of the affluent classes in surviving
documents, such as the publications of the Royal
Society and Royal Astronomical Society, which in the
case of Wales means in favour of English-speaking
society through to the 19th century. This bias is
however, lessened for the 19th century by the
development of a vigorous Welsh-language publishing
industry. Women are particularly absent from the
historical record. One important set of reference
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Identifying the stars on Johann Bayer’s Chart of
the South Polar Sky
Ian Ridpath
Brentford, Middlesex
The first chart of the stars in the region around the south celestial pole was published
in 1603 by Johann Bayer (1572–1625) as part of his monumental star atlas called
Uranometria. This south polar chart depicted 12 entirely new constellations that had
been created only a few years earlier from stars observed during the first Dutch
expedition to the East Indies in 1595–97. Bayer’s chart plotted 121 stars in the 12
newly invented constellations. Five more stars formed a southern extension of the
existing constellation Eridanus, while another twelve stars were left ‘unformed’, i.e.
unattached to any constellation. Whereas Bayer famously applied Greek or Roman
letters to the stars in the 48 Ptolemaic constellations, he left the stars in the newly
invented constellations unlabelled. This paper attempts to identify the stars plotted
on Bayer’s chart. It also discusses the source of Bayer’s data and the origin of the 12
new southern constellations.

Chart 49 from Johannes Bayer's Uranometria (1661 reprint)
Courtesy of U.S. Naval Observatory Library
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Introduction

J

For most astronomers in the early 17th century,
Bayer’s chart was their first glimpse of this part of the
sky that lay forever hidden below their horizon. To
them, it must have been as sensational as the first
photographs of the far side of the Moon were in more
recent times. Adding to the impact, the stars on the
chart were divided into 12 new constellations
depicting various fantastic creatures the explorers had
seen on their travels, among them a spear-carrying
native, all skilfully engraved by Mair. These 12
constellations are still recognized today.
Deborah Jean Warner has described Bayer’s 49th
chart as ‘almost an afterthought’, but this seems
unfair.2 Stars from several of the new constellations
appear on the charts of the southernmost Ptolemaic
figures, so it is clear that Bayer was intent on
incorporating these newly observed stars from the
outset. Chart 49 turned Uranometria into the first allsky star atlas, and Bayer must have been alert to the
commercial advantages this would bring.
Bayer’s chart was not the very first time these new
stars and constellations had been seen, since they were
included on globes made by Petrus Plancius (15521622) and Jodocus Hondius (1563-1612) a few years
earlier. But it was this atlas that introduced these new
southern constellations to a wider public, to such an
extent that Bayer was sometimes given credit for their
invention. However, he was not the inventor, as we
shall see later.

ohann Bayer’s Uranometria, subtitled Omnium
Asterismorum Continens Schemata, Nova
Methodo Delineata, Aereis Laminis Expressa,
was the first of the great star atlases.1 Published in
Augsburg, Germany, in 1603, it consisted of 51 largescale plates, with accompanying lists of stars. Over
2,000 stars were plotted from the catalogues of Tycho
Brahe and Ptolemy, more than on any previous charts,
and embellished with classical constellation figures as
described by Ptolemy in the Almagest. The plates
were engraved by Alexander Mair, a painter and
engraver of Augsburg (c.1559–c.1620). The result
was an impressive fusion of science and art that was a
landmark in scientific publishing. So popular was the
atlas that it was reprinted several times during the
17th century.
Unlike the great majority of star charts up until
then, Uranometria depicted the constellation patterns
as they appear from Earth, rather than in reverse view
as on a globe. Hence they are far easier to match up
with the real sky. Each of the 48 Ptolemaic
constellations was afforded a full page of its own, and
the atlas concluded with plates of the northern and
southern celestial hemispheres centred on the ecliptic
poles (these hemispheres differ from the other charts
by being plotted in globe view rather than geocentric
view).
Most sensational of Bayer’s plates was the 49th,
which is the main subject of our discussion. For
convenience we will call this Chart 49, although
Bayer did not number it as such. He actually
identified his plates with a sequence of upper- and
lower-case letters at the bottom right corner; Chart 49
is designated Aaa. It covers the previously blank south
polar region of the sky. This area was blank because it
was too far south to be seen from ancient Greece.
Consequently the Almagest, the great star catalogue of
antiquity compiled by Ptolemy around AD 150,
contained no stars here and hence no constellations
either.
The first reasonably extensive set of star
observations in this region was made by members of a
Dutch trading expedition to the Far East in the years
1595 to 1597. We do not know how many new stars
they actually observed on this voyage, since the
original records are long lost. Bayer’s Chart 49 plots
140 stars, but two of them are clearly identified as
Ptolemaic (Beta Sagittarii and Alpha Centauri) and
hence are not new; they were presumably included for
orientation purposes. Two other stars also turn out to
be Ptolemaic, as we shall see below in the sections
headed ‘GRUS, the crane’ and ‘UNFORMED-3’.

Description of the plate
Bayer’s Chart 49 is plotted on an azimuthal
equidistant projection, centred on the south celestial
pole for the year 1600.3 The solstitial colure runs
vertically down the centre of the chart, and the
equinoctial colure runs horizontally. Straight lines
extend radially from the SCP at 30 degree intervals in
azimuth. Beneath the south celestial pole is the south
ecliptic pole. Both poles are encompassed by circles
of 23.5 degree radius. Radial lines also extend at 30
degree intervals from the south ecliptic pole, but here
Bayer has made a cartographical error: these lines
should be curved, not straight.4
The south celestial pole is not exactly central on
the chart, but is offset slightly towards the bottom.
This was probably done to allow a glimpse of the
Tropic of Capricorn in the upper corners. The borders
of the plate are divided into one-degree steps for
measurement purposes.5
Most of the 12 new constellations are concentrated
towards the left of the chart. This is because the effect
of precession had moved the south celestial pole
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nearly 10 degrees in the direction of Centaurus since
ancient Greek times. As a result, the ‘zone of
invisibility’ had changed position noticeably since the
Almagest was compiled.
In all, Bayer’s Chart 49 plots 140 stars (although
two may not be true stars at all, as we shall see in the
sections on Dorado and Hydrus, below). As well as
the 121 stars making up the new constellations and 12
unformed ones, the chart includes five stars forming a
southern extension of Eridanus, and two stars
identified by Bayer as Ptolemaic, presumably
included for reference. In addition, the Chart depicts
the two Magellanic Clouds (termed here Nubecula
Major and Nubecula Minor), which were already
known; they are drawn as terrestrial-type cumulus
clouds. The path of the Milky Way is a stippled band.
As noted above, Uranometria devoted a single
plate to each of the 48 Ptolemaic constellations.
Printed on the reverse of each of these was a table of
its component stars, but this was not the case for Chart
49. Instead, on the back of it Bayer simply listed the
names of the 12 new constellations, viz. Pavo,
Toucan, Grus, Phoenix, Dorado, Piscis Volans,
Hydrus, Chameleon, Apis, Apis Indica, Triangulum
Australe, and Indus. Surprisingly, no one seems to
have published identifications of the stars on Bayer’s
Chart 49 before now.

Bayer’s own data in the penultimate section of this
paper.
It should be noted that the designations of the stars
in the South Polar Region have a somewhat involved
history which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Briefly, Greek letters were first assigned to the stars in
this area by Nicolas Louis Lacaille (1713-1762) in the
1750s. Others such as Francis Baily (1774-1844) later
tinkered with the lettering, and the designations were
finally tidied up by Benjamin Apthorp Gould (18241896) in Uranometria Argentina, 1879.
APUS (Apis Indica), the bird of paradise

3. The star identifications
I have attempted to match the positions of the stars on
Chart 49 to the real sky by comparing them with
modern charts. Since considerable systematic errors
are to be expected, and are indeed present, I was
guided more by the relative positions of the stars than
their exact coordinates. The sizes of the star images
on Bayer’s chart are a poor guide to their apparent
magnitudes, and were of little help. It was possible to
identify almost all the stars on the chart with high or
reasonable confidence, the main exception being a
particularly confused area in Indus.
Below I discuss the 12 new constellations
alphabetically under their modern names. Where the
names on the chart are different from the modern
names, I add them in brackets. I then mention the five
new stars added to Eridanus, and attempt to identify
the 12 unformed stars on the chart.
A catalogue of the stars in the new Southern
Dozen constellations was eventually published by
Kepler in the Rudolphine Tables in 1627.6 Kepler’s
tables list a slightly different selection of stars in some
constellations from those shown by Bayer, which
hints at an additional source of data for the
Rudolphine Tables. We shall look at the source of

Fig.1 1, Zeta Apodis; 2, Iota Apodis; 3, Beta
Apodis; 4, Gamma Apodis; 5, Delta Apodis; 6, Rho
Octantis; 7, Omega Octantis; 8, Pi Octantis; 9, Delta
Octantis; 10, Alpha Apodis; 11, Epsilon Apodis; 12,
Eta Apodis.
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Twelve stars, all identified. The most northerly three
stars (Zeta, Iota and Beta Apodis) also appear at the
bottom of Bayer’s chart of Ara. In his text on the
reverse of that chart, Bayer mistakenly says that these
stars are part of Grus. The Rudolphine Tables offers a
somewhat different selection of stars in the tail, and
lists only 11 stars in the constellation rather than 12 as
on Bayer’s chart.
The word Apis, which means ‘bee’, is probably a
misprint for Avis, and was corrected in the
Rudolphine Tables of 1627, which named the
constellation ‘Apus, Avis Indica’. But the misspelling
Apis Indica persisted as an alternative name until
Bode’s day, two centuries later.
Lacaille cut away some of the bird’s tail in the
1750s to make room for his south polar constellation
Octans, a somewhat unfortunate move given that in
real life the bird’s tail is its main attraction.
CHAMAELEON (Chameleon), the chameleon

DORADO, the goldfish

Fig. 3 1, Nu Doradus; 2, Epsilon Doradus (faint,
partly obscured by the symbol for the south ecliptic
pole); 3, Delta Doradus; 4, Beta Doradus; 5, Alpha
Doradus; 6, Theta Doradus (faint). The two
unformed stars are: a, 30 Doradus (the Tarantula
Nebula); b, Alpha Reticuli.
Six stars, all identified; one (Epsilon) is positioned on
the chart very close to the south ecliptic pole and is
easy to miss. Three stars of Dorado are also shown at
bottom centre of Bayer’s plate of Eridanus (Chart 36).
Dorado represents not the goldfish of domestic ponds
but the colourful dolphinfish of tropical waters,
known also as mahi-mahi. Dutch explorers saw them
chasing flying fish and so Dorado was placed in the
sky behind Volans, the flying fish.8 The object near
the top of Figure 3, above Theta, was not considered
part of Dorado and was left unattached to any figure. I
identify it as Bode’s 30 Doradus, i.e. the Tarantula
Nebula

Fig. 2 1, Beta Chamaeleontis; 2, Epsilon
Chamaeleontis; 3, Delta Chamaeleontis; 4, Gamma
Chamaeleontis; 5, Zeta Chamaeleontis; 6, HR 3543;
7, Eta Chamaeleontis; 8, Theta Chamaeleontis; 9,
Alpha Chamaeleontis.
Nine stars, all identified. The Rudolphine Tables adds
a tenth star, Iota, close to Zeta; Dekker proposes that
Bayer missed this star because it fell between two
gores on the globe he is presumed to have copied
from. Chamaeleon is positioned as though it is about
to eat the fly, Musca.7

GRUS, the crane
Thirteen stars, all identified. The two prominent
optical doubles in the neck of Grus are clearly
recorded, although the separation of the pairs is
exaggerated and the orientation is wrong. Eleven stars
of Grus are repeated on Bayer’s chart of Piscis Notius
(i.e. Piscis Austrinus), the southern fish (Chart 48).
The star identified as Gamma Gruis appears to be
identical with Ptolemy’s 12th star in Piscis Austrinus,
and hence is not new. Ptolemy describes it in the
Almagest as ‘The star on the tip of the tail’. However,
Bayer visualizes the southern fish somewhat
differently from Ptolemy: he straightens out its tail so
that it does not include this star, thereby freeing it up
for transfer to Grus. At a declination of –39° 12' for
the year 1600, Gamma Gruis is the most northerly of
the stars in the 12 new constellations.
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Fifteen stars, thirteen identified. The last two in the
tail are unidentifiable with any certainty, but could be
Lambda Octantis and HR 7785 placed too far south.
Perhaps most interesting is the eighth star along the
body, which I identify as 47 Tucanae – not a star, of
course, but a 4th-magnitude globular cluster. The
presence of such an object in a star catalogue would
not be unprecedented since the Almagest lists the
brightest globular of all, Omega Centauri, as a star.
Four stars of the head of Hydrus also appear on
Bayer’s plate of Eridanus, Chart 36, but go
unmentioned in the text on the reverse. The
Rudolphine Tables listed another five stars in the
water snake, bringing the total to 20.
Hydrus has been considerably modified since its
appearance on Bayer’s chart, notably by Lacaille who
rerouted it to pass between the two Magellanic
Clouds, transferring some of its stars to Tucana in the
process. Lacaille also shortened its tail to make room
for his new south polar constellation Octans.9
Fig. 4 1, Gamma Gruis; 2, Lambda Gruis; 3, Mu-1
Gruis; 4, Mu-2 Gruis; 5, Delta-1 Gruis; 6, Delta-2
Gruis; 7, Alpha Gruis; 8, Theta Gruis; 9, Iota Gruis;
10, Beta Gruis; 11, Epsilon Gruis; 12, Zeta Gruis;
13, Eta Gruis.

INDUS, the Indian

HYDRUS, the lesser water snake

Fig. 5 1, Alpha Hydri; 2, Nu Horologii; 3, Beta
Horologii; 3, Zeta Hydri; 4, Epsilon Hydri; 6, Eta-2
Hydri; 7, Kappa Tucanae; 8, 47 Tucanae; 9, Beta
Hydri; 10, Psi Hydri; 11, Nu Octantis; 12, Alpha
Octantis; 13, Beta Octantis; 14, Unidentified; 15,
Unidentified.

Fig. 6 1, Alpha Indi; 2, Xi Telescopii; 3, Eta Indi;
4, Iota Indi; 5, HR 8027; 6, ?; 7, ?; 8, ?; 9, Delta
Indi (?); 10, Epsilon Indi (?); 11, Mu Indi; 12, Beta
Indi.
Twelve stars, nine identified, two of them with some
uncertainty. The right side of the Indian, next to Grus,
is badly confused. Two stars mark his neck and
shoulder and three mark the shafts of his spears, but
there is nothing in the sky to match at least three of
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these. Even Halley’s southern star chart has some
spurious stars in this region. The neck and shoulder
could be Theta Indi and HR 8114 misplaced some 10
degrees too far north. Presumably Delta and Epsilon
Indi are involved with the ends of the spear shafts,
albeit somewhat misplaced; Johann Bode thought so
and used them to mark the ends of the spear shafts on
the illustration of Indus in his Uranographia atlas
(1801). Bayer portrayed the Indian face-on, but the
description in the Rudolphine Tables reverses his left
and right sides, as though turning him to be seen from
behind, which is also how Bode depicted him.

peacock’s tail than are on Bayer’s chart, noting that
there are additional unformed stars here too.

MUSCA (Apis), the fly

Fig. 8 1, Alpha Pavonis; 2, Phi-2 Pavonis; 3, Phi1 Pavonis; 4, Rho Pavonis; 5, Gamma Pavonis; 6,
Upsilon Pavonis (faint); 7, Beta Pavonis; 8, Delta
Pavonis; 9, Mu Pavonis (faint); 10, Epsilon
Pavonis; 11, Kappa Pavonis; 12, Lambda Pavonis;
13, Zeta Pavonis; 14, Xi Pavonis; 15, Pi Pavonis;
16, Eta Pavonis.
Fig. 7 1, Beta Muscae; 2, Alpha Muscae; 3, Delta
Muscae; 4, Gamma Muscae.

PHOENIX, the phoenix

Four stars, all identified. Flies are the favoured prey of
chameleons, and in the sky Musca is being stalked by
the chameleon. Bayer, however, called it Apis, the
bee, apparently not realizing what insect it was
intended to be. The name Apis was widely used as an
alternative title for the constellation for over two
centuries, including by Bode in his Uranographia
atlas of 1801.
PAVO, the peacock
Sixteen stars, all identified. The only notable
inaccuracy in the chart is that the relative positions of
Beta and Upsilon Pavonis are reversed. Nine of the
stars also appear on Bayer’s plate 46, Ara. The type of
bird represented is not the common blue, or Indian,
peacock commonly seen in parks but its larger, more
colourful, and more aggressive cousin, the Java green
peacock which the Dutch explorers would have
encountered in the East Indies. On Bayer’s chart the
peacock stands on a coil of Hydrus, but Lacaille later
took away this part of Hydrus and replaced it with
Octans. The Rudolphine Tables list more stars in the

Fig. 9 1, Beta Sculptoris; 2, Iota Phoenicis; 3,
HR 8959; 4, Epsilon Phoenicis; 5, Alpha
Phoenicis; 6, Kappa Phoenicis; 7, Mu Phoenicis; 8,
HR 120; 9, Lambda-2 Phoenicis; 10, Lambda-1
Phoenicis; 11, Beta Phoenicis; 12, Delta
Phoenicis; 13, Zeta Phoenicis; 14, Eta Phoenicis.
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Fourteen stars, all identified. Third-magnitude
Gamma Phoenicis is missing, but was observed by
Frederick de Houtman on a later expedition and was
included in the list of stars in Phoenix in the
Rudolphine Tables (1627). Seven stars of Phoenix are
also shown on Bayer’s plate of Eridanus, Chart 36.
TRIANGULUM AUSTRALE, the southern
triangle

landed on the decks of the ship and provided a useful
supplement to the crew’s diet, so the sailors had good
reason to be grateful to them. All seven stars are also
shown on Bayer’s chart of Argo Navis (plate 40)
where the fish is positioned leaping against the side of
the ship. In 1844, John Herschel recommended
truncating all southern constellation names to just one
word. Francis Baily adopted the suggestion in the
British Association Catalogue (1845), and Piscis
Volans has been simply Volans ever since.10

Fig. 10 1, Alpha Trianguli Australis; 2, Delta
Trianguli Australis; 3, Beta Trianguli Australis; 4,
Epsilon Trianguli Australis; 5, Gamma Trianguli
Australis.
Five stars, all identified. The entire constellation also
appears twice elsewhere in the atlas: on plate 41
(Centaurus) and plate 46 (Ara). Plancius had
previously shown a southern triangle in a completely
different position south of Argo Navis, based on
sketchy reports from earlier seafarers, but it was not
the Triangulum Australe shown by Bayer.

Fig. 11 1, Alpha Tucanae; 2, Gamma Tucanae; 3,
Delta Tucanae; 4, Eta Tucanae; 5, Epsilon
Tucanae (partly obscured by 6); 6, Zeta Tucanae;
7, Beta Tucanae; 8, Rho Tucanae.

TUCANA (Toucan), the toucan
Eight stars, all identified. One of them, Epsilon
Tucanae, is partly obscured by the symbol for Zeta.
Bayer’s illustration shows the toucan standing on part
of Hydrus; the stars in that area have since been
transferred from Hydrus to Tucana. Similarly, in
Bayer’s day the Small Magellanic Cloud (then called
Nubecula Minor) was considered to be part of Hydrus,
and was listed as such in the Rudolphine Tables, but it
now lies within the boundaries of Tucana.
VOLANS (Piscis Volans), the flying fish
Seven stars, all identified. No doubt seafarers saw
these fish being chased by the predatory Dorado and
placed them in the sky together. Sometimes the fish

Fig. 12 1, Zeta Volantis; 2, Kappa Volantis; 3,
Gamma Volantis; 4, Epsilon Volantis; 5, Alpha
Volantis; 6, Delta Volantis; 7, Beta Volantis. There
is also a field star: a, Beta Carinae.
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ERIDANUS, the river
In addition to the 12 new constellations mentioned
above, Bayer’s Chart 49 includes a southern extension
of the Ptolemaic constellation Eridanus†. The five
stars making up this extension can also be found on
Bayer’s individual plate of Eridanus (Chart 36), where
they are clearly labelled Iota, Kappa, Phi, Chi and
Alpha. These remain their designations today.
Alpha, the southern end of the extended river, is
named by Bayer as Acarnar, although we know it
today as Achernar; both these names come from the
Arabic akhir al-nahr, meaning end of the river.12 At
magnitude 0.5, Achernar is by far the brightest of the
new stars on Chart 49. In the Almagest, the river
ended at the star which Bayer labelled Theta Eridani.
These five new stars of Eridanus were not listed in the
Rudolphine Tables.

star. The star plotted by Bayer on the opposite side of
the Large Magellanic Cloud is the only real
uncertainty. It seems most likely to be Beta Mensae,
with a longitude error. Bayer missed off a sixth star in
this region, Beta Reticuli, even though it is marked on
two earlier globes by Hondius; evidently this was
simply a copying error. In 1621 Isaac Habrecht
produced a globe on which he created a new
constellation, Rhombus, from four of these unformed
stars – Gamma Hydri, Nu Hydri, Alpha Reticuli and
Beta Reticuli. Rhombus was subsequently dropped by
Lacaille, who introduced the smaller Reticulum in
part of the same area.13
UNFORMED – 2

UNFORMED – 1

Fig. 14 1, Omega Carinae; 2, Upsilon Carinae; 3,
Beta Carinae; 4, Epsilon Carinae; 5, Alpha Pictoris.
Five stars around Volans, all identified. Bayer
incorporated four of them in his illustration of Argo
Navis (Chart 40), where he labelled them d, d
[again!], Nu and Mu.

Fig. 13 1, Nu Hydri; 2, Gamma Hydri; 3, Beta
Mensae(?); 4, 30 Doradus (the Tarantula Nebula);
5, Alpha Reticuli.

UNFORMED – 3

Five stars, all identified although one with some
uncertainty. The ‘star’ between the Large Magellanic
Cloud (labelled Nubecula Major on the chart) and the
south ecliptic pole I identify as 30 Doradus, i.e. the
Tarantula Nebula; hence it is not a true star at all,
although to the naked eye it does appear like a fuzzy
-----------†
Knobel says that this extension of Eridanus is first
shown on a Plancius map of 1594, but he is wrong;
only the Ptolemaic stars are shown on that chart, and
not very accurately.11
-------------

Fig. 15 1, Alpha Microscopii; 2, Eta Arae.
In addition to these twelve unformed stars in the lower
half of the chart, there are two outliers towards the
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top. One is north of Indus, in the area of sky now
occupied by Lacaille’s Microscopium. This seems to
be Alpha Microscopii, which was among six
unformed stars outside Piscis Austrinus listed in the
Almagest. Presumably Bayer recognized it as a
Ptolemaic star but included it to tie-in his chart with
the southernmost Ptolemaic constellations.
The other outlier on Chart 49 lies above
Triangulum Australe and is Eta Arae. This one is
genuinely new (i.e. non-Ptolemaic). Bayer included it
on his plate of Ara where he labelled it Theta Arae.
Hence Ara in Bayer’s atlas contains eight stars,
whereas the Almagest lists only seven.
ACKNOWLEDGED PTOLEMAIC STARS
As well as the two Ptolemaic stars on Chart 49 which
he did not identify (see above under Grus and
Unformed – 3), Bayer included two others which he
clearly acknowledged as such. These are labelled ‘Pes
dexter Sagittarii’ (right foot of Sagittarius) and ‘Pes
laevus Centauri’ (left foot of the Centaur), i.e. Beta
Sagittarii and Alpha Centauri. Alpha Centauri is,
however, placed about 4 degrees too far north.

Bayer’s sources
We now come to the underlying question: what was
the source of Bayer’s star positions for Chart 49?
Bayer himself is not much help in providing answers.
In the text on the reverse of Chart 49, he gives credit
to the Italian explorers Amerigo Vespucci (14541512) and Andrea Corsali (1487-?), the Spaniard
Pedro de Medina (1493-1567) and, above all, the
‘skilled navigator’ Petrus Theodorus. This is far from
the whole story, as we shall see, and Bayer’s rather
vague attribution strongly suggests that he was either
not fully aware of the provenance of his data or was
deliberately obfuscating.
Dekker makes it clear that, contrary to Bayer’s
assertion, little useful knowledge of the southern stars
was contributed by Vespucci, Corsali or de Medina,
although she does credit Vespucci with the first
known observations of the Magellanic Clouds and the
Coalsack nebula.14 In fact, as the end of the 16th
century approached, knowledge of the southern skies
remained disappointingly sketchy.
Petrus
Plancius
(1552–1622),
a
Dutch
cartographer and theologian, was determined to see
the blank area of southern sky filled in. When the first
Dutch trading expedition, called the Eerste
Schipvaart, sailed for the East Indies in 1595 April,
Plancius instructed several members of the ships’
crews to make positional observations of the southern
stars. Foremost among these trusted observers was

Pieter Dirkszoon Keyser (c.1540–96), the ‘Petrus
Theodorus’ referred to by Bayer, also known as Peter
Theodore. He was chief pilot on the Hollandia and
later on the Mauritius. Others mentioned in accounts
of the scientific programme on the voyage are Vechter
Willemsz (the original pilot of the Mauritius), Pieter
Stockmans and Frederick de Houtman (1571–1627),
younger brother of the expedition’s leader, Cornelis
de Houtman. As well as astronomical observations, all
four made measurements of the deviation of a
compass needle, a technique then being assessed as a
means of finding longitude.
On the outward journey, the fleet of four ships
arrived at Madagascar in 1595 September and
remained anchored there for several months to
resupply and recover, since scurvy and malnutrition
were rife. This is undoubtedly where most of the
celestial observations were made. According to a
contemporary account by the Dutch historian and
geographer Paul Merula, Keyser observed from the
crow’s nest with an instrument given to him by
Plancius, although he does not say what sort of
instrument it was.15 It is unlikely to have been
anything as simple as a navigator’s cross-staff, but
could well have been a universal astrolabe, also
known as an astrolabium catholicum, of the sort
popularized by Gemma Frisius.16
The fleet eventually reached Sumatra in 1596
June, before moving on to Java where Keyser died.
Vechter Willemsz had already died in January after
leaving Madagascar, and we hear little more of any
contributions by Pieter Stockmans. Of all the
members of Plancius’s team of observers, it was de
Houtman who was to emerge as the most significant.
When the much-depleted expedition arrived home
in 1597 August, the astronomical and magnetic results
were handed over to Plancius.17 There probably was
no finished star catalogue as such, just a collection of
disparate observations by various members of the
team. It seems that de Houtman must have kept a copy
of his own observations, and possibly those of the
others as well, for he was to publish them six years
later as part of the first-ever catalogue of the southern
stars.18
Plancius used the star positions from the first
voyage on a series of celestial globes, the first of
which was engraved and published by Jodocus
Hondius in 1598. An inscription on this globe,
evidently written by Plancius, credits the observations
of the southern stars to Keyser and ‘other lovers of
astronomy’. Further, it tells us that these observers
used Achernar as their fundamental star, observing it
repeatedly to establish its position as 9° 45' longitude
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(in the sign of Pisces) and 59° 30' latitude.19 This
compares favourably with a modern computation for
Achernar of 339° 39' and -59° 22' for the year 1600.
Hondius produced revised versions of this globe in
1600 and 1601.
Plancius passed on descriptions of the 12 new
constellations to Paul Merula, the librarian of Leiden
University, who included them in his Cosmographiae
Generalis of 1605 [see Table]. But no catalogue of the
stars on Bayer’s chart, with coordinates and
magnitudes, was published prior to the Rudolphine
Tables in 1627, some 29 years later. We might note
that some of these stars appeared in de Houtman’s
catalogue of 1603, but overall he observed a different
selection [see Table]. To use the language of modern
software development, de Houtman’s catalogue was a
separate fork from the Plancius–Hondius–Bayer line.
So, to return to our initial question: where did
Bayer get his information on the southern stars?
Warner surmised that he had a manuscript copy of
Keyser’s observations.20 However, Dekker has shown
that Bayer almost certainly did not use original
sources at all: instead, he simply copied the star
positions from the globes by Hondius published in
1600 and 1601.21 This does not preclude the
possibility that he also had some written observations
from the Eerste Schipvaart, but if so he apparently
made little or no use of them.
After Bayer’s death, his fellow German Jakob
Bartsch (c.1600-1633) passed his records on to
Kepler, who published them in catalogue form in the
Rudolphine Tables.22 What Plancius did with the raw
observations he received from the Eerste Schipvaart
we do not know, but certainly they were never
published.
Origin of the 12 new southern constellations
As well as the sources for the star positions, there is a
second, related question of interest: who divided these
newly observed stars into the 12 constellations found
on the Plancius/Hondius globes and Bayer’s Chart 49?
Here the evidence is less clear-cut.
Usually the new Southern Dozen are credited
jointly to Keyser and de Houtman, but Dekker has
argued strongly that the real credit is due to Plancius,
and Plancius alone.23 She writes: ‘Plancius could not
withstand the temptation to make new constellations,
whenever he had the opportunity to do so.’ Examples
are his inventions of Columba, Monoceros and
Camelopardalis, as well as several others that did not
stand the test of time.
However, this is not a compelling argument. In the
inscription on the 1598 Hondius globe, Plancius takes

credit for having instigated the observations of the
southern skies carried out by Keyser et al, but makes
no claim regarding the invention of the constellations.
Many of Plancius’s confirmed inventions had
religious themes, since he was also a theologian, but
none of the new Southern Dozen do.
Many cataloguers of the stars found it impossible
to resist inventing new constellations, prominent
examples being Johannes Hevelius (1611-1687),
Nicolas Lacaille and Jérôme Lalande (1732-1807).
Hence it would be no surprise if the observers on the
Eerste Schipvaart felt similarly inspired.
Dekker further argues that the choice of
constellations to be illustrated was strongly influenced
by the ‘fascinating pictures of the New World’ that
had already been printed on charts and in books.24 But
these sources would also have been available to the
explorers on the Eerste Schipvaart. They might well
have carried some of these publications with them and
found inspiration therein for their constellation
patterns. And they would have the advantage of
having seen these things for themselves.
After Keyser died, de Houtman would certainly
have had access to his observations, and might well
have been the custodian of them on the voyage home.
We can easily imagine de Houtman whiling away the
time at sea by collating the team’s observations,
grouping them into constellations representing the
wondrous things they had seen and planning a more
extensive observational campaign of his own for some
future voyage. On this scenario, Plancius would
deserve credit for visualizing the Southern Dozen
constellations of Keyser and de Houtman, but not
actually inventing them.
Without further information, all this is speculation.
The fairest thing we can say is that Keyser, de
Houtman and Plancius all deserve a share of the credit
for the Southern Dozen, with assistance from some
other members of the crew of the Eerste Schipvaart.25
A final word about Frederick de Houtman. In 1598
he and his elder brother Cornelis sailed again for the
East Indies, this time with Frederick captaining one of
the two ships. On this voyage Cornelis was killed and
Frederick was imprisoned for two years by the Sultan
of Atjeh in northern Sumatra. During his incarceration
Frederick studied the local Malay language and
observed the southern stars. In 1603, following his
return to the Netherlands, he published a Dutch–
Malay dictionary with a star catalogue as an appendix
– perhaps the most unlikely example of astronomical
publishing in history. In the Introduction to the book
he wrote: ‘Also added [are] the declination of several
fixed stars which during the first voyage I have
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observed around the South Pole; and during the
second [voyage], in the island of Sumatra, improved
upon with greater diligence, and increased in number.’
De Houtman’s 1603 catalogue contained
coordinates and magnitudes for 303 stars, of which
111 were in the Southern Dozen constellations. From
his location in northern Sumatra, about 5.5° north, he
would not have been able to see all the way to the
south celestial pole. His statement implies that the
most southerly of the stars in his catalogue were
observed during the first voyage, presumably when
the fleet was at Madagascar, although there would
have been opportunities to observe the South Polar
Region during the second voyage, too.
De Houtman never mentioned the work of Keyser,
which has led to accusations that he plagiarized his
deceased shipmate’s observations.26 This might have
been true of the most southerly stars, too low to see
from northern Sumatra, but de Houtman’s catalogue
contains only a handful of those. There seems no good
reason to doubt that most, if not all, of de Houtman’s
catalogue embodies his own observations, made over
the course of the two voyages.

As an aside, it is worth noting that relations
between Keyser and the de Houtman brothers broke
down during the Eerste Schipvaart over the proposed
promotion of Keyser to captain of the Hollandia after
her original captain died. The bad feeling engendered
by this dispute may be why de Houtman failed to
mention Keyser in his catalogue, and also why
Plancius, for whom Keyser was a surrogate, never
referred to de Houtman’s observations either.
In the Introduction to his book, de Houtman stated
that his motives in making this second survey and
publishing the catalogue were to ‘serve all sailors,
who navigate south of the equinoctial line and are of
interest to all lovers of astronomy or the mathematical
arts’. Here, perhaps, we can see Halley, who was to
make a follow-up survey of the southern skies from St
Helena three quarters of a century later.
So perhaps the story of the invention of the
Southern Dozen is more complex than has previously
been considered. Although de Houtman has been
accused of plagiarism, it may actually be that the
opposite is true, namely that he has received
insufficient recognition for his role in creating the 12

TABLE:
Number of stars in the 12 new southern constellations as given in various early sources
Constellation
A

Number of stars
B

C

D

Apus
Chamaeleon
Dorado
Grus
Hydrus
Indus
Musca
Pavo
Phoenix
Triangulum Australe
Tucana
Volans

12
9
6
13
15
12
4
16
14
5
8
7

12
10
6
13
15
12
4
15
14
4
8
7

11
10
6a
13
20b
12
4
23
15
5
8
7

9
9
4
12
15c
11
4
19
13
4
6
5

Total

121

120

134

111

NOTES:
A = Johann Bayer’s Uranometria, Chart 49 (1603)
B = Paul Merula, Cosmographiae Generalis (1605)
C = Johannes Kepler, Rudolphine Tables (1627)
D = Frederick de Houtman’s catalogue (1603)
a

The Rudolphine Tables lists the Nubecula Major among the stars of Dorado, but I have not included it in the star total here.
The Rudolphine Tables lists the Nubecula Minor among the stars of Hydrus, but I have not included it in the star total here.
c
de Houtman lists the Nubecula Minor as part of Hydrus, but I have not included it in the star total here. de Houtman’s
catalogue has no entry for the LMC at all.
b
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new southern constellations.

9. Ridpath, I., Star Tales Hydrus, online at

Conclusion

10. Herschel, J., Monthly Notices of the Royal

http://www.ianridpath.com/startales/hydrus.htm
The great majority of the stars on Chart 49 in Bayer’s
Uranometria star atlas can be identified with high or
moderate confidence. Of the 140 stars on the chart,
two are identified by Bayer as Ptolemaic. We have
found that another two are also Ptolemaic: the one
now known as Gamma Gruis and the unformed star
north of Indus. Hence there are 136 genuinely new
(i.e. non-Ptolemaic) stars plotted on the chart. Two of
these ‘stars’ are probably not really stars at all, but
deep-sky objects. If the identifications in this paper
are correct, then Bayer’s Chart 49 contains the first
recorded observations of the globular cluster 47
Tucanae and the bright gaseous nebula in the Large
Magellanic Cloud now known as the Tarantula
Nebula (NGC 2070, or 30 Doradus).
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William Crabtree and the date of Easter
David Sellers
Leeds Astronomical Society & founder member of the
Society for the History of Astronomy
A previously unknown treatise by William Crabtree (c.1603-c.1644) has recently
been unearthed in the Lancashire Record Office. The treatise, in manuscript form
and written in 1640, deals with the controversy over the long-term impact of the
Julian Calendar – then in use in England – upon the ecclesiastical dating of Easter.
By Crabtree’s time, the timing of the Easter celebration in England was often several
weeks adrift of the intentions of the early Church Fathers. The Gregorian Calendar,
which Roman Catholic countries had adopted as long ago as 1582 in order to resolve
the problem, was still vehemently resisted by the English state.
This is possibly the only surviving manuscript in Crabtree’s own hand. In it, he
displays noteworthy dispassionate objectivity as he outlines the astronomical basis
for the Easter date and explains why it has gone awry.

Fig.1 Crabtree watching the transit of Venus A.D.1639 – One of the twelve magnificent murals in Manchester
Town Hall, completed by Ford Madox Brown in 1893, the year of his death. At the time of the transit, Crabtree
would have been in his mid-thirties – somewhat younger than depicted here!
Image by Courtesy of Manchester Libraries, Information and Archives, Manchester City Council

Introduction

T

he astronomer, William Crabtree (c.1603 –
c.1644) of Broughton in present-day Salford, is
best remembered for the observation of the
1639 transit of Venus – the first to have been
witnessed – that he and his friend Jeremiah Horrocks
conducted. With each transit of Venus season – they
occur in 8-year separated pairs no more than once a
century – the story of Crabtree and Horrocks has been

retold and their memory has been reinforced. Horrocks
considered his friend ‘a man who has few superiors in
the mathematical sciences’, and yet very little of
Crabtree’s work has been published.1 Indeed, very
little of it has survived.
The only material potentially in his own hand
hitherto known to have survived is of a nonastronomical nature: a Book of Rates for Lancashire,
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and a plan of the Booth Hall Estate.2 Recently
however, a six-page treatise in his name, which has an
astronomical theme and appears to be in the
astronomer’s own hand, has been found in the
Lancashire Archives. The manuscript, entitled A
Discourse concerninge the Moveable Feasts, was
brought to light as a result of researches by the
Lancashire playwright, Eric Northey, for his play ‘The
Transit of Venus’.3 The play was premiered at Manchester’s 24:7 festival in NW England in the summer
of 2012.4

Calendar Reform
The manuscript in the Lancashire Archives, written
during 1640, is a treatise on the date of Easter and its
astronomical basis.
At the time, Protestant England was still using the
Julian year – steadfastly refusing to implement the
calendar reform instituted by the Papal Bull, Inter
Gravissimas, of Gregory XIII in 1582. The
ecclesiastical calendar being operated in England in
Crabtree’s time, and until 1752, was still essentially
that decreed by the Council of Nicaea in 325 CE and
modified in 532 CE by Dionysius Exiguus at the
behest of Pope John I. The calendar reform of Gregory
was viewed with great suspicion amongst the English
Protestants - especially those of a puritan outlook. The
mathematician, John Wallis, was typical in arguing, as
late as 1699, that behind the proponents of calendar
alteration there was
a latent Popish interest, which (under other
specious pretences) sets it on foot; in order to
obtain (in practise) a kind of tacit submission to the
Pope’s Supremacy, or owning his Authority. And
though they be so wise as to say nothing of it at
present (for the Bait is designed to Hide the hook
till the Fish be caught,) they will please themselves
to have gain’d de facto, what in words we
disclaim.5
The Julian Year, Wallis claimed, was much more
advisable than the Gregorian Year, ‘which is a thing so
notorious, that no Astronomer (who understands the
Methods of Astronomical calculations) though a
Papist, can be ignorant of; however they may please to
dissemble it’.6
Nevertheless, by the mid-seventeenth century, it
was a source of consternation to many that England
celebrated Christmas 10 days later than Catholic
countries and, more crucially from a doctrinal point of
view, Easter and all the moveable feasts derived from
it - such as Lent, Palm Sunday, Ascension Day and
Pentecost - were celebrated at different times.

Fig.2 Rules for calculating the date of Easter and
other feasts, in the Church of England's Book of
Common Prayer – 1668 edition.

Image by D. Sellers
Courtesy of Leeds City Library
This ‘crisis’ of dating is the subject taken up by
Crabtree, at the request of acquaintances, and he
commences his Discourse by explaining that,
Forasmuch as a Rumor hath of late beene spread
that the Moveable Feasts are not kept this yeare by
the Church of England at the right tymes, but that
all our Almanacke Wryters are mistaken therein,
And thereuppon, many have inquired of mee what I
thought concerninge the same, I thought it not
amisse, briefly, to collect some few generall notes
concerninge this occasion (though not in Defence
of our Almanacke Wryters, many of whom I knowe
to followe theire Ephemerides like a blynd man his
uncertaine guide).7

The basis of the Easter date
In order to have his readers understand how matters
have become so problematic, Crabtree first of all
explains the history of the process for assigning the
dates of Easter. It is clear from the outset that the date
has an astronomical basis. The Biblical account of the
Passion places the Last Supper at the time of the
Jewish Passover Feast. This feast was commanded to
be on the evening of the 14th Nisan. Nisan was the
first month of the Jewish year and it started on the day
of the New Moon nearest to the vernal equinox. The
Passover consequently was necessarily in Spring and
was roughly halfway through a lunation – i.e. at the
time of a full moon. The Crucifixion was on a Friday,
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the day before the Jewish Sabbath, and the Resurrection, three days later, which Easter commemorates,
was on a Sunday. Thus, already, the dating of future
Easters was going to involve pretty difficult
harmonization of astronomical periods which were
basically incommensurable: in other words, the length
of the tropical year (the period between successive
vernal equinoxes) and the lunar month (the mean
period between successive New Moons).
Nevertheless, as Crabtree puts it, ‘soe it [Easter] might
agree most seasonably with the tyme of the
resurrection and be alsoe distinguished both from the
Passeover of the Jewes & those Judiaized Christians –
which in those days were called Quartadecimanall
hereticks’, the Council at Nicaea in 325 CE concluded
that Easter should be on ‘first Lord’s day followinge
the 14th day of the moones age in the first moneth
(which moneth take beginning at the new moone next
to the vernall Equinox).’ Moreover, the Nicaean
Church fathers, taking advice from mathematicians in
Alexandria, deemed the vernal equinox to be fixed at
21st March. The quartadecimans, referred to by
Crabtree, believed that Easter should simply be on the
14th day of the lunar month, regardless of the day of
the week. For more detail on the origins of the dating,
he directs the reader to the detailed exposition of St
Ambrose (in his Epistle to the bishops of Aemilia) and
to the lengthier treatise on The Reckoning of Time, by
the Venerable Bede (c.673–735) – especially chapter

57, which gives a formula for finding the age of the
Moon on 1st January (the Epact).8 Clearly, Crabtree
had access to a good library.
Having ‘fixed’ the date of the vernal equinox, the
next step of ‘the Mathematicians present at the
Counsell’, according to Crabtree, was to establish a
procedure for determining the dates of the full moons.
This was facilitated by devising a
Decemnovenall or Paschall cycle consistinge of 19
numbers, which in continuall succession were
attributed to every yeare ... These numbers in
respect of their notable use were written in lettres
of gould, afterwards called goulden numbers and of
these (in Imitation of one Meton an Athenian who
lived about the 86 Olympiad, with some little
alteration and correction) they composed a Table (1
Copy whereof I have) wherein first setting downe
the dayes of everie moneth, they soe disposed these
19 numbers unto the dayes of the moneths, that the
number belonginge to everie yeare should stand
against the day of the moneth wherein the moone
did change. And from hence, they gathered the
tyme of the next newe moone to the Vernal
Equinox (or 21th Marty) in everie yeare, from
whence, accountinge 14 dayes inclusivelye, the
next Lords day followinge was to bee celebrated
for Easter day.
This was the method was later improved by
Dionysius Exiguus, ‘a Roman Abbott’, in 532

Fig.3 The Golden Number explained and the feast days – at the time Crabtree was writing –
in the Book of Common Prayer (1633 edition). The columns (1) the Year; (2) the Golden
Number; (3) the Dominical letter; (4) Septuagesima; (5) the first day of Lent; (6) Easter; (7)
Rogation week; (8) Ascension Day; (9) Whitsunday; (10) Advent Sunday.
Image by D. Sellers, courtesy of Leeds City Library
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Easter adrift
By 1640, however, Crabtree explains, the English
ecclesiastical calendar, still following Dionysius, ‘fals
wyde of the intention of the Counsell in Celebration of
the moveable Feasts, some tymes one some tymes 2
yea 3 4 & 5 weeks’. Consequently, he continues, ‘in 40
yeares last past wee have fayled in 19 and have
Celebrated our Easter some tymes uppon the second
Sunday after the second full moone after the Vernall
Equinox as in the yeares 1603 1614 1617 and soe it
wilbe againe in the next yeare 1641 if our account be
not reformed.’
The disarray of the church calendar was, at root,
due to stubborn astronomical facts that were not
appreciated by the Nicaean Council and Dionysius.
‘True it is’, explains Crabtree, ‘that those Calendars
of theirs, would have exactly shewed the dayes of
the Lunations and the tymes of the moveable feasts
in all ages, if that the Solar yeare had beene of the
same quantitie which the Politicall year [has] which
wee observe. And if that alsoe, the Lunations themselves did exactly returne to their pristine termes
every 19 yeares. But neither of these are exactlie
soe ... And therefore, it is that in processe of tyme,
many little errors, heaped together, are now become apparent.’
The first problem was the discrepancy between the
Julian year and the tropical year:
...our Politicall yeare, which wee observe, consists
of 365 dayes & 6 howres, whereas the true Solar
yeare containes but 365 dayes 5 howres 49
min...about 11 minuts less than the Politicall yeare
…
This value for the tropical year compares with the
modern value of 365d 5h 48m 46s (Copernicus had
assumed 365d 5h 49m 29s and the Gregorian calendar
implied 365d 5h 49m 12s).
Secondly,
... the Paschall Cycle, ordayned by the Counsell of
Nice & Dionisius, was not exactly answerable to
the period of the moones meane Lunations. For the
Moone returnes to her meane Lunation in 6939
dayes, 16 howres, 32 min circiter, but 19 of our
yeares contayne 6939 Days 18 howres. Soe that the
Revolution of everie true Paschall Cycle, in that
respect, comes short of our Civill Cycle 1 houre 28
min. And by this meanes, since the tyme of the
nicene Counsell, the dayes of the moones true
Lunations & the true seates of the Goulden
numbers, are anticipated above Foure dayes before
the dayes whereupon they fell in those tymes.

Most of Crabtree’s contemporaries would have
turned to one of the massively popular almanacs for
enlightenment about calendrical matters (by the 1660s,
one family in three was buying an annual almanac).9
They would have looked in vain he claims, however,
for any explanation related to the errors introduced by
the second cause: the lunar motion.
The former of these causes hath beene touched by
some of our Almanacke wryters and amonge the
rest by my Friend & Countreyman Mr Booker, but
the latter not taken notice of by anie of them, that I
have seene, though many tymes (if they understood
it), this hath not the lesse share in causinge the
difference, as I could shew at large if I had an
Artist to heare mee.
John Booker (1603-1667), whom Crabtree
interestingly describes as his friend, was a celebrated
astrologer and almanac compiler – ‘the greatest and
most compleat astrologer in the world’, according to
William Lilly in 1640.10 In his 1641 Almanack et
prognosticon he did deal with this second cause.11 In
1664 he went on to produce an in-depth treatise on the
date of Easter.12 Booker was a contemporary of
Crabtree and may even have been a fellow pupil at the
Manchester Grammar School.13
The slippage of the date of Easter from its true
position, as a result of these causes, could only get
worse:
Neither will this inconvenience (if it be one) stay
where it is, but as it hath by little and little come to
this, which we see, soe (if it bee not reformed), it
will proportionallie increase still.
It is worth noting that the phrase ‘if it be one’
presages Crabtree’s ambivalence to the importance of
such an anomaly.
The problem had been recognised at least since the
mid-fourteenth century – for example, Pope Clement
IV in 1345 wrote to John of Murs and Firmin of
Belleval, seeking their advice on the correction of the
calendar.14 The solution, if one was desired, had long
since been found and implemented, at least beyond
English shores:
This imperfection of the Julian or Dionisian
account (though not then soe great) was perceaved
and complained of 300 yeares since. And in tyme
reformed in the Roman Church by the authoritie of
Pope Gregorie the 13th, Anno Chr 1582 by the
helpe of Aloysius Lilius and Christopherus Clavius,
and ten dayes added to the number of the dayes of
the Julian moneth. Soe that day which is the 11th
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the moveable Feasts, will hold without sensible
errors for many hundred yeares.
The argument that the adding of 10 or 11 days to
the date in the English calendar, so as to match the
Gregorian one – i.e. a one-off deleting of this number
of days from a given month – might then ‘breed a confusion’, Crabtree dismisses, saying that ‘confusion (if
anie) would be onlie once’.
In any event, he claims, there is ‘a middle way’,
avoiding the insertion of extra days. The ecclesiastical
calendar could be so reformed that
by the Epact & Golden number, newlie therein
inserted and certaine Equations to bee there unto
annexed, the moveable feasts might bee certainly
designed, in their due tymes, as at the first institution, without sensible error for many hundreds of
yeares, and yet, the dayes of our moneths bee
numbred still as they are, As I doubt not is knowne
by authoritie, if they thought fit, soe to alter our
former Calendar.
Presumably, this would have left the English
calendar at odds with the Gregorian one, but with the
requisite link of Easter to astronomical phenomena
more credibly secured.

Fig.4 A table of Golden Numbers – said to be
valid in the New Style calendar until 1900,
from the 1778 edition of James Ferguson's
Astronomy Explained.

Image by D. Sellers
of our moneth is the 21th of theirs, whereby they
have brought the Equinoxes neare to the same day
of their moneth which they fell uppon at the tyme
of the Counsell of Nice. And by the helpe of the
Epact have reformed the seates of the Lunations in
the Paschall Cycle and ordained the omittinge of
certain Leape yeares, (viz) in the yeares 1700,
1800, 1900, 2100 etc., omittinge three Leape yeares
in 400 yeares, whereby their Calendar for keepinge

Fig.5 Pope Gregory XIII.
A History of the Popes of Rome
by Leopold von Ranke (1850)
Courtesy of Leeds City Library
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Origin of the discourse
Why did William Crabtree write this treatise? It seems
reasonable to take his explanation at face value: He
was prevailed upon by acquaintances, in view of his
expertise in the ‘mathematical sciences’. He himself is
not campaigning for a change. Nor is he strongly
defending the status quo. He does not seem too concerned about whether or not the date of Easter, together
with all the associated feasts, is correctly computed.
In the meane, for Conclusion, I say that though our
moveable Feasts here in England be not kept at
such tymes of the yeare, in respect of the Suns
Course as by the Nicens counsell was appointed or
intended, yet are they designed and kept by the
same Rules which our state hath ever observed.
And in that respect our Church differs not from her
former customes, nor our Almanacks from their
accustomed formes. And thus hopinge that these

few lines may give satisfaction to some and, rightlie understood bee offensive to none, I submit my
selfe & them, to the Candid Censure of indifferent
Judgments, And rest, Frend to all ingenious Artists,
Wi: Crabtrie
This stance seems to confirm the longstanding
supposition that Crabtree was from the protestant
section of the community, since a Roman Catholic
would hardly have viewed the alternative calendars
with such equanimity.
Is the manuscript in Crabtree’s own hand? It is
possible, of course, that it, the two surviving Books of
Rates, and the Booth Hall Estate map are all simply
copies of originals. Each one is in a different script.
However, the existence of marginal notes in several
places, apparently by Crabtree, suggest that this is the
author’s own draft of the treatise.

Fig.6 An extract from the final page of Crabtree's Discourse concerninge the Moveable Feasts.
From the Kenyon Family of Peel Hall collection, Lancashire Archives (ref DDKE/Box 36/11).
Reproduced by kind permission of Lord Kenyon.
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How did the manuscript come to be in the Kenyon
Family of Peel Hall Collection at the Lancashire
Archives? There is a good chance that it was Dr
Richard Wroe (1641-1718), Warden of the Collegiate
Church in Manchester, who discovered this treatise
and that it found its way - upon his death via his third
wife, Dorothy Kenyon - into the estate of the Kenyon
family. Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal,
believed that Wroe was a ‘neighbour’ of Crabtree;
though he was a child when Crabtree died.15
Presumably this merely meant that he lived in the same
locality or region. Nevertheless, it was Wroe who
helped John Worthington (his former university tutor)
in the search for surviving Crabtree-Horrocks papers
that ultimately prepared the way for the Royal
Society’s publication of Horrocks’s Opera Posthuma
(1672).16

to stock a library with which he had a connection (e.g.
Chetham’s), but they include works by Kepler, Harriot,
Longomontanus, Lansberg, Ramus, Scheiner, Clavius,
Schöner, and other notable astronomers or
mathematicians.
It is possible that Wroe came across the Easter
discourse following the search for Crabtree material
instigated by Worthington. At any rate, he had a
personal interest in the astronomical basis of the Easter
date. Indeed, he had corresponded with Flamsteed
about it in February 1671, for it was still a matter of
controversy in England long after the death of
Crabtree.18

Conclusion
There is, of course, little that is original in
Crabtree’s discourse and he does not claim to be doing
any more than giving the reader a dispassionate
technical explanation of the Easter dating issue. The
chief interest of the manuscript is its very existence –
as the sole known astronomical manuscript in
Crabtree’s own hand – and the non-partisan nature of
his treatment, testimony to the modest and courteous
style that is so evident in his known correspondence
with Gascoigne and Horrocks.
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Errata
The Antiquarian Astronomer Issue 5, February 2011
‘Charles Frederick Butterworth (1870–1946): The man with stars in his eyes’ by Gary Kewin reference 43, p.13
The editor is grateful for being notified by Kevin Kilburn of the omission of the detail that BAA and SPA
variable star observer Tony Markham, former Assistant Director of the SPA Variable Star section is also one of
only four UK observers who have made in excess of 100,000 visual magnitude estimates and in 2009 received
the BAA Stevenson Award for this achievement.

The Antiquarian Astronomer Issue 7, February 2013
‘The introduction of Copyright Law in England and its effect on the dispute between Newton, Halley and
Flamsteed concerning the ‘pirated’ Historia Coelestis 1712’ by John L Birks, pages 14 & 15 , Figs. 3 & 4
The editor would also like to thank Dr Rebekah Higgitt (University of Kent) for pointing out the error in the
caption for figure 3. The frontispiece of the ‘pirated’ Historia Coelestis of 1712 does not show Flamsteed as a
naval captain, but instead Prince George of Denmark, patron of the publication and Lord High Admiral.
The editor would finally like to show gratitude to the several individuals, Kevin Kilburn and Ian Ridpath
amongst others, who recognised that figure 4, was not from Flamsteed’s Atlas Coelestis. They realised it was
from the very rare and unpublished star atlas by John Bevis. The plate, with an incomplete set of constellation
figures, was bound in a volume wrongly attributed to Flamsteed at the Science Museum Library. Kevin Kilburn,
an expert on the Bevis Atlas informs me that these examples are unfinished proofs for the later plates that were
printed but not published after the project failed and were subsequently bound and sold as the, Atlas Celeste.
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